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tounderstand the law of social cvolutionwe mustunderstand in short the,

principles ofphysicalevolution and biological cvolution
Physical Evolation and itslaw

AccordingtoSpenceratheiwholeworldcanbedividedunder tvo parts
They are () Knowable and (2) Unknmowable

That:whichis availableto knowledge.is the knowable while that which

is away from knowledge is unknowable. Science is concermedwith knowable,

and its scope while religion is concemed with unknowables like soul-God,

gods and goddesses.

FSKarlMarx:Social Change
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Science discoyers the cause and cffect, i.c., the production of a substance

and its dovelopment. Spcncer has thus dercribed the law of physical evolution:

Force According,to Spencer force has two forms (1) matter and (2)
motion. Bolh these belong to force and are knowable. Force is umknowable.at
it has noform When thisinknowable forceisactive, matterand motionhave
he beginning of'developmenisss
Basic Principles ofEvolution

iThese are three andieambetold thuS at130 i3
(1) Law of persistencc offorce. ForccsTvhich.is-the cause ofmatter

and motion, iS permanenlll never gocs a.change of increase or decreasc. It

works on the law ofpersistence. It is,unknowable and hence is not knowable

yothers.
-(2) Law of indestructibility:of matter. Mattcr changes in the process

f ovolution. Shapo changcs but its basicity is never completely destroyed as

vater changes lo vapou subject-to lhcat

2 3) Law of.continuity of motion. The, form'of motion.changes like

1ltor, But it has continuity. Inteinsity or laxity ufmotion changes with decrease

r increaso but motion oxistsalvayS

Q.20. Examine Pareto's concept ofLogical and Non-Logical action and
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Foundations of Sociological Thought
Foundations of Sociological Thought Law of Social Evolution of Spencer-Theabovementioned principles

are applicd on the socicty by thc Spencer and havc taken them basis of social
evolution. The socicty sccs the existence of tliat civilization or culture wlhich

Secondary Laws of Evolution
Spencerhas also given four secondary lawS OJ evonO e adapts to conditions. Thus cvolution of society:has or has been witnessed(1) Law of uniformity. During the process of evolution as single rule

works out and it is law of unifomity. There is no changeinthis
(2) Law of transformation and cquivalence. Matter is indestructible

and its quantity remains same in transformation. Thus it docs not go to increasc
or decrease during amy change or transfornmation,

(3)Law of least resistance and greatest attraction.Mattershave high

attraction and there is no resistance. Water willflow in the dircctionofminimum

obstruction and collect where more vater amasses before hand
(4)Law of alteration of motion. Motionhas an orderinalteration This

motion is slow or intense duesto0 natural conditions.
Asper Spencer, all these laws fincion in phiysicalkevoutto Whle all competition with or destruction of the othergroup. Contlict means war in

these sevcn laws function at a time, thenanew lavofpliysical evolutionis anyformWarmets notetorattovw otheropposite of cquality and is quite

seen in the matterknown as integrationanddifftereniation
This lawtells thatasprocess ofintegrationincreases in thematter,there SocialEvolution lawand itscriticism

isseen dissipation procesS irthe moto, S0 41so prOceSsofdifferentiationis
seen, motionhas the process ofabsarptionHenceitisclearthattheprocess entering the catle breeding stage. Henceitisnot certain as to iwhich dirction
of physical evolution hasdevelopment fromuncertain-tocertain-tromone the evolution vill followasman ismanand notmachine.
element multi element andfrom general to special.

Asput forth bySpencer
Evolution is the integration of matterand conccmitant dissipation of on thepeople andsociety hencesocial structure differs andit is the resultof

motion during which the matter passes from a relatively definite, incoherent diverse order of evolution.

heterogeneity.Spenceris of the opinionthat tho law workingin theplysical woldis havesolfishucss.and withitwefindkindncss, love,altruism,servicetoothers,

alsoapplicabletosocial field.Iin the sameway laworbiologicaievolutionalso ete.Thussocieryremains powerless and powerful peoplethough posessed

applies to sociological world.

Law of Biological Evolution- Spencer has followeFCharles Darwin makes iman diffcrent from other living beings.

and Malthus for evolution and surplus population respectively Thereforé he
came across

struggle for existence which gave iseto iature.ofevolution. 0.20.Discuss Svencer'stheory of Organic Analogy
Hencewecanacept thcstrugglefor existenceas the law.of biological Ans. Theoryof organio-Aualass The.theon of Organic Analos as
evolution, which is the.original giftof Darvin

Following this evcryone struggles with the nature and natural phenomcnapencer 1s well=known-for his Organismic Concept of Society

to cxist. The success of one bcing over naturc means his existence for that

time, hence survivál of the fíttest is the main thing under this law.while nature t 1S 1morc than-that, just as an organisnm is more ihan a mere collection of

eliminates the rest. This is the principle of natural selection. As Bogardus Cells, He has said:

puts this-"Thefittest to survive, concluded Darwin'are thoso individual who

are best fittod to mcet 1he conditions of their cnvironment,"

Briefly, biological laiv which isnecessary-10r sociologyof Spencer OcCupicd and it is this trait which leads.óutidea of the society.

the law of struggle for cxistencc. Nature creates lives liberally in the animal

world but is unablc to protet them with thc samc liberality. This results in,

from simplctoodd, uncertain to certain and from equality to diversity.

Law of simplicitytocomplexity in society- Social lifehasthetendency
to devclopin different ficldsfrom simple to complex way Initially the life
was.sinple, ditfercntunits wcre mixed, individual was similar to others. Every
onc had vork for himsclf and so the form of society was uncerain. As society
devcloped the -rule of division of labour came with specialization. Job was
determincd for an individüal and he cxecuted the same work.

Lawof struggle in society-Biologicalstruggleforexistence applies to
SOCiety alsosIt is conflict thät makesa society similar.to other,It can.apply

necdfulto society and social life.

(1Today.Suchtribes areseen ivhich baveemergcd toargiculture iwithout

2AIl soctetiesdifierm orderofevolution: Thedifferentsocietiesfollow
different cülture,religion,geography and morality. These influenceseparately

3)Struggle-for existence does not count well in human society as man

of strength, care for others and give them change to exist. This characteristic

Herbert Spencer:Concept ofOrganic Analogy

propounded by Spencer is an inportant-aspect of his philosophyHerbert

Accordingto Spencer, "Society isnotmerelvacollectionofindividuals,

Wc consistently regard a socicty as an entity because they fom of

discrete uuits, a certain concreteness in the aggregateof them is cmployed by.

the goneral persistcncc of thç arrrangcnncnt amongitkem throughout the rea



(Foundations of Sociological Thought

lFor, withholding'the name from an over-changing clashes such as Foundations of Sociological Thought
primitivemen fonned, we.applý it onlywherc some constancyin thedistribution

ofparts is resulted from settled life."isie Herbert Spencer has comparcd life vith an organism, ACcordiing toof the individual, the distributing systcm under which the comniercialhim, socicty is like a biological.system, a greater organiS. LIKe anorganisationof socicty was compared to tlhc regulatory organs of the individual,organism, it is also subject to process of gradual gtovth: or aevelopmentland the regulatory system, nerve-motor organs of thc individual."from a simple to a,complex state.
It also shows different integration in fiunctions and struture,mlarity comparcd the society.with living organisim, but on the other, he lhasbetwecn the socicty and the organism may be studicd underhe iollowing distinguished between the tvvo. Thc differcnces bclivcen the two may, be

SIXheads
(a) From simple to complex, (6).Interdcpcndcnce. c) Centre of control,p (1) Different organs. of thc society arc not connected with one(d) Importance of wholeness, (e) Continuity, (1) Unit structure.
(a) From Simple to Complex- Socicty and organism arë differentjthat is why, tlhe body is a uniformed.organ. But. this is not truc of the sOcialfrom inanimate being. In' tie beginning,both are simple and they are small inlorganism or society. They are indepcndent and frce. In this respect, the livingform but as they grow, they become biggerand complex Wlitna child isorganism and the society difer from onc another.

born his body issmall and quite simple but viththegrowth;his body develops. (2) Every organ of the socicty has a separate consciousness- In aIn the begining nian had limited life. HeiWas ahunter andlived bywhatever!living organism therc is a centralised consciousness. There' is 1o seyarate
he could get as a result of huting. But with thepassage of time, complexity consciousess:in differcnt units:or organs of the body. This is, not true aboutbecame an orderof the socictyand the social order.

(6). Interdependence Every organ of the-body.is.depcndent on: the is no centralised consciousness

The main organs of the socicty vere thesustainingsystem undcr which
he industrial organisation of socicty iwas compared to the clementary organs

. Differcncc betiwcen Socicty and OrganismOn onc hand, Spencer has

stummed up under thc following heads:1

anotherIn tlhe. living organism, different organs are connected together.

the socicty. In socicty cvcry organ has a different consciousness. Hére there

ther. For example.ifwe atthe hand lift t.e morseliand the mouth.grabs(3) No centralisation ofthe conscicusness- We have already secu

aero t goes to thedigestivesystem as:a resultofwhich bloodis formed that the living organism hasacentralised consciousness. Its different organs

DOdy,is mantaned iert brr i04g it donothave different consciousncss. This is not trieofthe society. In socicty,

ne sae 18e about fhe humcn šociety. Differentorgansofthe society comsciousness is not centralised. Every organ of the socicty has a separate
depend on others. For example, labourers depend on, millowners and the COnscousess.
millowners depend on the labourers. 0c orola 4) Cells of the socicty are not meant for welfare of the entire

Centre of theControl- In the body it is,the,brain or-the .ind that Different cells of the body, cxist for the welfare of the entire organism. In
actsas he.centre of control. It controls the functioining, of the body- On the regard to the society, the situation is reverse. The entire society is made for

O an thegovernment or theadministration acts.as,the centre of contro the wclfare of thesmallerunits. Thus, in regard to the society reverse is truc

e 0cy: Dtterent groups of society cary,qut tie.ordersissued.by the of what is true of living organism.
centre of control. or the government, Spencer was of the view that the consciousness of the individual is

mportance of holenessIn hunan organism, one part may be centralised not in the society but in the individual itseif. He knowis and

b Sthewholeorganism whichisreally inportant Unless we understandshis own welfare. That is why, Spéncerhas heldthat the state
look at the organism as a wholc, we slhallnot.beable to realisethe importancé should leavc thc individual frec fromn external Conirol
hnleh arsSameli casewitrtie-sociey It isthe society as Then only it would be possible for the individual to make progressiOn
whole that is important'in its different parts.

(C) Cóntinuity In the body, the old
new ones are bornSame is true-of the human society. In human society also, owi progress. He was of. the view that state control haipers the veitare oold piciples and old units are gone and they are replaced by new ones. SOCiety,pite of ity theprocess of countinuity goes on z.Structure l the human organisn or living organisin there are alrcady secn that Spencer has tried to treat socicty similar to aliving organis.Editlercnt cells. Thesameis'true ofthe society as iwell.: Gettel, R:G. .has nicell Manyof the scholars have not agrced with the vieiV. ACCoraing tocsumn.vdup in the jollowing lines2z

. he one hand, Spencer believed in granting freedom to the individual, on the
ments get 'destroýed and the other, he pleadcd for granting freedoi to the society so that itmay make its

Critical Evaluation of Spencer's Theory of Organic Analogy- We havc

theory suffers froni the following drawbacks
1) Imaginative Deseription-The theory that society is comparable te

living organism is bascd on imaginative description.Body is something concretc
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(Foundations of Sociological Thoughtwhile the society is abstract. lt is not possible for us to see what the socie

actually is.
Tn other vords. body has a physical base aostrac to coinplexity from uncertainty to certainty and are mutually related andTherefore. it is not possible to compare tlhe two. Oupatib i Dabcu mof interdependent. This will be clear from the undermentioned explanation.

68He mcant that society grows slowly like body and this system goes on

on imaginative considerations than actualitics.

2) Incompleteness of Functional Distribution- There is no perfe

and nplcte funetional distribution amongst the various organs ofthesociei
while nregardtobody, it isnots0. Different organs of the body haveditere note separatedany way. Every body was sinijlar to other

person.

specieand specified functions. It is not possible for hand to performtd a the wok themseves. Thus society was like a group,
men

functionoffoot.Similarly heart cannot perfom the function of fot. Similar ene and amiyperformed all social, economic, religious, political

heart cannotperform the function of lung. But this is not true of the societ ns uringthisperiod social organization,culture and human life wa
A group can changeits functions and perform functions assigned to a differe d. n-tnis period organic life was like a ball or embryo.

group. An individual can also change and shift his own functions. He can alseparate torms of different organs of organism

perform more than one functions.
) Specific Nature of Consciousness- In human body, consiousne society. Absorbed units becaie clear. We hHave clear visionsoffamily, religious

is centralised in a definite and specific manner. Afterdeath this consciousnes nstitutions, labour unions, economic institution, city and villages. Thus, their
disappears. This is not true of the society. There is no central place where th lunctionsalso becamedetermined. Sound life had the quality of differentiation
consciousness of society is located. It is located in different organs. Fron among them like the development of embryo into different organs

this point of view, the two are not similar.
(4) Contradictions-Apart from these factors, Spencer has contradicte

his own views in many respects. Qnce he talks of the similarity betwee separate but they have interrelation and interdependence. The persons

living organism and the society, he talks of.asocialist society when pertorming their different functions were dependent on others to their needs
consciousness is centralised at a particular place.

But when it comes to individual progress
and socal progress he talks o Disorder is one of the main organs infuences other organs also.

individual freedom and indívidualism, which is quite in contradiction with thi Few fixed stages of evolutionary process
concept of the socialist society. If consciousness is centralised in a particula Herbert Spencer is of the opinion that society and organism had seveal
place in a social order, individuals cannot have the freedomto make theiroi similarities and had few original differences also. The economic life began
progress. The following abstract throws ample light on his contradictions from simply hunting stage and reached the present industrial stage. So also
histheory:

Primitive society like an organism
In the beginning social life was simple. Different units were mixed and

As human thinking and experience developed man turned from group to

Varíous organs became inter-relafed and interdependent
Besides these differences in different organs ofsociety were not mutually

*

and thus were inter-related. This brings the concept of dissolution of society.

organism develop from birth, childhood, youth, adult, oldness, death stages.

arting with the coception of organic growth intended to justi But this does never mean that society is organism,or organism is society.
individualism, Spencer ends with the conception oforganicunity which tend Society and Organisms: Basic Similarities
to justify socialism."
Q. HerbertSpencer.accepts society as a biological organism, hence he has

What are the basic similarities between society and organisma emphasized on their mutual intimacy. This can be expressed througn roiOwngper Herbert Spencer? similarities:
OR Basic similarities or uniformities between society and organism

n(1)Both aredifferent from lifelessthings. Both developslowly. They do

not grow all of a sudden and neither they had a sudden change.

Discuss and analyze Herbert Spencer's Organismic TheorSociety.
Ans. Herbert Spencer has established a proposition that society is a biolog (2) Growth from simple to complex. With the grovtn ot tnei stlapeorganism and to prove this he opposed the criticisms by heavy logical p their structures become complicateaSpencer has faith in evolutionary theory. He applied this lncirgais evoluuonary theory on the socicty as exhibited the similariticPunctions of different organs are dilferent and specific. ne rorniOcgboth and their evolutionary process, Hence to understand society osee the bodily structure.

(3) Organs become clear in both. Development leads to clear their organs.

separate, fiunctions also are separate.



(Foundations of Sociological Thought
{Foundations of Sociological Thought Darwin and Spencer's Theory of Evolution-A Comparison

Compare bricly the Darvin's Thcory of Evolution with that of
Spencer's Theory of Evolution.

Ans. Darwin and His Principles- Therc is a lot of similarity between the

evolution as propounded by Darwin and Spencer. According to Danvin, during

dilfcrcnt agcs strugglc went on bctwcen differcnt raccs of living beings as a

rcsult of vhich many raccs werc destroyed. Thosc who survived in the struggle

wcrc bcttcr cquipped and collcctivcly superior.
Thoy as a rcsult of hercdity, passcd on to the traits and qualitics, to their

offsprings and fulure gcnerations. Spcnccr accepts the theory of the survival

of thc fittcst as propoundcd by Darvin. But in certain respects, the two differ

from onc anothcr.
Darwin confined his thcory of evolution to thc world of living beings but

Spcnccr took it further to the cntire physical world. Thus the scope of the

Spcnccr's thcory of cvolution is vider than that of thc Danvin.

Nature of Evolution- Spencer has said that the evolution opplies to

inorganic, organic and super-organic aspects of the world. in fact, through

his thcory of cvolution, Spcnccr tricd to prove that the phenomenon ofconstant

changeability is prcsent in his theory of evoluticn. In other words, it means

that the proccss of change or the whcel of change movcs on constantly.

Laws of Evolution according to Spencer- According to Spencer, therc arc

3 laws that govem the process of evolution:

(1) Law
nergy which is responsible for evolution is indestructble and constant. It persists.

(2) Law of Indestructibility of Matter-Like the force or the cnergy.

the mattcr also doces not vanish. It persists and is indestructible, although

several.changcs take place in its exterior form. This theery cf Spencer gocs

to show that thc basic clement of the matter does not change.

(3) Lav of Continuity of Motion- According to Herbern Spencer, the

motion changes its form, but its basic quality persists. There is continity in

the motion.
At the time of' Herbert Spencer, several religious concepts were prevalent

about the origin of the world. For example, according to Bible, thc world was

created by the clouds. Herbert Spencer accepted the basic principles of thesc

concepts and tricd to givc them a scientilic explanatian. On the basis of thesc

conccpts, he laid dowu the prnciple that originally the matter was like a rotating

mass wlich was very hot.

With the passage of time, it cooled down and got divided into different

soguionts as a rosul ol which several plancts were bonn. This is what he has

tricdtooxplain in thho following lines

Evolution is an integration of matter and concomitant dissipation of

motion, through whiclí tho matter passes from an indcfiuitc, incolhcrent

Q.
(4) Organs have intcrelations and inter-dcpcndcnco. As wholc organs

work as a full organism functions though scparate, all arc mutually influcnccd.

5) Both have the distribution or communiction sy'stcm. Organs of tho

body through mechanism scnd food into stomach and assimmilatc and the

blood so producod reached other parts of the body through veins. This kccps

the custcnoc of the body.

The same is the case with socien: The produced goods in socicty and

distribution of wcalti is fulfilicd through commnication and business. This

fuilfils all the social noods and cxistence of society is safc.

(6)Goverament and brain are like the cqual directors. The brains in the

sacich is for government and govcrnment scnds its ordcrs to pcoplc: This is

tasay that brain contacts the uhole body similarly govenment conducts the

i2nagemcnt of the socicty.

7Scparation of organs, does nol cnd the organism. The body docs not

nd eimifa limb is separated, so also society does not cnd with the separation

oi a person from it.

(8) Both arc formed by several cclls. The body is made up of several
cclis. so also socieny is madc up of several pcoplc. Thus person is a unit of a
socicty.

Basic dissimilarities or differences betwcen socicty and organism
Ascarding 1o Spencer the following basic differenccs arefoundinsocicty

2ndorganism
(1) Ceils of organism are mixed, but individuals in society are free.

Cells in the body are so mixed that they have no separate existence but in
society, every individual has his oyWn scparate existence. They.think, consider,
ari 2nd give fre dscisions.

(2) Consciousness is centred in organism but individuals have separale
consciousress. Organism has its consciousness through veins. But individuals
have separaie consciousness in the socicty. Hence he performs some functions
inprivaie lise for which he may be bound by society but not under compulsion.

(3) Socicty is for individual interests but different organs arc for whole
organisn. The whole society is for all persons but organs livc for wholo
organism. Socicty works for individual intercsts but organs work for wlholo
orgarism to kecp it.

f Persistent Force- According to this law, the force or the

4) Social devclopment is changing but organism has dovclopnient. Peoplocan increase or decrcase the development spced of a socicty wlhile organishave deteminod specd of development.
Thus Spencer has the concept of orgonic cvolution on onó hand avndindividualism on the other hand.
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motion undergocs a parallcl transformation.
Spencer's Biological Law of Evolution- Herbert Spencer applicd his

theory of cvolution to the biological world or the world of living bcngs and
laid down the principlc that all hc living bcings took hundrods of ycars to"assume thc prescnt fom. His vicws about thc evolution are wcll containcd in
the Sollowing lincs- "Evolution as conceived by Spcncer is continuous
throughout all times and is still in progress. It' aflects the inorganic form the
fonn lays lhonmogcncity of an orignal nebulac wlhich havc cvolvcd into tlhe
prescnt inlinitely divcrsificd universc and the organic from an original
amorphous lifc cells, to the highly spccialiscd plants and animals now exist."

According to Herbert Spcnccr, as a result of evolution the living beings
and the vcgctation got scparatcd from onc another. We have alrcady secn tlhat
Spencer has pat forward the vicw that the original living beings had neither
fonn nor life, but with the passage of time, they acquircd lifc as well as forin.
He therclore tricd to give a new. complexion to the theory of survival of theittet as propounded by Darvwin.

Struggle for Existence- According to Herbert Spencer, all the living
beings are cugagcd in the struggle for cxistence-in order to maintain theirSunival He also came out with thc theory that all the living beings are trying,to adjust themselves with the atmosplherc. Thosc who failed to acclimatise
with atm.sphere got destroyed. This is reprcscnted by his principle of sclection.

In other vvords, it means that once we are not ablc to adjust with the
cnvironmcnt and clhange ourselves according to circuístances, the naturcdestroyr us.

or unity of minds and also division of labour. Division of labour is responsible
for maintenance of the unity and the solidarity of the society.

According to him division of labour is another way to bring peopletogether and keep them nearer. In other way, division of labour is another
way of maintaining and developing social unity and social solidarity.
Types and Forms of Social Solidarity
According to Emile Durkheim, solidarity is of two types:

(1) Mechanical Solidarity- It is based on solidarity. In a society
where there is greater element of education and action and the group is given
more importarce as against the individual, the society is said to have
Mechanical solidarity. Mechanical solidarty is nothing but recognition of the

similarity as aganist individual itself.

Characteristies: Psychological, social and moral similarity are the
characteristies of mechanical solidarity. Similar wants, similar ways of living,

similar way of life are the chief characteristic of mechanical solidarity. Such

a mechanical solidarity is found in its best form in the society of aboriginals

such a similarity was to be found every where.

With the development of the society this mechanical solidarity cracks.

In the society where mechanical solidarity is preserved, sometimes repressive

measures are adopted. Those actions that go against the will of the group or

society are punishable. Durkheim has himself explained it in the following

words in his book, 'Division of Labour':
There exists a social solidarity which comes from a certain number of.

States of conscience which are common to all members of the same societ
This is what repressive law materially represents, at least in so far as it is a

tradition."Duikheim:Social Solidarity and Suicide
(2) Organic Solidarity-The basisofmechanical solidarity is similarity

while the basis of organic solidarity is the difference or dissimilarity. This is

also a part of division of labour. In an advanced.society, different members

perform different types of functions' and one member takes advantage of the

work of other members. Due to socialisation, the importance of the individual

grows. He bothers of solidarity only so far as it is helpful in the fulfilment of

his needs and wants. In such a society mutual dependence determines the

relations. In such a society, the group functions like a body in which different

organs perform different functions. With the rise in population the ieeds also

grow and they lead to specialisation and division of labour. This difference

gives birth to °Organic. solidaity. In the present society co-operation and

utual dependencedetermines the nelations. In such a society, the law instead

of becoming repressive becomes festitutive. Dawn Martindale has rightly

Q. Explain Durkncim's concept of Mechanical and Organic solidarity.
OR

Distinguish between Mechanical and Organic solidaritywith specialreference to Emile Durkhcim.
Ans. Social Solidarity

Durkhcim has made a very valuable and important concept of sociologyin form of his thcory of 'social solidarity." Hc rccognises the impórtance ofsocicty. But while recognising the importance of socicty, he also recognisedits various aspects, In his book, Social Division of Labour' he has envisagedtircc aspccts of social lifc: (1) Solidarity or unity of socicty. (2) Division oflabour () Social cvolution.
All these aspecis arc intcr-linked. although for ilhe convenicnce of study.hey are trcatcd as sc a.ted units. In fact, our social lifc is resultof the sinmilarity said:
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Thuus, the law becomes a major index 1o have been most crucial ofa

cial facts-social solidarity."
Objects and Charácteristics of Social Solidarity

The concept ofsocial solidarity is not at all new. It has been propounde
by Aristotle, Smithi, Comte, Spencer etc. But Durkheim gave it a new form

This form is based on the foilowing twoobjects:
(A) Scientific Form- Durkheim wanted to give every branch of study

scientific form. He tried the same in regard to social solidarity. He wanted to

base it on statistics and facts.
(B) Practical Base- Durkheim wanted to give sociology a practical base

With this object in view, he put forward theory of social solidarity which
aimsat giving recognition to society. Unlesssociety isgiven recognition the
individual shall grow much in importance and in that respect the shall not
bother about social weifare. Durkheim realised that therealimportance ofthe
individual lies in the welfare of the soçiety and that vas the reason why he
came with histheory of social solidarity.
Characteristics of the Social Solidarity- According to Durkheim social
solidarity has the following characteristics:

(1) Moral Phenomenon- According to Durkheim, a society based on
Hegelism and Hedonism cannot bring about social unity and improvement
Social integration and solidarity can be achieved through moral outlook and
morality. According to him, social solidarity is a moral phenomenon or event

(2) Abstract Phenomenon- Since social solidarity is a moral
phenomenon, it cannot be concrete and physical. It is neither a thing that can
be seen nor a thing that can be touched. It is in fact a sociological situation
and abstract in nature.

3) Manifestation of.Collective Consciousness- Social.solidarity isexpression and manifestation of cóllective consciousness. It represents theemotional attachement of the individuals with one another. The more of
emotional attachment is found amiongst individuals, the more of social solidarity
shall be there.

In short, it may be said that social solidarity or social unity is a dymamic
moral phenomcnon wlich is abstract in nature and ditlicult to assess. It can
bc expresscd in the fomm of collectivc consciousness or group consciousncs.

Importance of Social Solidarity- Social solidarity is an important
aspcct ol socicty. A socicty that lacks unity becomes sick and fails to deliver
goods. It strengthncs fcclings of sccurity among individuals and leads to grcatcr
social organisation. t also raisces the moral standards of people. Disciplinc.
Cooperation, Courage, Success ctc. arc the gists of the social solidarity. I
helps the socicty to grow in its own strcngth and progress further..

.

Q How would you diffcrentiate between mechanical and organic
solidarity? What is thc difference in the legal systcms of buth

the solidaritics?
(OR)

Differentiate BetweenMchanical and OrganicSolidarity.
Ans. Durkhcim ha diflerentiátcd betvecn organic and mcchanical solidarity

mainly on the followving three bascs:

(1) In the mechanical solidarity, the main characteristic is that it directly

connects the individual with thc socicty without any intermediary or middle

link. In the organic solidarity, individual dopends upon socicty for the reason

that he depcnds upon its componcnt organs i.c. upon the other members of

society
(2) The mechainical solidarity depicts the collective form of society in

vhich there is a fim organisation of belicfs and fcelings commonly prevalent,

among the mambers of socicty. In theorganic solidarity, there is the provision

of various kinds of activitis and definite relationships.

(3) In the opinion of Durkheim,the unity relatcd to the similaritics might

be designated as the mechanical solidarity, and that related vith the variations

and specifications, could be known as the foregoing second onc. This is

bascd upon the names differently given on the basis of gencrality and

particularity.
Besides Durkhcim, some other scholars of sociology have also b ht

out several differences:

(1) Mechanical solidarityis bascd upon similarities whercasthebasis of-

organic solidarity in our socictyis prcvalent division of labour.

(2) The expression ofmechanical solidarity is implicd in't

laws, iwhcrcas in the socictics of organic solidarity the restitutive and co-

operativc or accomodative laws are more important and significant.

: (3) The mechanical solidarty establishes direct relationships betvwocn

soicty and the indviduals, whercas in the organic solidarity, man is not dircctly

relalcd vith the socicty. In tha routinc lile, man cven docs not realise ihc

powcr contained in human socicty.

(4) Dynamie Phenomenon- Social Solidarity changes its form. tchanges according to ithe change in the density of population and the divisionof labour. rcpressive

(5) Difficult Assessment-Since social solidarity is amoral phenomenon
and abstract and dynamic in nature, it is not possible to ássess it easily, It isdifficult to make assessment of social solidarity. For example, when pakistaninvaded India, It seemed that everything was in disarray and pakistan hadthought that attack would be advantageous to her but all of a sudden, it turneddifferently.
not have been assessed beforehand.

people were united and there was complete unity which could

,



Foundations of Sociological Thought Foundations of Sociological Thought 68(4) Thc force of the mochanical solidarity is containcd in thc collective
consciousucss. The origin of organic solidarity is bascd on the functional
differentiation.

Due to the variety ofactivities and specifications, the thinking. personaiityand activities of various persons have differed from each other. Theconsequence was that the individual freedom became more imporrant. As aresult, in the individual based society, crime is not treale! 1s a violation of thecollective will but rather the personal loss and the activity against the person.
Hence, accordingly the law too could not be repressive, but becaine restitutive.
The aim of law became the compensating of the loss to the Loser or the
aggrieved.

iSuicide-(For other Questions) Please Consult Page No. 34

(5) The moechanical soidarity falls against the devclopmcnt of individual
or his pcrsonality, whereas the organic solidarity provides full opportunity for
the devclopment of personality.

(6) In the meclhanical solidarity, there are more of thc criminal types,
but this mumber roduces in case of organic solidarity.

(7) Mochanical solidarity is concemed with the segmental social stnucturc,
but in case of organic solidarity, there is the signilicance of organiscd

and strong organic social structure.
(8) Durkhcim has expressed the illustrations of mechanical solidarity by

nconscious or inanimate things, whercas in the organic solidarity, the organic
nierclationship and unity could be cxpresscd among thc living boings.

(9) In tlhe mechanical solidarity, rcligion is more predominant. But as
against it, in the organic solidarity, rcligion is not givcn much importance..

(10) The mechanical solidarity is commonly prevalent among the old
and the prinitive tribes. whercas the organic solidarity' is found cxisting among
the modem and progressive societics. In such socictics, division of labour is
the main characteristic of life.
Different Legal Systems

With the diffcrent and almost oppositc naturc ofboth the kinds of solidarity,
as conceived by Durkheim, tlherc is also found to exist a particular type of
lcgal system, which differs in both the cases, from cach otlher; as under:
Legal System in Mechanical Solidarity

In the mcchanical solidarity the rcpressive law is prevalcnt. If any of the
members of socicty violate such law, he is treated to be the criminal and is
accordingly dealt with. Thc whole of socicty, the local community, criticise
him and dcmand for the award of very strict or hard punishnent. Duirkhcim
himself has stresscd upon this aspect, mentioning that the violators of the lawin méchanical solidarity arc trcated as criminals. Thc repressive law is meant
to safeguard the collective sentiment óf the people in the socicty vhere thecrimc is commitled against tlicir will and their feclings arc hurt. The commonconsciousness of thc members of socicty doscn't ircat it as crimc since it is initsclf an immoral act, but for the reason that it hurts theecollcctivc perniancntscntimcnts of the people.
Legal System in Organic Solidarity

In the socictics having organic solidarity, the restitutivc law is provalcnt.Its main purposc is that all which has becn unlawfully snatched away fronisomconc must be rctlurncd to him by the ollender. As a result of division ollabour, the individual unity and similarity in the primitivc socicty has bccndestroyed now and many of thc varictics havc sprcad.

Max Weber : The Authority and
Protestant Ethics & Sprit of Capitalism

Q. Discuss the concept of Authority and its types.
OR

Explain various types and-characteristics of Authority.
Concept of AuthorityAns.

Related to Power
According to Max Weber authority is related to power. Indeed

legitimate power is authority ana
Bases of Authority- Identifying three ideal types of legitimate authority

Max Weber writes on the bases of Authority-
(1) Rational Legitimacy, resting on a beliefin the legality'ofpatterns

of normative rules and the right of those elevated to authority under such
rules to issue commands (legal authority)".

(2) Traditional Legitimacy, "Resting on an established belief in the

sanctity of immemorial traditions and the legitimacy of the status ofthose
exercising authority under them (traditional authority)"; and

(3) Charismatic Legitimacy,*Resting on devotion to the'specific and

exceptional sanctity heroism or exemplary character of an individual persón,

and of thenormative patterns or order revealed or ordained by him (charismatic

authority)"
Kinds of Authority

Thercfore, the various forms of legitimate power will be the various

forms of authority. According to Weber, authority determines the social

action and, the social organizntion. Weber recognizes three kinds f

authority.,These are:
(A) Traditional Authority-The tradiional authority is that power ulich

is legitimatized through the force ot tradition. In different communities the

aditions vary and tlhis autlhority also varics in nature accorlingly. In traditional

thority is nothing but legitimute power.
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authority a particular class or group is regarded superior only because this

has always been so in the past.
Reason has no place in the determination of the traditional authority

Certain classes are regarded inferior merely because this has always been so

and no need for rational justification is called for. In India, Brahmans have

enjoyed supremacy on account of traditional authority.

(B) Rational-Legal Authority- The rational legal authority is derived

from the social status or occupation of an individual or individuals. A person

occupying no "posítion' has no authority. In modern administrative set-up this

form ofauthority is important. For example, a head of a corporation or Board

has authority overall things under liim. There is a well accepted proposition
thatitis the chair which bestows authority on the chairman and not the other
way round.

(C) Charismatic Authority- There are certain individuals who are so
talented and so versatile that they require neither position' nor the boast of
tradition to make impact upon others. Thisextraordinary form ofauthority is
known as charismatic. The religious prophets and social reformers are persons
who have charisimatic authority.
Q.Discuss Max Weher's views about Bureaucracy.

(Foundations of Sociological Thought 6D
Thesc throc arc cqually rclatcd mutually. Economic order is the system

by which cconomic goods and serviccs arc distributtd and used.

Authority-Social control has great importanceof authority. Max Wcbcr
dcvclopcd fcw idcal types. The authority has following kinds as for him, (1)

Charisimatic authority (2) Traditional authority (3) Logal authority

Charismatic authority- This is that cushions powcr which is found in

a individual spccially. This can be real or only estimatcd. Il can bc cxternál or

internal. Social people find in them an abnormal, supermatural power and

unsuperpassable qualitics. Thc charismatic power is bascd on faith over magic,

charisma or leadcr-type devotion. If the person is unable to do such miracles,

their faith is broken and they leave him.

Traditional authority- Father is the head ofthe family. Everyone in the

family obcy him. Hc has full righls over othcr membCTS of the family. This is

based on the traditional may from times immemorable.

Legal authority- Stale creales few parts to control society. These are

based on some rules. Thosc appointed havc to bchavc and act according to

nules laid doiwn. Thus thcy havc two forms. Firstly they act according to the

rules or law of statc and sccondly as per their frce will within private lifc.
OR

**The key-notion which Weber starts with, is authority'". Explain.
Weber's treatment of Authority and Bureaucracy.

The concept of social class is classified by Max Weber through
economic views. He is of opinion that social classes exist due to economicelements. Hencehe pays heed to both as interacting mutually. Hence his basisis social order.

Ans.
Bureaucracy: Characteristics and concepts

It is a hicrarchical organization'vvhercin differcnt individuals arc allotted

work on thc basis of coordinatcd and reasonable basis.

The following are the characteristics of Burcaucracy.:
(1) Divison of arca of authority or workcrs according to administrative

niles or law. The authority in burcaucracy is bascd on the folloving

elements

Power established social order. Anybody possessed of power canachieve his aims with confidence. Powerful people gain advantage over theweaker people. The same thing is applicable to collective work. Thoughopposition plays its role but the collective people feel to accomplish theirwishes.
Qrdinary power and economic power

Power means respect in society. At times people are unable to get respecthough they have ordinary and economic power. Richness cannot only makeone powerful in society. Hence if a person' is honoured in society he maysOon become powerful and rich.
Hence Max Weber accepts social honour as main important factor oassign social order.This is social order. According to Max Weber-"Theway in which social honour. is distributed in a community between typical

groups participating in this distribution we may call the social order."Kinds of order- Those are of three kinds.(1) Social order (2) Economic order (3) Legal order.

(a) Essential activities distributed in the form of state dutics.

(b) Thcy are invested with authority of comnanding to give practical

form to thcsc duties.

(c) Authority of the official is determined also by law so that he' may

not misuse his authority.

(d) There is detemined and regulated order to abidc by thesc dutics

and authorities were selected according to rules and merit.

(2) There is hierarchical authority of officials in burcacuracy. Hencc

lower officials arc supervised well.

(3) Office work is donc through files or written documcnts and are

kept safe for long time.

(4) Authorities and workers have to work long hours to plcase their

superiors to get promotions.

6) The office work is morc complicated and specializcd

(6) ihc workers need specific training and knowledge for oflice work.

n ohould leam ths axhaustive rules of proccdur
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or complcte managcment. It is callcd tcclunical knowlcdgc through

which they become perfcct in thcir work.
thc casc with Lcbon, Elwood, Frazcr and Durklheim, The samc imporlancc
was given by Max Wcber to rcligion but to say that his contributions gave
sociology of roligion.

Hc put forth that thcrc is dirct rclation bctivccn thc cconomic naturc
andpractical bclhaviour of community. He did not follow Marx. But he takes
religion to be an importantjactor for social change. Hc acccpts other factors
responsiblc for social changcs besidcs rcligion. Hc has faith in multi-factor
thcory.
Sociology of Religion-Methodological Rules

(1) Rcligion and cconomic phcnomena arc naturally relatcd and depcndent.
Thus socicty is not bound by a singlc factor for changc:

(2)One-sidcd discussion of social dynamism is not scicntific. All factors
cooperatc to devclop human history.

(3) Social phcnomena can bc studied by taking any one factor to be
variable as Max Weber takcs recligion to be a variable factor and understands
its influence on othcr social adjustments.

(4) He has studicd ideal types to understand' sociology of rcligion
Rules of conduct óf a religion means the fullicss of practical foms of

conduct which arc accoptabic and obeyed by any member following that
religion. According.to him rcligious faith. and cconomic ruies of counduct
have mutual relations.

Capitalism and its soul
Max.Weber explains that Protestantism gave rise to Capitalisin. As

Bierstedt pulsforth-"There issomething in Protestantism that hclp to creatc

thesystem of cconomic norms we know capitalisnm and ihat it was the
Protestant Reformation that give a direct impetus to the development of a
capitalistic cconony.
Max Wcber cstablishes his thcory by the formation of ideal types of
capitalism and Protestant religion. He cites the following characteristics of
modern capitalism as spirit of capitalism
(1) Large scale organization of industries, trades and occupations on

fficials' position under Bureaucracy
Thc position of officials can be understood on the basis of the

aracicristics of Burcaucracy
1) Position depcnds on work hence their position resls on theirSincerity

to work.
(2) The get morc social respcct comparcd to comunon peoplo.
(3) Lower officials arc appointcd by high oflicials hencc they are

subordinatc to high officials.
(4) Mostly high officials reach the top positions gradually from low

posiions.
6) At times officials are appointcd by rclation to political partics.(6) Such officials do not know specilic knovledgc of thc concerneddcpartmcnts and hence depcnd on juniors as is secn the position inof India.
(7) The service is perniancnt for officials.
(8) Hcnce they arc safe for their services nder tlhc system.(9) Oficials havc the facilities ofpension and funds.(10) Individual rcaches gradually from low position and salary to lhighposition and salary.

Develc pmentof Bureaucracy
Democracy has given risc to the Burcaucracy hencc these are mutuallyelated. All persons are equal in Democracy. They can move upvithout anydifferences. The democratic form of political parties changed much the

Burcaucracy. Such position led to spread of many so that officials are paid
for salary, pension, fund in money.
An Evaluation

Administration goes niccly in democracy. Scveralofficials work for long
time in the same position and hence thcy become traditionaland so oppose
novclty or change. The more use of files delays the workand officials become
cormupted. IHcnce tkese defcts should be removcd to bctter the Burcaucracy
Q.

full scientific basis.

(2) Individual property recognizcd

(3) Organized market of productivc goods
Production based on the appointmcnt of huge human hands in

Criticaly examine the main hypothesis ofMax Weber's Sociology
of Religion.

(4)
large mills and factorics.

(5) Establishncnt of sources of profit and caming profit.

(6) Division ol labour and spccialization for maxinm cflicientworking.

(7) Importancc to work and cfliciency.

Efficicncy carncd more and honoured while sccts usc backward,

ORDiscuss Wcber's theory of Protestant' ethics and the rise ot
capitalism.How far did he diffcr from Marx in the analysis of the

nature of capitalism?Ans. Initially sociological
thinkersacccpted the importance of religion and

saith in social structurc and changes. The originator of sociology fowardcu

the scheme for social reconstruction
on the basis of rcligion.The, samc iWas

(8)
poor and not honoured.

(9) -Respkt onelly andncglecl of old.
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leestablishes Ideal-types which havc the following main charactcristics

(a) Timc is monc
(b) Wealth incrcascs wealli. Q.1. Throw light on the social, economic and political condition ofEurope on the eve of French Revolution. Whether they contributedtowards the sentiments of liberty, fraternity and equality."

(C) lo sait a coin is to cam a coin.
(d) Honesty is the best policy
(c) Noccssity.
(0 Esscntial clcmcnts to succcss are ordcrly conduct, honcsly, labour,

cificicncy, tnuth, faithfulncss and inist.
(g) Work is virtuc.
(h) Oac must tny to cam and save as it leads to achicve hcalth andconscqence ar over the world. The Revolution was a great event which

nealth for individual and socicty.
According to Calvin- *"Onc could practisc his roligion in the market

placc as wc! as in the parish church."
According to Protestant rcligion to plcasc god it is not ncccssary to

he Fullorality or lead a lifc ofsafcty but it nceds to carry on responsibility is Napoleon Bonaparte."
to onc's work or calling. Again moncy grows moncy lcads to carning ofiterest cn the moncq which is against Catholicism.

Marx and Weber- Max Webcr has the contrary" theoryol social Changc continent.as compared to Mar Marx acccpis that religion, morality and social structurc.have detcminant factor in economic ordcr.

France on the Eve of Revolution
Ans. The French Revolution broke out in the year 1789. This year was thestarting point of an era in the European history which produced far reaching

engagcd old sucial, cconomic and political concepts. Referring to the signiffcance ofthis event, Hazen, an eminent historian, says: "From 1789 Euro-pean history merges into the history of one nation, one event and one man.
The nation is that of France, the event is the French Revolution and the man

The Europe of 1789 shows serious social economic and political maladies.
Poverty stalked the land, inequality and discrimination menaced the human
beings, and autocracy and despotism regned supreme everywhere in the

f rcigions culi changes. full thinking system changes and so have thechanges n cconomis rules and order.
Accordingto V.S. Calverton-"Weber tried to turnMarx'sthesis upsidecdown by conieneding that thought and religion determine economicdnclopment rather than the reversc.
Bt Mar Wcber did not sollow the determinism like Marx. Webergives mportance io religian in economic organization and social life but Marxtakcs as 2n obstraction to progress. Weber docs not take capitalism as vain;ideas.thing but i is an inteligible process but Marx takes it only cxploitation of poor.For otherQuestions PleaseConsultPage No.42

-Compared to other countries, France was more susceptible to new and
revolutionary ideas. She was lucky in having a number of greatmen and
philosophers who educated the French masses with potential and powerful
ideas

France was also influnced by the events that were taking place in other
neighbouring countries. She came under the impact ofthe industrial revolution,
colonial expansion, American Revolution and the scientific progress in different
part of Europe. More than any other country, France reacted violently to
these events, because the people were more intelligent and respectful to new

These events produced a strong feeling against the old Regime, out-
dated social, economic and political notions. A sharp dislike of the absolute
monarchism swayed the people and they slowly prepared themselves to fight
a war against the privileges of nobility and excesses of the clergy. And these
people struck the old Regime with full fory when the time came..

Before the will of the people, who were imbued with the ideas of
Rousseau, every resistance failed Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette were

guillotined for the ideals of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity.And when Napoleon
Bonaparte claimed that he was himself the Revolution, he was not vholly
wrong. Even he successfully trampled upon several European countries.
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I1I tried to end the chaotic condition in his Empire by carrying out unity of the

components part of the Empire but failed and earned hostility of his well-

meaning measures.

Political Conditlon of Europe

Politically.Europe was the continent of kings and aristocrats. The po

was concentrated in the hands of a few selected aristocrats and they yiel

the power for their ovwn selfish ends. The monarchies of Europe did little

the pulic well being. The ccurts of monarchies were a dorned by the wea

eamed by the toiling masses. Atthe cost of the general people, regal splendo

was maint.ined.

Prussia
When revolt wa brewing in france, prussia held a commanding position

in the comity of the European nations. To such a status, she was raised by

frederick the Great, who never hesitated to employ dubious and foul methods

to gain his objective. He forcibly seized Silesia from Austria and tpok part inThe Republic of Venice was governed by a noble caste. Even

Switzerland, which was known as the citadel of democracy in old Europ the diabolical plot of poland's partition.

there was a lot of discrimination and inequality among the people living
different cantons.

As long as Frederick was her king, prussia could command respect

from other European powers, but she began losing its prestige when Rrederick

William succeeded Frederick in 1786. The new. King was of weak intellect

and possessed an unstable nature, though he courageously pursued an anti-

Sunk in sertrom with all its humiliating restrictions. Only in France and Englan Austrian and nati-Russian policy. Prussia was busy with poland's partifion

Tne constitutional government everyivhere in Europe and the princes
the German states rode toughshod over the people. Largely the people weE

when the French Revolution broke out.
Germany

the people h2d some personal liberty.

Political Banditry
No more was ther 2v respect for dynastic rights and treaty obligation

Every European power scught to gain more territories and better market f
its trade even at th ost of other friendly powers. What was the political to
of Europe on th: eve af French Revolution can be best known by the acts o,

Russia, Prussia and Austrja who divided the whole of Poland amo
tihemseives. This was nothing but a political banditry on an international lev

Political Aobbery
Weak nations were being build by strong ones. Frederick the Great

Prussia seized Silesia on a false and baseless ground when Austria was fac
with a dispute about succession. It is notkhing very surprising when Napoler
was encouraged by these acts of pclitical, rotbery. Rightly has the lamo
historian Hazen described Europe before the outbreak of the Frenceh Revolutio
in these words: "The 01 Regime in Europe was disloyal to the very princip

Germany was the weakest country of Europe. Her princely states were

sharply divided among the mselves and there was no unifying principle a

mong them. What held together these 360 princely sovereign states was their

inclusion in the Holy Roman Empire. But the Emperor had no authority over

these states and the Imperial Diet could not legislate effectively for whole of

Germany or any part of it. In Germany, Austria and prussia were rivals of one

another. They ... for the control over whole of Germany. Such a competitio.:

often .. tension in Europe.
Russia

Russia was engaged in extending her fronüers when the French Revoiution

broke out. Her ruler Catharine II was busy.effecting her designs on "*rkey

and poland. She took full advantage of the French Revolution, for she diverted

the attention of Austria and prussia to wards France so that she might grab

more and more Polish territory.
Gn which it rested." England

England had recently suffered a great economic set back in the loss of

the American colonies. She was now looked upon as a weak and poor nation.

But she retrieved mush of her lost prestige under pitt the younger. Very *oon

England rose as the most bitter enemy of the French Revolution.

Italy

Utter Lawlessness
The political ione apart, Europe on the eve of the french revolutiop:esented picture of utter lawlessness and anarchical conditions in mosthe Siates.

Austria
Teic was an Austrian country btt no Austriar iation as such.s1ate was composed ofvarious races, each race speaking & differentlanguaBBolemians, I Hunyarians, milanese, Netherlanders, and Austrians all thesc racecontued the Austrian State. The only thing which bound them togewas the Imperial Crowi. Just before the French Revolution Emperor Josep

Itlay was simply a *"Geographical expressior" and not a single united

nation. In fact, it was a collection of several small states, having different

forms of government. Mostly small states were ruled by the froeigners.

Spain

Spain had lost her former prestige and was declining rapidly.
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Social Condition Of Europe
The European societywas

largely
dominated by nobles and elergy man teameneines,tomaketextileand machinery for lifing coal out of the mines

1hese people enjoyed many privikeges, includeing exemption from taxation and to make machine tools and locomotives.

he lower sections ofsociety were, therefore, heavily taxed by the government 4)1nesecond signiticant development was in the iron and steel industry.

tomeetthe various state expenses. Strangethoughit may see,re that preceded machinery.Before 1750. the iron industry in both England and Franceto meet the various state expenses. Strange though it may seem, it is true thatnce gIeing was aependent on iron, a revolution in iron making necessarily

in the European society of those days, a rich person had to pay ess and the was scattered all over the countries near the woods to get charcoal for smelting
poor more to the state treasury by way of taxation. It were the days of and near water for power and the transport of bulky iron goods since roads
Feudalism. were not yet developed. However a sound system of iron making was

The people of lower section of society in most of the countries were necessarilydependentontheinventionofsteam power which eventually freed

mostly serfs. They were cruelly treated by their lords. All the production of the iron makers from the limitations of water power.

the land tilled by the Serfs, was appropriated by the lords. There was no

middleclasstolink these two classes.Theserfs ledawretched life. They thesimple operationofspinning.Thisresulted in asurplusofyamandweaving

(5)The third important development was in the sphere oftextile industries.
The earliest mechanical devices run by water or steam power were applied to

tilled the land of their lords who denied them even domestic freedom. machines were developed to consume the yarn. This first applied to cotton
The Serfs in prussia remained busy throughrout the day serving their followed by wool, flax and silk.

(6)The third development led to the fourth. The bleaching, dyeing finishing

or printing process had all to be accelerated to keep pace with textile output
and this meant the creation of chemical industries. This in turn required

masters and at night they got time to plough their own land. In short, "privileges
for the favoured few and oppression ana nisery for the masses" was the
social condition of Europe on the eve of the French Revolution.
Q. 2. What do you understand by th Industrial Revoiution? What vere engineering plants with the consequent reaction of metallurgical industries

its effects and results?
Critically examine the developments which led to the Ir iustria
Revolution.

which were already experiencing a fresh demand owing to the adoptionof
OR

iron machinery in the textile industry.
(7) Engineering, textile machinery, and chemical industries were all

dependent on coal. Thus the development in the coal industry is the fifth greatOR
Evaluatethe cause and consequenees of the Industrial Revoution. change that was part of the industrial revolution.
Why the Revolution started first in E:gland.

Ans. While the spectacular drama of the French Revolution and the Napo-
leonic Wars was being enacted on the continent of Europe, an event of great
significance was taking place in England. This was technologically tetter
known as the Industrial Revolution.

(8) Finally the mass production by factories, the development of
engineering and chemical works, the growth of coal mining could not have
achieved their present day overwhelming importance had there been ro.
corresponding development in the means of transport which facilitated the
movement of food, raw materials and manufactured good.
Q.3. Why Industrial Revolution originated firstin England.

(1) A marked feature of the industrial revolution was the large scale Ans. According to Mrs. Knowles the explanation ot this iesProcton which was characterised by a highly romplex division of labour the English population was relatively very small to deal with growing export
and a high degree of specialisation. An inevitable consequence of these
developments on the technicalside was the coersion ofthe so called domesti people to satisfy by hand work the increased demand. In ordertocater toran
production into a system of large seale pro uction and hence the only suitaiform of organisation for the application of nmachinery on a large scale.

trade. The introduction of machinery was essential as there were not enough

export and import trade of 40 million pounds, France had 26 million people
while Great Britain only had 9 million people to deal with a foreign trade of32
million pounds. Thus France with her 26 million had plenty of available labourucome of these technical change was a tremendous grgwh i that could.be occupied in domestic industrialproduction. ((nus accoruthe output of the English industries. This tremendous increase in outp:tWthe result of both the expansion and improvements of the 'old est lisindustries and more particularly from a vast variety and multipliciofindustries. Historically speaking the industrial development was prshapsa matterofimprovement in existing industries than ofthe increase cfind: sfalmost unknown until that timne.

Mrs. Knowles the fundamental factor leading to.the initiation and completion
of the industrial revolution in England in the sense of introduction of machin-
ery, factories and large scale production units was the shortage of labour and

the other factors of production)
Development of Inventions

(3)According to Mrs. Knowles the Industrial revolution comp:great developments all of which were interdependent. Firstly t ievelopment ofengineering.Engineers were required to make,#ndprepare

Lipson on the other hand, tries to counteract the view that inventions

Constitute the starting point of the present industrial society. He points out

that long before the inventions England had, a vigorous manufacturing and

mercantile life of her own.
è the
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In connection with the origins ofthe Industrial Revolution, BernicobserveFoundations of Sociological Thought-
that outweighing all factors in importance was the fnct that England alne
amongEurupeannationshad an cxtensive ovcrseas empire, It was an exampl the flexibletrend ofNationaiconsumption was responsive production in a
wen rade followed the flag. Hence the possession of a vast overseas empire Country wnere production was increasing, wages were advancing and wants

and the consequent enlargement of the markct provided the gratest incentiva were elastic.

for a Revolution in British industrics.

13

Seventhly, the growth of population failed to keep pace with the expansion

Lipson agrees with the idea that the existence sf markets abrpad provided Or commerce and industry. The textile industry exemplified the
course

of

agreat incentive for the adoption of inventions. Nevcrtheless he points Cievenis in tnis period, e.g.in the textile industry the shortage oflabourcombined

that is is only a part of the explanation, since Francc also made notabla witn the comparatively high standard of wages furnished English produeers

commerial strides in the 18th century, but was outstnpPeu c idecor economise the use of labour.Moreover, the hand spun yarn was neither uniformcommecial strides in the 18th century, but was outstripped in the race for n an inaucementto avail themselves of mechanical methods which would

industrial supremacy,
It can be concludai that the industrial revolution in England wa the

result of a combination of factors favourable to rapid industrialisalon. n
short England by this time had been able to ereate the essential pre-reyuisites and constituted the key to the industrial developements of the 18th century.
for industrialision and economic growth.

in quality nor strong enough to bear the strain of the power loom.
Eighthly, the carly esploitation of the coal resources stimulated the

progress of industries. in a way coal provided the driving force for machinery

Ninthly, the institutional factors favouring the emergence ofthe Industrial
In the firstplace, piror to the inventions Englishindustri 5, commerce

Revolution
were

a strong political and National unity.
and banking were constituted on lines which serve to make a laige vuayon
machinery and buildings practical and profitable.

Secondly it was possible bec=uec ngland hadaccumulated.sufficient
capital for investment. Tne capital had been biailt up out of the prolitsof had expanding units both at home as well as abroad for her wares, because
oreign trade. Thirdly the accumulation of capital was greatly helped bythe nature of the wares was suitable for machine production, because there
changeinideasan atiudes which made it possible for the capitalistie spurt was a shortage of abour, because frequent inefficiency and relatively high
t0assert iself. Fourthly there also existed a class of entrepreneurs equippel price of labour stressed of motive to employment of mechanical devices. the
with therequisitetechnical qualities and organising abilities and acJustomed necessary resources were available for Investment, because. there existed
to large scaleproduction, the handling of labour force The utilisation öfcredit run ofenterprise with the energy to exploit new methods, hecane Liy in the
instruments depended on importedmaterialend requirementsof distant varied logic of centuries of development as moulded by a variety ottributing
markets.

:Thenthly, agricultural transformation orthe agrarian revolution created
important pre-requistés for industrialisation.

To sum up, the Industrial Revolution came first to England because she

influences.
Fifthly oae ofthe most essentialand faveuring objective of the Industra Q.4. Explain the role of New Inventions in Industrial Revolution.

Revo.ution in England became the car!y dnd remarkable development of Ans. The principle ofthe eylinder and piston was introduced oy Newcomen.
invemions. He introduced an engine which was of substantial service in pumping out

The supreme position of U.. in th: field of inventions seems to be water In 1768, James Watt set himselfthe task of improving Newcomen's
attributable to two things, () to the fact that the need for invention was very ilahle for the purposes ofmanufacture. In 1769 Watt took tikSspagreat and (2) the bent of Eiglish genius in the period under consideration watowards practical apration ofsciencewhile the continental scientists carrieo et time to the operation of spinning machines, pawer l0oms, Sw i

act that the need for invention was very engine, chiefly in eliminating its waste ofenergy and making it more widely a

avail
towards practical app!ation ofscience while thecontinentaleeienitecarried he had brought the steam engine to such à form that it wasadoplable for the
on research in light, electricity and chemical reactions.

f ss scale mechanical production. ome.market was composed of aongOned by corresponding advances in the metal indusiries.
Sixthly, the nature of English market was most helpful and favouro

other mechanical devices. The advances in the textiles trade were hëvever.
"

The equipment of the factories with spinning, weaving and other kinds

"1:anulactu'ers, iraders, farmers, the beter paid sections of artisans an manufacture. This in turm called tor increusep nRoth
irse

the
the

, farmers,hegh standard of living. Iconsistofmachineryrequiredthat there should berevalutionin thep cesofmachine

ants. The ownerhsip of pr:perty was w.dely diffuse. Since the naturet determines the nature of the productive process he demand the
cheapening of the necessary raw materials, princeipally. iron. Roth the

acquisition ofthesematerials and the operation ofthe steam propelled màchinery

chanica'
sh people

producticn
w3s for coinmodities which easily lent iiiems 0in all iadustries required that a vast andinexpensivesuppiy of Tial should be11chanica produciuoi wi:hout the loss of their seniial aualitie.. Mc:eov made avatlable.
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It was on land, rather than on sea, that the revolution in transport ma

it first begincing by the improvement of roads and more general use of stea

vessels on inland waterways. This was necessitated by the tremendous inereat

in production and the need to explore this markets.

The organistion of a road netiwork was a reality in France and Gre

Britain by the end ofthe 18th century, About 1780 thejourney from Manches

to London took 4-5 days. In 1820. 36 hours were enough. About this ye

England had 21,000 miles of turmpikeroads, as much as France. Then arrive

Telford and Macadam on the scene in England to build public roads. Und

the direction of Thomas Telford 900 miles of roads were opened across t

mountains. John Macadam guaranteed a better quality and more uniform surfa
on the roads.

*

Raiways were ine product of the reciprocal adaptation nf trade and
engine, both of which were closely linked to the revolution in metallurgy.

Railways were cheaper to build and to run than canals. They c be used at
all times of the year and provided relief for the over-crowded roads.

On the continent, the first railway also linked mines to waterways..
Without the locomotive, the railway line would have remained only of local
importance. The steam engine had already made its appearance on the road
and it was only a matter of time and eventually George Stevenson, an
Englishman, invented his steam locomotive the Rocket, which won the Rainhill
contest in 1829.

From then on the locomotive was fully adopted to the trade and it helped
considerably to expand the possibilities ofthe railway. Michael Chevalier going
to Liverpool to sail for America in 1833 set foot into the railway carriage for
the first time at Manchester and exclaimed.*"There are certain impressions
one cannot put into words." Trains became a part of the new economic
pattern they had helped to create. They were no longer speculative-they had
become an institution.

The electric telegraph played an important part in this development.It
alone could provide the railways, the security so essential for their successful
operation and the telegraph networksdeveloped along thepath oftherailway
track. The Great Western were the first to introduce it in 1839. By 1848 half
the railway possessed the telegraph. The link between telegraph and railways
was important and continued to be so. The telegraph soon became a public
service. Whatever one may say, the century of the railway and the steamer
marked a decisive period in the history of transport and that of the world.

A number of people contributed to the invention of the automobile

In general, the road system was the most satistying one whe
industrialisation had proceeded farthest. The road map ofEurope corresponde
to that of the lndustrial Revolution. It was only economic requirements th
foreed a high standard of maintenance, and kept the roads fit for wheele
traffic.

Since transTortation by land was expensive, the English governme
began building canals, Strangely enough Great Britain, the founderof industri
civilization2and the first country to have a large number of canals, was n
Teally owed by geography for this method of transportation. This wasbecau
the sea makes numerous inroads into the heart of the country, the nature
the land is uneven and the supply of water that feeds the streams is fai
limited, except at the estuaries. Canals in England in reality were the resu
largely of historical factors rather than natural endowments. These cana
erabetoransforn the whoe industrial order, as well as the marketsincludingaGeman,Daimler,who in 1855 produced a gasolineengine and an
fuel and food.

American, Goodyear, succeeded in vulcanising rubber in 1844. It was another

American, Henry Ford whose untiring efforts made available the automobile

within the reach of man with moderate means.

There was no question of the continent discovering inland navigatio
For centuries the northern plain of Europe from Flanders to Prussia had tiadvantage of a navigable network, It was only a question of adapting thitraditional mode of navigation to the requirements ofan industrial civilisation

franceonceagain took up the work of canal building begun at the endthe previous century and interrupted by the revolution (1789). In France as iErzland, canals remained to serve local traffic only
Canals saved miles but the steam boat sav-d hours. Although experimenthad been made earlier it was an American Robert Fulton,. who is regarded.the builder of the first steam boat. Itwas in 1807 that Claremont of Fulto0travelled 150 miles along the Hudson in 32 hours. Europe adonted this inventioat once. The increase of steam navigation on the rivers made the problemtheir "reconstruction" even more urgent. After about 1840, EnglisTransatlantic steam boats were built of iron. The main reason why the Erzisfor years monopolised shipping trade ofthe worid was due 's thier improvesteam boats.

Even more than the railroad and the automobile, the aeroplane helped to

shrink distances and bring people of the world clrser together. The first flight

by the Wright Brothers paved the way for an upheaval in commercial

transportation and military methods.

The pcstel service of the ancient Persian empire was probably faster

than that found in many parts of the civilized world in 1800. The costly

unreliable and slow governmental postal service underwent a remarkable

change when a blind Englishman Rowland Hill introduced a system ofpenny

postage in Great Britain. He is rightly known as the father of the modern

postal system. Other contries were qujck to copy Hill's system'and in 1874

the International Postal Union was established.

Other significant and far reaching inventions followd. Electricity was

harnessed and applied tc iie Telegraph and the Telephone was followed by

the wireless, radio and television.
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It would be impossible to understand the world we Iive in winout greater, and it was they who shaped the course of further industrialisation byunderstanding the factory.system. When Richard Arkwright herded scores reinvesting their gains in new enterprises rather than distributing the increaseof men, women and children together in buildings to run the new power to the general population. So great was the increasing productiveness of thedriven machinery, he became the father of the factory system.
By 1800 there were several hundred factories in England and as the display, only a relatively small fraction of the total increase in wealth wasnineteenth century progressed, the factoriesbecaime moreandmore numerous immediately consumed.

until the factory system had almost completely replaced the home system of

machines that in spite of lavish personal expenditures on non-productive

Economic Imperialism: With the advent of the Industrial Revolution
manufactured goods which could be turned out in so much greater quantities

manufacture.
To conclude, the Industrial Revolution began in England but it was not than under the old handicraft system required an even larger market for theconfined there. It spread to other countries as well. They also developed their disposal oftheproduct. Hence arose, especially in the later nineteenth centuryindustries because inventive genius is not the monopoly of one nation. The when domestic imarkets had begun to reach a saturation point, the pressureknowledge of the Industrial methods spread to other. parts of the world and for imperialistic expansion and "spheres of influence" overseas in theother nations also made their contributiontoit.The industrial Revolution spread undeveloped parts of the world.until most ofthe earth knew and experienced their daily lives the fruits of that

great upheaval, probably the greatest revolution the world has ever know.
In fact the industrial revolution in the latter lhalfof'the cighteenth century established industries, the phenomena of largescale "booms" and depressionhad ushered in a new world. The nineteenth and twentieth centuries have introduced a new element into economic lite.developed and improved upon these inventions and discoveries. Nowmankind

without a shadow of doubt has a,more comfortable and in many respects enormously accelerated the movement toward international ecornomicfuller and richer life.

Booms and Depressions: As production for profit in a free market
replaced production for use, and innovations of method upset the balancc in

International Economic Dependence: The Industrial Revolution

dependence that had begun with the Commercial Revolution of the sixteenthQ.5. Critically examine the Eeonomic, Social and Political effects ofand seventeenth centuries. The cotton spindles of Britain, to take a singlethe Industrial Revolution.
instance, depended upon asteady supply of raw cotion from the slave-worked
plantations of the United States. As the population of Europe, especially of
Brilain, became more and more engaged in urban industry, they raised less
lood on their farms 'and became heavy importers of wheat, meat and tropical
food products. In exchange for food, Europe exported manufactured goods.

OR
Review critically the results and consequences of the IndustrialRevolution.

Ans. The Factory System: The first result was the predominance of theactory system in the organization of industry. The oldmethod ofsmallpro- The entire world became a market place. Dislocation of industry 1in any partducion in the house with one's own tools could not meet the competiton of of ihe world often has important repercussions in countries tnousaitus o.machine production, and the costofmachinery was prohibitive to the indi-vidual work.ers. Hence arose the factory system i.e. large scale production infactories using machines owned by. the employer. The factory sysetin inevi-tabiy led to division of labour and to mass production through standardizationof proresses and parts.
Prodigious,Expansion of Industry and Wealth: The second iesultwas e remendous accelerationandexpansion given to industrial production.Before the industrial Revolution "industry", as has been well put "was thehand:naid of coinmerce. But the situation changed with the IndustrialRevoiution, industry becoming a big field of investment. Now, indeed ilwasindustry that furnished commerce itself with an ever increasing supply ofsaleable commodities, and thus extended enormously its range. Naturally asan outcone of large-scaleproduction and the parallel improvement in meth0dsof transportation commierce grew by leaps and bounds.Riseof Industrial Capitalism: As the Industrial Revolution procecdedapace, the power and influenceoftheveritable.captains ofindustry grew ever

miles away".

Social Results
Shifting of popul»tion from small Agricultural Villages to Cities;

ihe risc of th. factory system resulted in the shifting cr population from
country to town-a process rendered all the easier in Britain by the decay of
peasant proprietorship. Great towns nowe sprang up-the direct result of the
establishment of factories, as thither flocked thousands of workers who had
become uprooted from the domestic system. In consequence a vast urban
population grew up, propertyless, largely illiterate, and entirely dependent upon

wage earning for a living.
Squalor and Misery of the Working Class: The phenomenal growth

of the industrial cities that paid no attention to sanitation or comfort produced

loul slums where the working class lived in horrible squalor. With no concern

Tor the welfare of the wage-earner the capitalist and his agents offered small
vages in return for long hours in unhealthy factories.
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Ghastly Conditions of Child Labour: It was the children that bore t
greatest suffering during the Industrial Revolution. Because little strength
training was required to tend the machines, women and particularly childe
ranging in ages from six years up were employed in large numoers an was increasingly felt that military strength rested upon industrialization. Themercilessly exploited.

Insecurity and Mass Unemployment: Because the supply of labo
considered as a commodity, was usually in excess of the demand, and becau single factor contributing to the European dominance of the first three statesthe workers were without any independent means of subsistence, the fear at the beginning of the twentieth century.loss of the job became a constant spectre in the worker's mind. Besides th
possibility of discharge for sonme delinquency there was the danger of larg due to the Industrial Revolution in Europe. In the Far East, Japan, by thescale shut-down as a consequence of business depressions. Mas Industrial Revolution in the later nineteenth century, became the power to beunemployment, new in modern history, became.one of the gravest soci
problems arising from the Industrial Revolution.

Mechanization of Warfare;A far-reaching consequence ofthe Industri the rudimentary industrialization of the latter.Revolution was the development of highly efficient mechanized weapons tha
rendered war immensely more destructive and dangerous to civilized progress eighteenth century saw a reaction against the old system of official economicLabour under the Factory System became essentially impersonal: Beforthe Industrial Revolution work had been more personal: The man who mada shoe, for example, was himself concerned with the making of every part1dit. He could see it being completed in his hands, and there was a chance tdisplay his individual skill in its making. Afer the coming of the IndustriaRevofution all the processes which had anything to do with making of aarticle were rigidly distributed.

In Britain the social change wrought by the IndustrialRevolution, naturallenough, necessitated redistribution ofseats in Parliament. The ReformAct1832 redistributed seats in Parliament to grant representation to the neindustrial centres and to diminish the representationofthe so-called" boroughsIn consequence the bourgeoisie attained a large measure ofpolitical power b}the Act of 1832 which gave the right to vote to a large new group of themoderately well-10-do (ten pounds) tenants.
In France the position of the bourgeoisie was strengthened by. theRevolution of 1830, which put Louis Philippe on the throne as a constitutiona,king and provided for effective control of the govenment by the middle classas in England.

The formation of the Zollverein, or Customs Union, in Germany (1834established a protective tariff, which benefitted the bourgeoisie. This offeredan example of unification forcommercial purposes that was later to fosterthepolitical consolidation of Germany.
The new proletariat created by the Industrial Revolution, though hamperedby poverty, ignorance, and lack of leadership, gradually developed a feeling ocommon consciousness and sought means to improve their condition bypolitical agitation, combination in Trade Unions, and various types of cooperative action. With the advance of democracy, which was partly favourea

O y the bourgeoisie, the labouring classes grew stronger politically and were
inally able to make their influence felt directly in elections and plebiscites.

The Industrial Revolution led to a new balance of world powers as it

out and out industrialization of England, France, and Germany and lagging
behind of Russia and Eastern Europe in this respect, was the most powerful

The Europeanizing of the world in the nineteenth century was primarily

reckoned with in the Orient. In the American Civil war (1861-1865) thoroughly
industrialized Northern United States was able to defeat the South becaus of

New economic thinking-Adam Smith and "Laissez Faire". The

regulation based on the ideas ofmercantilism which for more than two centuries
in the past had been followed by the leading states ofEurope, including Britain.

Adam Smith's monumental work Wealth of Nations,published in 1776,

profoundly influenced economic thinking in the nineteenth century. In fact,
nineteenth century economic thinking stems chiefy from Wealth of Nations.
In this magnum opus (a great work) Adam Smith forcibly argued for non-

interference by government with business.
It may be mentioned that it was the social and economic changes wTOught

by the Industrial Revolution.which stimulated the growth of the science of
economics or political economy" as it was usually called. If modern political

economy was created by one man and one book, that man was Adam Smith

and the book was the Wealth of Nations.

The ideas of Adam Smith were developed and elaborated by the school

of classical economists", the leaders of which were, among other, Thomas

Malthus, (1766-1834) and David Ricardo (1772-1823). In 1798 Malthus

formulated his "principle ofpopulation",which asserted that any improvement

in the economic condition ofthe poor would be counterbalanced by an increase

ilation, since population tends to încrease to the limit of the means of
in

subsistence.
Against the terrible pessimism of the individualist economists arose the

socialists, who refused, unlike Malthus and Ricardo, to accept as irremediable

the bad conditions brought by the Industrial Revolution.

Certain individual launched a series ofsocialisticschemes witha view to

ameliorate the conditions of the workers. A' successful manufacturer, Robert

Owen (1771-1858), who is considered to be one of the first Socialists, set up

a model factory village at New Lanark, Scotland, where he stressed good

Working conditions, fair wages, public schools, good homes and co-operative
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stores. The attendant success of the New Lanark experiment raised hope
but later experiments of the same sort by Owen and others were not crowne

with success.
Comte accepts society as an order. As human body is an oraer of

different links, the society is also an organism on which different parts are
In France, Comte de Saint-Simon (1760-1825), the founderof Socialis mutually dependent and related. While performing the specific actsthey are

in that country, favoured an industrial state, which would be organized an adjusting mutually This adjustment in society and its different organs having
directed by scientists and engineers. But not much came out of his efforts consensus is the social order which is studied by Sociology.

Charles Fourier (1772-1882) tried to improve conditions by institutin
national workshops through which he hoped to eliminate unemployment an omte is an utisation science. He accepts social progress to be the objective
relieve the pressure ofcompetition which kept wages at the poverty level bu of science HIs sociologY establishes and discovers the moral and intellectuat
his scheme was not practical. Pierre Joseph Proudhon (1809-1865) thre Principles by which there is possibility ofsocialprogress. Hencehis sociiogy
into the discussion the famous and dangerous epigtam: La proprctec'est is the science of social progress.
voe (property is theft).

However, these Socialists through their schemes as such did not make
mach headway, createt a publi opinion against the policy of Laissez Faire sociology. Thus he has divided sociology under two branches or divisions
which demanded and obtained better working conditions, a higher standard
of living, an increased ieisure, and a fair deal for women and children.
AGvancement of Engineering And Research

The Industrial Revolution gave a great fillip to scientific investigation branches 'have been suggested. The first is static and the other is dynamic.
As manufacturing techniques became more complex, experts were required Thus he provides two different branches ofsocial statics and social dynamics.
to manage and improve them. The profession of engineering became an integral SoCial statics
part of the industrial civilizatíon. Science began to be more and more pursued
o TS Servicestoechnology. In time, large scale industrial endowment of sociology that studies society in cross-section, as a functioning whole."

But sociology is not limited to the study of social order. Sociology of

Branches of Sociology
Comte accepts social order and social progress as two aspects of

(1) Social Statics.
(2) Social Dynamics.
Thus social phenomena have two different forms and for them different

According to Margret Wilson Vine "Social Statics is that branch of

laboratory 1esearch became the accepted of furthering new technological Thus as per definition social statics adjusts mutually the different parts
roeses he achievemnts of the new applied science appealed to the of social body and discovers the general rules. Hence Comte says t.cre must
imagination of the common man. be consensus among different links of society. Thus soeety is an organic

eprogres5 of the ndustrial Revolution eventually placed aneve structure composed of different limbs, and it needs balsncng zhick is
ey or material goods in the hands ofa considerable part of thei possible only when there is adjustmentbetveen these limbs mutualiy avd
population. The mass-circulation newspaper, the automobile; the motion with societypicture and the ratio- produr; ofthe industrial Revolution-have supplied man Hence social institutions should not conflict but must be mutually

nhio newset of inizrests, and far more than the arguments of dependent and adjustable. So also people shouldhave consensus for intellect
andwies strcismhavebrughtabout the secularization ofviewpoint moralityand physicality Thus people should thinkwithsimilar views on social

lie ro Teugious nditferentism that is characteristics ofcontemporary subjects and they must have a common solution. This concensuscreates
stability in social system. Soçial statics finds tkose rules which create thelife.

condition ofsocial stability.

During the period of Comte there was social imbalance. The poor were

Suppressed by strong people and hence poor were iu search of chances to

retaliate. There was anarchy in society. Comte saw this a problem ofadjustment

Comte's Concept of Sociology
Q. 6. "Sociology is the science of social order and progress."-Comstandard was degraded sucElucidate order and progress."ComtcTor anarcry. Social consensus was due to intellectual anarchy. Inteilectual

Ans.
Standard was degraded such that people mostly did not understand the rules

Comte'eConcept of Sociology of social adjustment and neither feel need to follow.

Defining the Sociulogy Com:e says, ""Sociology is the science oStability till there will D enceofwork.
Scial ord2: and progress." Hence study ofsociology is coriíned to two social svstem and mutualiniucfacts: (1) Order and (2) Progress.

Today's society has faith in practicelity. Soci: structure will not have

O SOCIol0gy is coufined to two stability till there will be no knowledge of relationship of different ii.os of
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and consensus is established. This is said of social statics by Comte.

According to Bogardus- "Social statics is the study of the laws o

action and reaction of the different parts of the social order"

Comte was influenced by Catholic religion, as there was consensusanagrees nat present stage is the result of previous stage and future is directed
it would bond the people through religion, art science and industries in by, prescnt.ence social dynamies is based on history. This can be said to be

Hence sociology's objective is to find out those prineipesw makeFirstexterna pericction and later on intcrnal perfection. Thus progress is the
inactive the factors imbalancing between different sections olsoclal systoncontinuous change and amendment compulsorily in pre-determined order in

the various organs of society based on intellectual and moral development.
Social dynamics is the science of social progress. The job of this

division of sociology is to find out rules of dynamic social system. Comte

science of history. Those rules which direct the progress and change in pastbalanced way.
According to Comte social statics is to function as a consensuandpresent,cxplain future changes.Finding ofgeneral rules denoted progress

social system studying and analysing the forceful rules inhercnt in it. Ain social dynamics. According to Margaret Wilson Vine social dynamies

societies have fundamental rules of consensus since past till present. HenceS

the study of these is social statics. Thus it is a part of sociology which ihelpful to establish social stability and studies the fundamental principlesan modications ofsociety which have taken place in a determined order"
motive forces of social balance and consensus.

Social Dynamies
According to Bogardus "Social dynamics considers the laWs therefore, not only with discovering the laws of progress but also withprogress."
Social dynamics shows that Comte is sure of continuous change in

society. Human society progresses according to fixed serial. Hence sociolog)movement of humanity. He puts this- "Social dynamics meant.. theshould find out rules responsible for continuous social change. So socialanalysis of changes in successive states of inter-related social facts."dynamics studies social change. It finds such rules which make amends and
puriies society. Hence one must understand progress to know social dynamics"Social statics inquires into the laws of co-existence of social phenomena,Progress

It may be defined as the science of progress of the successive

Social dynamics is to function not only till the discovery of principlesof
progress only but to show future changes as well

To this Rollim Chambliss puts- ""Social dynamics is concerned,

projecting their operation far into the future."
Comte takes social dynamics as science of compulsory and continuous

Bogardus has classified the concept of Comte in the followingwords-

social dynamics examines the laws of social succession. Sociology is theComte defnes progress in the follwing way-"Progress in its essencestudy of social organization and social progress."1S 1dentical with order and may be looked upon as other made manifest." He Hence Comte's sociology is the study of social order and socialhas delined thison the positivistic view point. Progress hence signifies mainlýchange. It is the study of social change. It. is the combination of socialnieilectual and moral development. Social systemhas the characteristics.ofstatics and social dynamics which studies through scientific angle in pertectionprogress more consensus and balancing.
Though there is need of physical prosperity but it ís secondary. ReaCharacteristics of Comte's Sociologyprogress is possible throúgh intellectual and moral prosperity. Men is the onl Comte accepts sociology as the science of studying sociery' as a wnoieuving being wno iollows the principle of living for others and love is motiveEvery science pass through three stages of theologY, Tetapnysies ana seneepower for him. Conte takes love as means of progress.

of social organization and progress.

very science is dependent on preceding science for its progress. Comtepriieaple isthis that in progress selfishness is abandoned andincludes psychology in biology. Sociology can not reachperiection intil bioloEY
Jead a lifeofbenevolence for others. Instead ofegoism we must adopt benefiland psychology reach the Tinaistsga.an wll prepare himself for others benefit when he will keen aloof Sociology has not reached the final stage hence it needs te no gerompaysical aleralion and will prosper by intellectual and moral vie of biologyand psychology. As Bogardus puts forth-Come urged thatOarosperity instigates to the sense of social welfare which awakeníscience wOuld be effectively studied without competent knowledge concemngad aitn towards humanity and man becomes religious Coate nutsthe sciences' on'which it depends." The following are the spectaies oforth- "All systematic study of human progress must then consist in theComte'ssociology

development of its one law- Man is over becoming more religious." Thus(1) Knowledge of the nature o
Comte finds basic origin of study of progress in religious progress.Comte accepts.social progress as compulsory. Man is an instrumentMathematics.astronomy,physics, chemistry and bioloY. He mustnave specla

n
only.Men cannot conrol social progress. Man hasobjective to attainperfection

To study socicty a sociologist must know the general principles of
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An biology and psychology. For tne pos y upheavel. Scientist takes science for inan and not man for science. Scientists

can abandon the idea of happy life for men but a sociologist cannot leave this

thought.
Thus Comte's sociology is an utilitarian science. He studies society

r itltain irue and sufticient knowledge of basic human nature

Society eNist on men.

Conte says that due to lack of knowledge of biology Montesquien an

Cderset were unsuccessful. He could get succcss aue to niS nowcg to introduce any welfare scheme for human welfare. He does not find any

vulogy and psychology. The following specanties are 1ounu ni numa contradiction between positivistic religion and science.

nature: 3) August Comte
Law of Three Stages() Man is social being affective.

(1) Man has sentiments of both egoism and altruism.

ii) Human nature has the quality of omnipotence.

iv) There is physical, intellectual and moral dissimilarity in man.

Ater acquiring knowledge about the above mentioned specialitie Q. 7. Critically examine Comte's Law of Three Stages.

sociologist can study society in a positive manner.

Objective Study
Sentiment has no importance in the scientific study of the society. Iti

not necessary to use the same scientific instruments and method

as used by other sciences. Sociology can get most of its contributions fro

historical method. This can be much useful to study the society specificall

Thus Comte's sociology emphasizes on the objective and unbiased stud

of sociological facts. Sociology can help to develop human intellect. Thi

new science ofsociology should reach beyond the theological and metaphysic

stzte and pave a way to positive or scientific study.

Abstract Science
Comte's sociology is abstract science. Sociology is abstractor qualitatiy

science of society which discovers the basic rules of all social science
Concrete social science will have no importance in the absence of abstra
rules of social statics and social dynamics.
integrative Science

Comte puts Mathematics as the most simple, general and prelimina
science in his hierarchy of sciences,while sociology is newest and less positi
Sociolcgy of Comte discusses the constructive unity of different scienct
and by their inteyration creates the only positive system which is available
all sciences.

Ans. Comte's philosophical evolution represents the three ways in which

the human unity is developed. According to him human mind passes through

three stages namely:(1) Theological of Fictitious stage. (2) Metaphysical or

Abstract stage. (3) Positive stage.

Auguste Comte was of the view that when we sstudy the developmen

of the humann mind or intellect in different societies and through different

ages, we come to that basic law which guides the development of human

mind and intellect.

r sociolog

Definite proofin this regard is available in your organisation and historical

experiences. In other words it means that all our concepts passed through

these three stages- Theological, Metaphysical and Positive. It would be

worthwhile to study all these stages one by one.

(1) Theological or Fictitious Stage- Auguste Comte was of the view

tat during theological stage man's ideas and views were fictitious. In those

lays man thought that all his activities were occupied by supernatural factors.

It was so because he was not aware ofthe laws that governed the working of

those things.
Athis primitive stage man believed that there was another world apart

from this world where supernatural beings resided and influenced events of

the world. These events exhibit and display the happiness-and unhappiness of

supreme beings.Man did not think it proper to think anything beyond this.

On account of these things in those days, men believed too much in

magic and totemisnm. He believed that in every object, one God or Soul or the

other resided. That was the reason why they had separate Gods for separate

things. As a result of this thinking the number of Gods multiplied.

When this number became quite large, an hierarchical order was

established and the most important God was placed first. As a result of this

monotheism was apparent.According to Auguste Comte this was the final

stage of tlhe theological or fictitious stage.

Thrce Stuges of Thcological or Fictitious Thinking- Auguste Comte

has lald down that there are three stages of the theological or fictitious thinking.

These threo stuges art
(a) Fetici.sm, (b) Polytheism, and (c) Monotheism.

Predictive Science
Predicion is the main characteristic of sciences. On the basis ofminu

observation of current conditions sociology points out to the future socieThe past of humanity directs its present position. He accepts that sociolocan not forecast nore correctly than other sciences. But still it can prcdHe cites an exanple of Newton's Law that ifa person jumps from multistobuilding he will fall to the ground but sociologist can say positively that"persop-falls fron such height, he is sure to dic.Sclence of Social Reconstruction
Cornte's sociology is also the seience of public uwakening und mo
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An biology and psychology. Fortheposithve studyo SoCeyi upheavel. Scientist takes science for man and not man for science. Scientists

attain
true and sufficient knowledge of basic huiminnature can abandon the ideaof happy life for men but asociologistcannot leave this

SOciety caisl on men. thought.
Thus Comte's sociology is an utilitarian science. He studies society

Cointe says that due to lack of knowledge of biologY Montesquien a
ianderset were unsuccesful. He could get successdueto his knowledge

to introduce any welfare scheme for human welfare. He does not find any

4ulogy and psychology. The following specialitics are found in humncontradiction between positivistic religion and science.

nature:
(i) Man is social being affective.
(i1) Man has sentiments of both egoism and altruism.

() Human nature has the quality of omnipotence.

(iv) There is physical, intellectual and moral dissimilarity in man.

After acquiring knowledge about the above mentioned specialite Q. 7. Critically examine Comte's Law of Three Stages.

sociologist can study society in a positive manner.

Objective Study
Sentiment has no importance in the scientific study of the society. It three stages namely: (1) Theological of Fictitious stage. (2) Metaphysical or

not necessary to use the same scientific instruments and methods for sociolo Abstract stage. (8) Posiive stage.

as used by other sciences. Sociology can get most of itscontributionsfir of
the humann mind orintellect in different societiesand throug

historical method. Ihis can be much useful to study the society specificall aoes. we come to that basic law hich guides the development.r numan

Thus Comte's sociology emphasizes on the objective and unbiased stut mind and intellect.
of sociological facts. Sociology can help to develop human intellect.Th
new science of sociology should reach beyond the theological and metaphysid experiences. in other words it means that all our concepis passed tnrougn

state and pave a way to positive or scientific study.
Abstract Science

Comte's sociology is abstract science. Sociology is abstract or qualitati

3 August Comte:
Law of Three Stages

Ans. Comte's philosophical evolution represents the three ways in which

the human unity is developed. Accórding to him human mind passes through

Auguste Comte was of the view that when we sstudy the development

Definite proof in this regard is available in your organisation and historical

these three stages-Theological, Metaphysical and Positive. It would be

worthwhile to study all these stages one by one.

(1) Theological or Fictitious Stage- Auguste Comte was ofthe view

Ey. wncn diScovers the basic rules of al1 social science that during theological stage man's ideas and views were fictitious. In those

days man thought thatallhis activities were occupied by supernatural factors.

Itwas so because he was not aware of the laws that governed the working ofConcrete social science will have no importance in the absence of abstr
rules of social statics and social dynamics.
Integrative Science thosc things.

ALthis primitive stage man believed that there was another world apart

science in his hierarchy ofsciences,while sociology is newest and less positiy theworlu. These eventsexhibian r to think anything beyond this.
Comte puts Mathematics as the most simple, general and preliming from this world where supernatural beings residedand influenced events of

E0I Comle discusses the constructiveunityofditfe the world. These events exhibit and display tre happiness-and unhappiness of

and by their integration creates the only positive system which is available
all sciences.

supreme beings.Man did not think it proper to think anything beyond this.

On account of these things in those days, men believed too much in

magiç and totemism. He believed that in every object, one God or Soul or the

other resided. That was the reason why they had separate Gods for separate

things. AS a result of this thinking the number of Gods multiplied.

When this number became quite large, an hierarchical order was

established and the most important God was placed first. As a result of this

monotheism was apparent. According to Auguste Comte this was the final

Stage of the theological or fctitious stage.

'Thrce Stages of Thcologicalor Fictitious Thinking-Auguste Comte

has laid down that there are three stages ofthe theological or fictitious thinking.

These threc stages arc

(a) Fetici.isn, (b) Polytheism, and (c) Monotheism.

Predictive Science
Predicion is the main characteristic of sciences. On the basis of min

observation of curTent conditions sociology points out to the future socie
The past of humanity directs its present position. He accepts that sociolo
can not forecast more correctly than other sciences. But still it can predi
He cites an example of Nenon's Law that if a person jumps from multistor
building he will fall to the ground but sociologist can say positively that
personsalls from such height, he is sure to dic.
Sclence of Social Reconstruction

Comte's sociology is also the science of public awakening and mo
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(a) Fetichism-In this stage oftheological fictitious thinkng, man explains

the phenomena by ascribing them to beings or forcescomparable to man himself

(b) Polytheism- During the age of polytheism, man Talls a prey to all Auguste Comte was of the view that every science before reaching the stage

Sorts of magic, sorcery and allied activities. He is influenced and surrounded of pertect scientific estate has to pass through theological and metaphysical

by wrong notions. as a reaction of this, his thinking becomes more alert and stages. According to Comte's thinking, every science has to pass through

Conscious. Accepting the presence of all powerful spirits or supernatura these stages. while giving this analysis he has also expressed the view that

powersin all the objects, transplants or imposed, specific or a special God in every knowledge that we achieve through metaphysical and theological

every object. This stage of social thought has been called polytheism.

(c) Monotheism- This is the last stage of the theological or fictitious

stage. At this stage human thinking becomes abstract and discreet. At this understand thee events through observation, classification and exämination. It

stage, man is guided more by reason than anything else.

Metaphysical or Abstract Stage of Thinking No doubthas to be tested through various stages. Comte wanted socioogy to develop

Monotheism is the last part of the theological stage but human thinking does through these stages.

not stop there. Its progress continues. AS a result of this development, the
reasondevelops in human thinking. As a result of reason,man ceases to think Social Organisation-Auguste Comte has applied the law of three stages on

ou na guides and controls the entire working ofthe human world historical progress of the social and political organisation. It would be

Man also ceases to think that it is the supernatural being that controls.orworthwhile to analyse it properly.

guides all the activities. In this stage, human mind explains phenomenaby
VONIng abstract entities like nature. It is this abstractpower thatis resnonsihla Organisation- On the basis of the three stages, Comte ha5 analysed the

for guiding and controlling the human and natural activities.
In the metaphysical or abstract stage of thinking, man replaces the

supernatural being as a factor responsible for guiding the human activities.
These forces are accepted as.the guiding factor for the activities of man and
the nature. This stage is more or less a developed stage. Auguste Comte has
characterised it as an amended and improved from ofthe theological or fictitious
stage of thinking.

3) Positive Stage- Finally, in the third phase,man iscontent toobserve
phenomena and to establish the regular links existing amongthem. Heestablishes
the laws that govern him.

This is in fact the final or the positive stage of human mind orthinking
At this stage man starts laying down theories and principles. Now instead of
imagination, heresorts to observe. Reason and examination or tests are basic
planks of ke knowledge at this stage. The following lines from Vol. I of
Auguste Cornte's Positive Philosophy' analyses this stage very nicely':

in the final, the p0sitive state, the mind as given over the vain search
forabsolute notions, origin and destination ofthe universe and the causes ol.phenomena, and applies itself to the study of their laws that is, their invariable
relation. of succession and resemblance.

Reasoning and observations duly combined are the means of thisknowiedge. Science which having attained the positive stage does not bearthe marks of having passed through the others.
Sometime since it was (whatever it might be) composed we can now*perceive.of metaphysical abstraction, and further back in the course of tiune.it took its form from theological acception, we advanced science still bear.very evident marks of the two other periods through which they have passcd.

The Law of the Three Stages and the Development of Science

approaches is doubtful.

This can be true as well as imaginary. It is, therefore, necessary to

is also necessary to find out their causes. In other words every knowledge

Application of the Law of the Three Stages on the Development of

(1) The First Stage of the Development of the Social and Political

entire human society and its development. According to Comte at the first

stage of development, the laws are vague. An 'absolute power which is under

from the control of nobody is considered to be the cause of every object.

In other words, the representative of this absolute or Autocratic authority

is some ruler or leader. In support of this theory, Auguste Comte has cited the

example of the city states ofRome and old

a society, sanction of the Divine Authority or Theory of divine origin' is

accepted as the test of everything. In other words, the ruler of such a society

or organisation is considered to enjoy sanction of the divine power.

(2) The Second Stage of the Development of the Social

Organisation- This is the stage when 'Doctrine ofAbstract Right' dominates

the society. At this stage the supernatural or spiritual rights are replaced by

natural rights. This is the basic difference between the two stages.

(3) Third Stage: The Positive or ScientilficThis is a furtherdeveloped

stage of society. This society is scientific in the sense that its thinking is

radically different from that oftheological. In this society priests or theologians

are replaced by scientists.
Similarly, the warriors are replaced by industrialists. The chiefactivity

of collectivities ceases to be the war.of man against man and becomes the

struggle of man against nature.

Thus through the law of three, stages, Comte arrived to the conclusion

that a certain type of social order is disappearing and another social order is

emerging.
Evaluation and Criticism ofAugusteComte's Law ofThree Stages

law of three stages, theological, metaphysical and positive, has been

Criticised by various sociai ihinkers in different ways. They have detected

eological states of Jews. In'such
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dilerent types of inconsistencies in this theory. Vaughan has criticised it in

the following words:
"No doubt, the metaphysical conception, is irrational as it marks an

advance, historically speaking upon the theological. Its mission was to break

up the fabric of the past and to prepare a group for the new building to be

generated by the scientisic spirit of the future. It is powerless to construct

and, when credited with the ability to do so, it brings forth, nothing but anarchy

and bloodshed."
Similarly, Bogardus has also criticised the lavw of three stages of the

development of the thinking as propounded by Auguste Comte. Bogardus

was ofthe view that Comte could only analyse three stages of the development

of thinking and missed the fourth that is 'socialised stage of thinking. His

words in this respect are quoted below :

Comte failed to postulate a fourth mode ofthinking, namely specialised |

thinking or a system ofthought which would emphasise not only the. use of

natural forces but the use of natural force for social forces, and for the

purposes of building constructive, just, harmonious societies, and of developing

persons, who will evaluate life in terms of welfare of other persons."

Q.8. Write a short note on "The Law of Three Stages of Progress."

Aboriginals accept that everything has some supernatural power. Everytingsome selt which is unseen directly and this can be called fetish being
has
Polytheism

Gradually everything was not attributed with superhuman power but akind of or related things were taken to be done by a specific god. This was
the beginning of polytheism wherein different gods have their mutual status.Monotheism

This wes the last stage in theological state. Human thought was minute
and grave. This created more doubl and suspense. There is a faith that God
conducts and controls all things at all places equally. God is one and he is the
creator, nourisher and destructor of whole universe.
Metaphysical stage

This stage is the cause and effect of theological and positivistic stages
respectively. In this stage ofmetaphysics where qualitative abstract and invisible
power are trusted as authority and basis of universe. Comte defines this

stageas follows:
In the metaphysical state, which is only a modification ofthe first, the

mind supposes instead of supematural beings, abstract forces, veritable entitics

(that is, personified abstraction) inherent in all beings aind capable of producing

all phenomena."
This has been explained clearly by John Stuart Mill

"In this'stage, it is no longer a god that causes and directs each ofthe

various agencies of nature, it is a power. or a force. or an occult quality,

considered as real existences, inherent in but distinct from the concrete bodies

in which they reside."
Thus in metaphysical state supernatural person's place is taken. by an

inVisible force. It results to change the theological state to metaphysical state.

Sentiment works more than consideration. People worship the universal

Things as God and the qualities thereof are humanized. Things are taken to be

achieved on the basis of specific qualities.

Positive stag or scientific stage

Comte puts this:*In the final, thepositive stage, the mind has given

the vain search afterabsolute notions, the origin and the destination of

verse, and the causes ofphenomena and applies itself to the study of

OR
Discuss Comte's Law of Three Stages' of thinking.

Ans. Comte's thoughts commence with his Law of three stages in social

thinking. He classified the concept in 1822. He quotes-"Each ofour leading

conceptions-each branch of our knowledge- passes successively through

threedifferent theoretical states: the Theological or fictitious; the Metaphysical

or abstract, lastly the Scientific or positive."

Accordingly historical experiences and organisational facts prove that

human mind develops in every era with three definite stages. The mental view

of every society changes according to serial order of these three stages to

understand social or natural events. The following are the three stages fixed

by Comte forhuman thinking:

Theological Stage
Comte defines this stage in the following way In the theological

stage, the human mind, seeking the essential nature of being, the first and

final causes (the origin and purpose) of all effects- in short, Absolute
Knowledge: Suppose all phenomena to be produced by the immediate action
of supernatural beings."

Here in this stage mind or unúersanding is not used but on the hasis of
imagination, every event is taken to befall by the God's grace. Man and animal
differ from this stage.
Fetlshism

is dn aceepts such facts which are visible to him or experienced. There

isno

aws- that is their invariable relations of succession and resemblance."

their
Thus

place for magination or sentiment
inflvence

ne universal events have mutual relations. On the basis ofcorrelation

Tacts and events
nd conduct the events and this is the real

knowledge.areclassifiedandgeneralrules are found out which in

the means.

In theological stage human being takes all things conscious. He has faith
that stones, trees, plants, rivers, clouds and other natural things have life.

Reasoning IS the basis of
scientific stage and

observation is t

DClentific
philosophyhoidson reasoning.Blindfaithis finished.
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Human mind can think differently in different branches of knowledge. Forsimple and clear scCience, mind can be positive, for complicated and specialsciences his thought can be metaphysical and for social sciences he can betheological.
He tells further- "During the whole of our survey of the sciences,

have endeavoiired to keep in view the great fact, that all the three statestheological, metaphysical and positive, may and do exist at the same time in
the same mind in regard to different sciences."

Individual cannot be scientific or metaphysical only in practical life. He
abides by sentiment, imagination and the reasoning. While in pains on distress
he remembers God. In love or friendship a positivist. Every body in life comes
across three sta,jes: in childhood he imagines, in youth he is sentimental but

in adult age he is positivist.

observation duly combinet are the means ofthis knowledge. "

Soclal organisation and influence of the laws of three stages

Comte has tried to support the law of three stages by historical facts. H

says that social organisation has its own. form in every stage of thinking.

Social organisation in theological stage

Herein social organisation is very simple and based on imagination. Thel

basis ofsocial structure and organisation is theological authority and not human

intellect. Social control is invested in thetheory.ofdivine right.

King is taken to represent God on earth, hence his orders are not violated

and if violatedhe is liable to be punished bykingand it is taken to be punishnmen

awarded by God. Here is no thinking about proper or improper. Social

organisation is based on divine and authentic traditional conventions.

Social organization and Metaphysical stage

Sentiment takes the place of imagination. There is also change in social

organisation and political form. Divine right yields to natural right. King is no

accepted as divine representative only but as the authority to fulfil specific

duties to society. Absolute power diminishes and individual' freedo.nl

commences. This is the transitional period. Social organization has no unanimity

in thinking hence there is seen imagination and scientific sentiment arc passes Compuisoriy through metaphysical and theological stage till it achieves

reasoning, order and change, control and freedom-all mixed.

Religion increases its hold, and power of authority is vested in religious

leaders. Hence we fnd between 10th to 15th century the dominationo
priesthood in Europe. King was no more the representative of God but Pope

took the place of God's representative. King was nominated as a worker by

Pope. Man was to be free or captive on the orders of Pope. Thus king became

subordinate to Pope.
Religion is metaphysical fact and absolute monarchy is the imaginan

fact oftheological faith and traditional way. Hence in metaphysical stageing
powers were taken by religious head.
Social organisation in Positive Stage

Imagination and sentiment gives place to reasoning, hence socia
organisation also moves from faith and sentiment to observation,examinatio

Reasoning is thinking. Hence Comte puts lorth, Reasoning ar

Comte takes, society as an organic whole. This is clear of a .society
also. Every society is imaginary in its preliminary stage and has faith in divine
authority. With some progress it takes to sentiments while in scientific stage it
adopts to observation, examination and experiment. Thus this law of Comte
is applicable both to man and society.

:Thus Comte was successful in proving that every branch of knowledge

scientificstage.

4 Comte Positivism

Q. 9. Critically examine Comte's Positivistic approach to the study.of
Society.
*Had Comte written only positive philosophy and not the positive

policy, then perhaps he would have been acclaimed as one of the

greate: positivistic thinkers of the world." Discuss.

Ans.

CR

Comte's Positivism

Comte has treated this concept with importance in his various books

T nent. 1 nis stage creates favourable situation for scientific knowledeelthat one must understand it to have perfection in the subject. He nas neld St.
There is technological development. New inventions leads to consumption o
natural resources. Individual freedom gains importance.

Everywhere scientific view prerails. The value oftime increases. Socireconstruction, education and human imagination pervades. Thus society hphysical, intellectual and moral progress and whole social organizatiodevelopes in an orderly coordination. Democracy is the political formpositive social organisation.
An Evaluation of Comte's Concept

Comte does not accept 'hat these three stages follow one anotherthey are quite separate. hese three stages can be seen in a person or socie

oimon's views that the aim of social thinkers should be to reorganize social,

Onomic and political suggestions i.e. nature's philosophy should be social

nce he tested the whole sçientific knowledge and he brought out the books

FositivePhilosophy and Positive Polity. One must know in brief the contexts

ese two before understanding his Positivism.

book was brought out during_1830to 1842 in 6 volumes. This was

This t
him duringhis uphappymarried life: He deals therein his unpr

givennby
meditati

Positive Philosophy
precedented

in th a, deep thinkingand,enterprising expression. He has dealt Positivism

0ok as his rrain prnciple ofphilosophical thought. He has axplained
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also the new science of sociology. He has explained his views on the need

socialism, nature and its division into social statics and social dynamics.

3
Positivism is pure scientific which be!lieves in truth ofknowledge on experience
and test. Theological and metaphysical knowledge can be correct and wrong

also.
Positive Policy

This book has been given in four parts. If the first book is based on hi

principles of thoughts, this book deals with his explanations to its practicl

use. With the object of Reconstruction of Humanity, Comte wrote this boo

and he put forth the unparallel outline of social reconstruction with ow

development ofview for his principles. He is, moreover, as it seems, intluenced Hence Positivism has faith in scientific view point.

by his beloved Clotidle de Vauz. He has quoted the eulogies of females, thei

moral and divine qualities. He emphasizes over the establishment of Religion

of Humanity for social reconstruction. He means needful the coordination o observes and collects the facts of events. He further classifies them. Thus he

spiritual and moral ideals for social progress and reconstruction. Here we find gives his opinion. Hence Positivism has its speciality in explaining the social

the scientist in Comte as well as religious and spiritual Comte.

Though John Stuart Mill praises him but he takes Positive Polity to be

inferior contribution of Comte as regards his Positive Philosophy. He takes it

as fall of literate Comte. But few take it as practical use of the principles laid those facts or events which are visible directly experienced and can be

down in Positive Philosophy. This makes possible the establishment ofaf

commonwealth based on the practical use of scientific principles which may

coordinate opposing sentiments and fulfil the establishment ofhumar. religion

full of moral ideals.

(8) Scientilic viewpoint: A doctor will see a person who has 1aken

poison and examine and test him to i

situations leading to his action and then he gives his opinions. But theologist

will take it to be a divine law while metaphysician will say it to be a last phase.

nd out the elements of poison and

(4) Scientific process : Positivism gets knowledge through scientific

approach. Positivist' first selects the problem or even in study process. He

events based on experience and experiment by systemic method of observation

testing and classification.
(5) Not related to unknown and mysterious: Positivism is related to

understood through test and classification. Positivist is like a sailorproceedin

on his direction.not caringfor the measurement of the deepness of the seu.

Hence Positivist is satisfied by the visible facts and studies: According to Dr.

J.H. Bridges: "But since it is not given to man to penetrate that mystery. he

has to turn his activities to the region where they will bear fruit."

.(6) Coordination of religion and science. Comte deals with Religion
According to H.E. Barnes and H. Baker the Positive Polity has been

criticized thus: "Though the polity is verbose, prolix, involved and repetitious

nearoy al nis chief postulates are developed in it with far greater maturitv anil. of Humanity besides science. Hence Positivism takes science as a means t

richness of detail than in the Philosophy." Some find lack of unity in his books

but other like Comte himself, Levy Bruhl and Hawking find whole unity in

them. Whatever thoughts he brought forth in Possible Philosophy bascomplete
it in Positive Polity.

He has dealt the concept of Ppsitivism in various forms in his works,. He

takes it as pure scientific concept. According to Rollin Chambliss: ""Comte
positivism is highly abstract concept."

Definition of Positivism "To achieve the knowledge of various facts
by scientific systems on the basis of observation, experiment, testing an
classification and to find out the fixed rules conducting the mutual relationship
between those facts."

study and progress. It moves to new social order on the basis of Religion of

Humanity motivated by selflessness. Hence his positivismcoordinates religion

and science. He deals in positivism based on science to give a symbolic whole

social order full of human welfare and social security.

(7) Means of social reconstruction : According to Dr. J.H. Bridges

In this transformation ofsociety positivism repudiates all violent procedures.

lt acts by demonstration and persuation not by compulsion. Its deviccis

Love the Principles, Order the Basis, Progress the End. Morally its formula is.

Live for Others.".
Hence his positivism is an utilitarian science.

Thus it is clear that Positivism is a scientffc concept wlhich discovers

the fixed rules ofphysical, intellectual and moral progress ofsociety, attaining

the real knowledge of social problems by scientifc system of obsernation,

test, experience and classifcationand to organize such a social system wherein

Religion of Humanity prevails full of the sentiments ofselflessness, love and

Compassion.
According to Rollin

Chambliss:Comtedenied, therefore, that positivism

IS atheistic, since it is in no way concemed with the supernatural. He also

claimed that it is not fatalistic, since t asseris that theexternal order is

modifiable, or
materialistic, since it subordinates material to intellectual forTOs

Main Characteristics of Positlvi: n
(1) Fixed Social laws: Like the natural events, social events are cause

by fixed social laws. Society is an organ of nature, the seasons, day and nigas are known by an orderly system of otservation, experiment, testing anclassification, so can be done with social events. Knowiedge is one Dubranched diversity. Hence Positivism acups society as condiucted by sofixed social laws.
(2) Real knowledge: Posiivisn has faith in real knowledge. Comte h0no place forclhance, i.p ipposes theological and metaphysical thought
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Positivism is concermed with the real rather than the tanciful, with use

knowledge rather than all knowledge, with facts that are certain to the deg

that provision is possible. It is concerned with precise knowledge rather 1h

vague impressions, with ever changing organic truth rather than the exten

varieties, with the relative rather than the absolute. Finally, positivism

sympathetic, in that it finds in one fellowship all those who share its spirita
methods. In short, positivism (science) is a mode of thought which can

universally accepted."

Classification of Positivism

Suicide, a Social Fact and Phenomenon- According to Durkheim
suicide is not an individual act or a personal action. It is caused by Some
nower which is over and above the individual or 'superindividua.

It is not a personal situation but manifestation of the social condition.i
is a social 1act and therefore the.factors responsible for it, should be seen in

the social organisation and social structure. He hashimself said:
The relations of suicide tp certain states of socia! environment are a

direct and constant as therelationsto facts of a biological and physical character
were seen to be uncertain and ambiguous."

According to Durkheim, various social factors cause influence on the
individual and what he does is the resultofthese social factors. He has himself

defined suicide as a social fact in the following terms

"The tem suicide refers to all cases of death resulting directly or indirectly

from the positive or negative acts of the victim itself who knows the result

they produce."
Social Factors for Suicide- According to Durkheim, suicide is not the

result of geographical, hèreditary or other factors. It is a social fact which

results from the social phenomenon. The balance of the happiness causesd

by lack of the resources responsible for happiness makes a man unhappy, and

the seeds for suicide are thereby sown.

Once there is lack ofsocial integration or social solidarity the element of

suicide begins. All the activities are goal-oriented and once the goal is not

achieved, frustration is caused. There is no check for the frustration and it

leads to unhappiness.

Ifthesociety is not able to remove the factors responsible for unhappiness

of man, he commits suicide. On one hand, SOciety causes positive pressure'

on individual. As a result of this pressure, it provides the source and resources

for fulfilment of the wants and desires, but in certain respects it also causes

negative pressure.

This negative pressure is reponsible for causing insecurity in the mind

of the individual. This negativ ngessure is responsible for unhappiness of

man which impels him to resort to self-destruction or suicide. This is what

Durkheinlu inas said in the following lines:

There is therefore for each people a collective forceofa definite amount

Or energy impelling man to
self-destruction."

Control and its
Signisicance- A man can live happily if he exercises

SOcial cont.1. The social control is responsIble 1or providing an opportunity

O keep his emotions and sentiments under check.

As a result of this check,
unnecessary competition does not grow and

people live under limited
circumstances. Butonce this control is lost, unhealthy

ompetition begins and people become unhappy. Onc the social control is

OST, the man becomes unhappy and he takes to
self-destruction.

Suicide-Result of Value Conlicts- Conditions of society and social

actors change with the times and
circumstances. Once a man is not able to

Positivism has three kinds on the basis of the physical, intellectual a
moral progress which can be done by particular directions and education.

(1) Philosophy of the science: This kind of Positivism motivates th

human being should have faith in his attempts and industry to improveme

and welfare of themselves. They are the creators of their own fate. Under th

he includes Mathematics, Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, Zoology, Sociolog

and Ethics.
(2) Scientific religion and Ethics: Positivism is not related to an

unforeseen or abnormal power. It is a religion of humanity. The principle d

policy in this positivism is based on-to be more able progress to serve othe
bodily, intellectually and morally.

(3) Positive Politics: This class means to end war and form an alli
nalion of all states.

His Positivism includes religion and moral principles and it is a gr
weakness in him. He has begun his positivism as a scientific concept but so
he diverted himself away from his scientific nature. He wanted to flouris
himselfnot as scientist alone but also as a positivist social refomer. Hence

uves not take science and religion as separate entities. Hence it was sa
Ihe fatherofpositivismwas the least positive of men."

The Pioneers
Emile Durkheim: Social Fact and

Theory of Suicide
Q. 10.Explain Durkheim's concept of anomie and critically evaluate b

theory of Suicide.
Ans. Durkheim has presented an elaborate analysis of suicide-a social 1aand phenomenon in his book,LeSuicide. This book saw light of the daythe year 1897 and caused the revolution in the world of sociology.Durkheim's theory of suicide presents a new look. He does not recogn
it as an action caused by personal weaknesses, psychological frustrationother personal economic or family factors. According to Durkheim. il ssocial fact and phenomenon.
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ajust with the nevw values or new values are not able lo adjust themsel

wIn the old values, a conflict takes place and this conflict is sometin and social organisation are resnane e is a social fact, and social factors

responsible forsuicide. This conflict between values leads toindisciplinearemarkea:

this indiscipline leads to sucide. This is what Durkheim has said in the follow

lines:

The factors for the suicide rate in which he is interested are then o *
found in features of social milieu."

Durkheim has himselfasserted"...the conclusion from all these
The study of deregulation or anomie is thus further brightened

passions being less disciplined when they need more discipline."

Increasing Necessities are Responsible for Suicide- In the mode

world, it is recognised that frustration and non-fulfilment ofnecessitiesa following 3 forms:

poverty are responsible for suicide. But Durkheim has a different theory

give. According to him, poverty is not a factor of suicide.

According to him in the ancient undeveloped society, people, had l yd Or eels That he has no place in the society, he destroys himself.

necessities and the number of suicide was also less. With the increase?

necessities. suicide increased. Increase in necessities leads to various facto

that make a man unmindful of religious value and practices. 1his Is W themselves. Usually, those persons who are concerned with their interesis

Durkheim has said in the following lines

Anomie, there fore is a regular and specific factor in suicide in ype of suicide. It is said that the percentage ofpersons commiting Egoistic

modem societies; one of the springs from which the annual contingent feed suicide' is higher amongst unmarried persons or deserted persensas compared
Degeneration of Moral Values- As a result of industrial a to married and happy people. Thcse who are maried and happyhaveasocia

technological development, moral values get degenerated. Due to t bond and utility of life.
degeneration, the society gets disorganised. In fact for proper organisatig

and control of the society, certain values and moral pressures are requit to him
Once they ae lost the ground for suicide becomes favourable. John Spauldis
and George Sympson have rightly said

Certain constraints, however, are basic to all human association
whether legal, religious, economic or occupational; for in the absence ofa less desire to live in the company ote
framework of limits and possibilities for human action, man's opportunili (2) Anomic Suicide- This is the result of external and unaccepung

1or self-realisation become stultified. In fact, the breakdown in these subt circumstances which cause extreme frustration to a person. I nis ypE O

rules of conduct, as Durkheim illustrates in his study of suicide, deprives th Suicide talkes place in the circumstances when man is not able io cope with

individual of his status as a moral creature.

facts is that the sOCial suicide rate canbe explained only socio!ogically."
Types or. Forms of Suicide- According to Durkheim, suicide has the

(1) Egoistic suicide, (2) Anomig suicie,(3) Altruistic suicide..
) Egoistic Suicide- According to rkheim, when a man becomes

Such persons keep themselves away from the scciety and they only think of
themselves, reach a stage when they have no utility of their own.

In such a situation, they reach an emotional stage when they desirery

only and have nothing to do with other members of the society comni.t this

Durkheim has explained the egoistic suicide also on social plane. According

In Egoistic suicide, it has foundation in truly collective activity, thus

depriving the latter.of object and ineaning"

Egoistic suicide is committed by people who become introvert and hav.:

the circumstances which have cropped up suddenly. It is a situation which is

Inis condition of anomie, for Durkhem reveals to us the precariou far from normal. Durkheim has defined it in thefollowing tems

character of a modem industria society, and indicatcs the need for
understanding and revaluation of our changing communal obligations."

Suicide and Social Organisation- Suicide and social organisationa

Anomy, therefore, is a regular and specific factor in sicide in our

modern societies, one ofthe springs from which the annual contingent feeds."

Thus, external and unacceptable circumstances bring about social

basic factor of suicide. Once the socialsolidarity or social unity forged on t Man does not find ways andthe
means

following
to fulfil

lines:
the objects. This is what has beenintimately connected. Durkheim has said that social disorganisation is t disorganisation. Due to this social disorganisatio, the social control is lost.

basis of cooperation, love, mutual dependencgaetc. is lost and conditiog analysed by Reseinberg innditionof normlessness, amor
favourable for suicide are born. Anomique means, a condition of nornlessness, a moral yacuum,

here is more of social organisation there are less changes of one feeli the suspension of rules, a stu ome social control for proper-ac

like destroying one's ownself. Religion is another bond that keeps peop
together. Similarly, strong political organisation also unites people. Once the behayiour in the individrosperity shall
factors are lacking and social disorganisation takes place,situation becom necessities and increase

ourabic for suicide.

Durkheim believes in having some social control for proper-actiu
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() Men commit moresuicideascomparedt
frustration leading to suicide. This is what Durkheim has said in the followi g

lines

Such a degenration can make his life purposeless. This would cau:c
cide as compared to women. Those who iare0B(3) Suicides are more committed in summer as compared to winteran

ged are moreprone to suicide as compared to younger pecop

In anomic suicide, society's influence is lacking tn 1ne DastCaltyhe rate of suicidc is higher in urban
ed

areas
in summer

as compared

as

to rural areas.individual passion, thus eaving them without a check therein."
Durkheim has explained his view in this regard with the help of cer:ain

very concrete examples. He has said that once there is economic depression

(4) Soldiers and thOSe engaged in hazardous taks commit more stiridee compared to ordinary people and ordinary citizens.(5) It is said that Catholics are less prone to suicide as compared toor extreme prosperity, the rate of suicide goes up. Had it not been so, here Protestants or Protestants commit suicide more than the Catholics.would have been no suicide amongst afiluent class of peopleand in prosperous

countries.
(3) Altruistic Suicide- This is just the reverse of egoistic suicide. In assertsthat society and social factorsa

Evaluation of the Theory of Suicide- Durkheim's theory of socioirgis based completely on his sociologism than anything else. He recognises and

this typeofsuicide, man commits suicide with theobject of doinggood to there is unity inthe society, therearelesschances ofsuid
Suicide according to Durkheim is dynamic in nature and is influenced

su de.
others. The basic factor is the desire for sacrifice so that social good could be

achieved or interest of others may be served. Harakiri committed by Japaneseby sex ae, ircumstances etc. This is true ofalltypes ofsuicide, whetneror Sati committed by Indian women are the examples of Altruistic suicide. egoistic or altruistic.
Parsons has analysed it in the following linces:

Altruistic suicide is a manifestation of a conscience collective which is for suicide is not correct. There are other factors also that lead to suicide. In

Durkheim's theory that society or social factors ate solely responsible

strong in the sense of subordinating individual to group interests, and which this respect, Durkheim's theory is lopsidedand truncated.
has the particular content ofa low valuation ofindividual life relative to group0.11. Explain Durkheim's views on Suicide
lives." OR

Altruistic suicide is goal or value oriented. Once we find that our values
or objectives are getting damaged, we take to altruistic suicide. Parsons has
explained it in the followingterms:

It is manifestation of the conscience collective in the sense of group
pressure at the expense of the claims of individuality"

Suicide-Dynamic in Nature- The rate and the percentage of suicide jAns.
differs from society to society. A society in which people go against the
social ideals and there is no social check, the percentage and rate of suicide is weakness, poverty or paternal defects. But Durkheim rejects these personahigher.

The group consciousness and the control ofreligion and social institutions A Social Factand other factors are responsible for controlling the rate of suicide. Durkheimhas himself remarked
Suicide varies inversely with the degree of integration of the sociagroups of which the individual forms a part"

Durkheim has studied the phenomenon ofthe dynamic nature ofsuicide social environment are as direct and
on the basis of statistics and solic facts. On the basis of these factors, he hastried to prove that suicide is a changeable phenomenon.Social conditions influence it very much. On the basis of the study ofpredominate over the situauo.
statistics and othersocial factors, Durkheim has come down with the followingconclusions in this regard:

() Unmarricd and deserted people commit more suicide as compaed to ndirec

Estimate the importance of Durkheim's study of Suicide and the
problems of empirical research.

OR
Suicide varies inversely with the degree of integration of the

social groups of which the individual forms a part." Elucidate.
Durkhiem's Concept of Sulcide

Suicide is an individual act which results due to disappointment, menta

easons.

It is not a person:l act. It is external to man. It is conducted by

uper power. It suggests some social circumstance. Hience its causes shoulá

Oe seen in the facts of socia structure and orgnaization.

Durkheim puts forth-"The relations of suicide to certain states cf

UClal environment are as direct and constant as the relations to facts of a

O1ogical and physical charactet were seen to be uncertain and ambiguous."

The several circumstances influence man in society and his views

dominate over the situation. Hence it is an external act. He defines

suicideas
married people; amongthe married people those people who are isueless owho suffer the unhappiness due to the death of their children.

The term suicide refers to al! cases of death resulting directly or

h yfrom the positive or negative acts of the victim itself who knows

result 1hey produce."
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Suicide and its Sociological Clarification

The group creates such circumstances through which a person comrits

suicide. When a person fecls insecure in society and feels that his necds

remain unfulfilled, he commits suicide. Society influences a person in good or

bad way.

(1) Egolstic Sulcide
Individyal thinks of himself and hence he is isolated from society. Heup activitiesand thinksofhis selfishends.Thismeansgroup

forsakes group
him. He cannot control himselfand commits suicide. People care not for him

neglects
anand he feels this. Thereby his ego is disturbed and he likes to finish his life.This is mostly the cases with unmarried or abandoned persons as theySocial anomie and its result not in contact with family life. Durkheim suggests it to be a case of groupThe circumstances or social environment which create disappointment

disgust and hatred in human life, casts a negati ve pressure on the person

This pressure causes him to love death and gives strengtn' to end his life

Hence Durkheim puts forth"There is, therefore, for each people
collective force of a definite amount of energy impelling men to sélf|
destruction."

are
consciousness. If a person is engaged in group activities no suicide will takeplace but if he is aloof he will try to commit suicide being folorn and neglected.
(2) Altruistic suicide

Self-sacrifice for group interest is called by Durkheim as altruisticsuicide
According to Talcott Parsons--"Altruistic suicide is a manifestation of

a conscience collective which is strong in the sense ofsub-ordinating individual
Social process and its result

The moral baance of the person committing suicide weakens but this
weakness is the part of the weakness of the moral balance. As Durkheim
poiats out-"The victims acts which at first seem to express only his personal
temperament are really the supplement and prolongation of asocial condition
which they express externally, suicide though seems an indiv.dual act but in (3) Abnormal Anomique Suicide
reality it is a social act.
Social crganizatjon and its relation to suicide

The collertive tendencies expressed by social organization or different
instituions motivate individual to suicide.

Durkheim says that social unity, farily situation, religion and politica
can be taken as factors of suicide. Family members are bound in love. If the
love decreases he thinks ofdeath or suicide. Hence ifthe individual is unmarried,
abandoned or distressed by family zuarrels thinks of suicide.

Religion can prevent suicide. It is a collective life in religion. Religioussentiments bind people to treád a single path. Ifthere is more religious control,less suicide is seen.

to group interests, and which has the particular content of a low valuation of
individual life relative to group lives."

Individual has more faith in group and he thinks to sacritice his life for
the groups. Such suicides were visible in the aboriginal societies. The Japanese
Harakiri and Sati system are the examples of this type of suicide.

Under abnormal social circumstances individual is disappointed or more

pleased and his mental balance is disturbed and he commits suicide.

According to Coser and Rosenberg- "Anomique means a condition

of normal essness, a moral vacuum, the suspension of rules, a state sometimes

referred to as de-regulation."
This means such situations arise which an individual does not expect in

his normal life and he çannot adopt to them and thus he issocially imbalanced.

Group conttol is finished and suicide affects. Imbalance is caused by sudden

economic crisis or richness. The same is the case for political or social upheavels

and social values clash and human being is mentally disturbed. These

circumstances force to abnormal suicides.

Suicide and empirical conclusions

(1) Dynamic fact-Suicide is a dynamic fact. The individuals in a society

tend to go against its ideals and group control is decreasing, suicides result.

Unity,. teligious sentiment, balanced control of the institutions and family

atmosphere influence the rate of suicide.

Group consciousness reduces or increases the rate of suicide, Season

Cnanges influence group consciousness, and hence suicides increase during

Some periods of the year, Durkheim points out- Suicide ies inversely

Ith the degree of integration of the social groups of which the individual

forms a part.
Suicides and their frequency movement

More the collective unity the less the suicides. Durkheim 'has found

out the following conclusions

Political organizations also influence suicide. If the political þarty 1Spowerful, lesssuicide will be seen among the party members.Suicide can be influenced also by the social solidarity which causes.group consciousness powerful and this leads to bind him and he never thinksof suicide but contrarilyif thegroup consciousness is not powerful the suicidewill be seen. Durkheim accepts the basis ofsuicideon social factors and noindividual or psychological factors. Hence he says, "The conclusion fromall these facts is that the social suicide rate can be explained onlysociologicallyExplaining the view Parsons puts-*"The factors in the suicide rate in wh.che is interested are then, to be found in the features of the social milieu."Kinds of Sulcide .

There are three chief kinds of suicide according to Durkheim. Theyare:
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43ences-natural and social. Naturalphenomenaor thingsare equally

(1) Rate ofsuicide is steady every ycar.
(2) Suicides are more in hot season and less in cold season.

(3) Males commit more suicides than females.
(4) More aged people commit more suicides.
(5) Cities have more cases of suicides thanvillages.
(6) Soldiers commit more suicides than civilians.
(7)Unmarried, abandoned, widows or widowers commit more suicides

than maied people.
(8) Protestants do more suicides than Catholics.
(9)More suicides are visible among maried people who are issueless or

issues die.

th thescien
understood

eed of suo

Drstood but social phenomena are given value. Hence Max Weber feels the
the values.

But Max Weber liked todiscardvaluejudgement in sociological studies.Hence he attempted to give it pure uníversal scientific basis. The theory ofcOcial understanding is one of the attempts in this chain of systemns.To study and analyse the invested value of social things, Max. Webertakes recourse to two facts:
() Causal relatioship of natural sciencs.
(ii) Comparative system.
To understand causal relationship he owned the comparative system in

his sociological attempts.
Ideal types

According to Max Weber ldeal types are the specific characteristics
based on reason, the specific nomenclature of general names of social
phenomena. It is the main basis of Max Weber systemology.
Conceptof ideal-types

Social phenomena should be divided in specific groups on the basis of
general characteristies to express cause and effect relationship. This should
have prescribed principles. Thus it will serve, as ideal phenomena form.

Sociologists must select idela concepts.
Ideal types are the moral method of scientific explanation of the social

phenome1a. According to Don Martindale: "Tdealtypes are kypothetically

concrete individuals (Personalities, social situations, changes, revolutions,

institution, classes and so on) constructed out of their relevant components

by the researcher for the purpose of instituting precise comparison'".

hus ideal types are only inferred ideal examples which are produced on

the notional and thoughtful basis by selection and union.

Characteristics of ideal-types
According to Max Weber the ideal types havefollowing characteristics:

1) Ideal type should be made as per meaning understood by the doer for

his act. Hence intention of the actor signifies its actual meaning.

(ii) Ideal type should include any notional and important elements so that

Il will be actual and certain.

such system to understand social life which could study and analyse

Thus suicides change according to sex, age, region, climate and family
circumstances.
An Evaluation

The principle of suicide of Durkheim is influenced by his sociologism.
He considers suicide to be a free social fact. He explains it on the basis of
social facts affecting social consolidarity. His main basis is groupism based
on unity. Social consciousness is the emblem of social unity and if it lacks
suicide is the result.

Thus suicide is the result of lack of social consciousness. Hence allsuicides 2re the result of social factors. But as others put there are otherfactors also besides social factors to influence suicide.

Max Weber :Ideal Types
Q. 12.Explain: *"Ideal types are hypothetically concrete individuals(personalities, social situations, changes, revolutions, institutions,classes and so on, constructed out of their relevant componentsby the research for the purpose of instituting precise comparisons-Don Martindale. OR

Elucidate Max Weber's concept of ideal types with special referenceto its place in methodology in social'sciences.
OR

What are the characteristics of ideal-types as exposed by MaxWeber? Explain.
Ans. The main aim of Max Weber was to give a solid scientific foundation tosociology. Duringhis time Gemany faced an unbalanced position in intelligencefield. People objected at the acceptance ofcausal method and genealization ofnatural sciences to the social studies. Here Max Weber attempted to put out
the differences found between natural and social sciences. He coordinated.both and created a new sociological system which incorporated the views of

(iii) Ideal type is not the objectiveitself but is an instrument to analyze

ne solid historical facts. Hence sociology aim is not only to form the ideal

types.
Sociological studies should use those concepts which are controlled.

ustworthy and proved by experiments reasonably.

Comparative method
Max Weber uses true comparative method on the basis ofideal-types.

ieneralizationsoof one study of culture of specific group cannot be used lor
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other groups of culture. He has studied comparatively mutual relations under

ditferent cultures and their economic and religious situations. He has given

generalizations of different cultures separately and they are applicable io them

only.
To understand social action through cause-effect and meaning view point,

appropriate system may be followed. The motives directing human behaviour

should be comparatively studied.
Max Weber gives importance to probability. None of the social principle

can be absolute constantly. They may not be applicable to the related culture.

i can foresay that the pesence of the factor may result in such way. Like the

natural sciences it cannot forecast the results. Thus his views coincide with

Pareto. Max Weber does not take any one factor to be assigning cause of

social events. Hence taking cause to a factor, its influence on other factors

can be seen and studies can be carried on for mutual relationship of social

events. Max Weber considers direct observation or explanatory system to be

proper for understanding socjal events or actions. Intellectual or empirical

both are the important system of social studies.
In the end he has kept about from critical evaluation. Sociology can be a

science by comparative, analytical and factorwise studies and will attain
objectivity.

Social action has to have relationship and orientation with the action'of others.
Types of Social Action- This cateisation is based on thecharacteristics enumerated by Weber himsclf. In order to have completeunderstanding of Webers theory of social action, we must know the meaning

of social action as well.

(1) Traditional Social Action-Those actionsthat are performed under
the compulsion of force of customs and traditions are putunder this category.
All those actions that were preformed by forefathers and are being performed
even today, are placed under this category. Almost all the persóns perfom
these actions because they are forced to follow the tradition and customs.

(2) Emotional or Effective Actions-Such actions grow as a result of.
our responsibiity to the behaviour of others in tems of love, envy, hatred,

anger etc. Such actions are performed under the influence of strong impulse

or emotion.
It is not necessary that these actions shall be rational. It is quite possible

that many such actions may be regarded when the person has agreed himself

of the influence of these emotions and actions.

3) Evaluative Actions-These actions are performed under the influence

of aesthetic, religious or ethical values. These actions also do not develop on

rational ground. We act in a particular manner because othérs accept us to act

according to those norms.

These norms or values are taken for granted and we do not exactly

know.whether we shall gain anything out ofthem or not. We have to discharge

theseactionsnot for any material gain but becuase of the responsibility imposed

on us.

(4) Rationalor Rationalistic Performance of Actions- Such actions

are performed after conscientiously weighing both means and ends. Once the

benefits and the losses have been weighted, we perform these actions.

In doing these actions, we are guided by gain of material as well as of

other types and we aiso avoid losses.

(5) In fact, Weber's sociology is a sociologyof scial action and is based

on his concept of social action.

Q. 14.Elucidate Weber's concept of Social Action 2nd discuss its

importance.
Ans. Max Weber has given few solid and fixed bases to establish sociology

as science. Max Weber defines sociology as

"Sociology is a science which attempts thé interpretative understanding

o Social action in order thereby to arrive at a causal explanation of its cause

and effects."

Max Weber's Concept of
Social Action

Q. 13.Elucidate Max Weber's concept of Social Action.
Aua, Sociology is a science which attempts the interpretative understanding
of social action. Social action is society oriented. Max Weber has in this
respect himself said.

Action is social in so far as,by virtue ofthe subjective meaning attached
to it by the action of individual (or jndividuals) or it takes into account of the
behaviour of others is thereby oriented in its course."

That is Max Weber has not recognised every overt action as a social
action. A social action has to be guided by the object or the meaning because
of which it has been done. Similarly, it has to have a social connotation.
Every action or any action that is guidedtowards inanimte object alone, is not
a social action.

Similarly every action which is based on imitation, is not the social action.It has too be a meaningful orientation to the actor imitating it. Even if a
action is identical with the similar action of many persons, or the actioninfluenced by other persons shall-not be social action unless it hasameaning or an objective behind it. Thussociology is concerned with social action and gives its explanatory

udles. About social actions he says Action is social in so faras, by virtue of
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the subjective mearing attached to it by the acting individual and it takesint

account the behaviour of others and is thercby orientcd to its course."

Religious behaviour is not social action. If the union of few or on th

advice of priest, or in his presencc do not perform prayer, or worship. Thu

lone sitting for god worship is not social act. Hence Max Wcber says

Overt action is non-social, ifit is oriented solely to the behaviour of inanimate

objects."
Every imitation is not social action. As Max Weber points out,

Action done by several persons is also not social action. Max Webe

says- "Social action is not identical either with the similar action öf many

persons or with action influenced by other persons." As is seen from the

opening of umbrella simultaneously due to rain or heat on the way.

About the form and nature of social action Max Weber further

says- "Social action, which includes both failure to act and passive

acquiesence may be oriented to the past, present or expected furture behaviou

of others."

15.Critically examine the essential features ofKarl Marr's HistoricalMaterialism.
Ans. Historical materialism explains the phenomena of human history onphysical basis. He expounded the idealistic historical discussion to real scientificdefinition. Hence his theory about relationship between society and historyis called hisioricalmaterialism. So Engels has put forth: "Just as Darwindiscovered the lawof evolution in organic nature, Marx discovered the law ofevolution in human history."

The definitions given by Pre-Marxian scholars were based on two facts-spiritual and geographical. He applied dialectical materialism to understand
history. He mentions that historical events are based on the rules to be
understood through perception and experience. These rules are objective and
not based upon God or soul and are related to physical conditions. He accepts
the importance of geographical environment and population but have no
absolute influence.

Feuerbach has attempted to understand it through physical factorsCategories of Soclal Action
Max Weber, gives four categories of social action or whole numan

HistoricalMateriallsm
behaviour:

(1) Traditional (2i) Emotional (3) Valuational (4) Rational purposeful.
(1) Traditional social action

These include such human behaviour and actions which are seen

continuously based on customs, traditions and conventions. These are

accomplished as they were done by forefathers. Hence all are bound to obeyis basedon the production system and its economic development through

He defines history: "It is the activity of man in pursuit of his ends." He
takes history as. a series of changed systems time-to-time to get necessary
materials for living by the general pepole.
Production Method

History is based on physical existence. Social structure's whole concept

the customs. necessaryphysical means of developed living of any group. The change in

production sytem gives way to social phenomena.
All historical events are basedon the basis ofphysical interests ofindividuals

(2) Effective or Emotional Social action
Our emotions and sentiments are instigated by others behaviour and we

have thus in tne form of reaction to them. Hence we comeacroSs thefeelings and classes. Marx and Engles state: "And indeed this isanhistoncal faca
of love, hatred, anger etc.
(3)Valuational social action

These include such actions done for moral ideals, cultural values o
religious celebrations. Without any opposition these orders of moralorcorducare accepted.
(4) Rational or Purposeful social action

To achieve some aims, corsidering the rational sources actions aredonon predetermined planning. As studie: for an examination is done accordingto planning
Max Weber did not accept any decisive cause of social change infactor. Though he accepts relig.ous order as main clement influ:ncingsocior ecoromic order and her Sorokin feels hin to be a determinist. Eitnputs that all factors of social order are related and influence mutually. nrelatives to the scientific analysis of social phenomena.

fundamental condition of all history, which today, as thousands of years ago,

must daily and hourly be fulfilled merely in order to sustain human life"

Production relationshlps
Historical materialism is based on production system. The production

power enhances due to implements, efficiency and experience but one person

cannot do any production work without mutual co-operation and thus it is a

Social action. Hence Marx puts forth:

In production men not only act on nature but also on one another."

The mutual relationship exists between the employer and employee and,

nese go on continuously. If there is breakage of any kind, tension is created.

ence human history can be well understood by tension and clasS-struggle of

ionships produced by the production process. Hence Marx again refers

to In every epoch the ruling ideas have been the ideas of the ruling class".

4D
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Again the history of society is the story of struggle and development

production relations created through production system and production powe

Thus physical circumstances forced men to develop historical thoughts an

events of particular kind. Hence Marx "says: *Our viewS show thindustrial development, Canitased with the inyventinn

Circumstances make men as much as men make circumstances.

Common people and their history
Historical events are not related to activities and decds of king Marx nas reierred to this period wh nicts between the two groups.

commanders and rulers but are related to those men who are active meansbourgcoise in revolution.

physical production to live and let live. Thus revolution is the action takenb Socialism

the common people serving or exploited class.

Expanstion of history
To give history the position of a science one has to find its basis in the

physical and economic life of people. These circumstances are determinedb n resemblance. Society willI have no class or state. As we

the time-prevailing physical circumstancs. Hence history should include the v come rue in countries of China, Russia, Yugoslavia,

following facts:
(1) he first necessity of human being is to be alive. This needs food Cricism

clothes and a dwelling
() Physical production is the first historical work.

) Historical development means the development of physical productionnus diaiectical materialsim. But there are other factors which also influence

(food, clothes) and human production (issues).
Gv) Production system generates specific production relationships whicd

develops whole social organizatdn., management and historical facts.
(Historical change is the only change in production system as itcreate the political,constitutional, philosophical, literary, religiousand aristicbases

changes in other aspects.
(vi) Tdeals, thoughts or soul cannot explain history scientifically
(vi) History is the explanation of people's physical life.

Historical Eras

Capitallsm
Capital's importance increased with the invention ofmachines and

atfions created througn pro evelop historical ino an ndustrial development. Capitalists had the full control over productión means.n1abour classworkCd in fields and carned their living by their bodily and mentallabour. Thus economic inequality led to conflicts between the two groups.
Marx has relerred to this period when proletariat will wake up against the

This imaginative age is the last wherein whole society will have authority
over the resources of production. Everyone will work to his ability and
capability and get goods to sustain life as per needs. This will be the first

Czechcoslovakia, etc.

Physical factors are the conductors ofhistorical changes. It has developed
through the system of production, production relations and physical life. It is

history.
Materialistic definition of history shows that history should be studied

through existing production system and economic condition to prevail the

existence of material life of society under socíal order before extracting on

Hence Marx deals with history in legal sense which is based on real

facts of life and can suggest the future life. Hence Marx says: "Historical

materialism is not a dogma, not a formula, but an empirical science and a

guide to concrete study and historical investigation."
Accordingro Manx, history can be divided into five ages

() Primitive Age
Tnis is the first age of human history when means of production were

owned by communiry. Hunting and living was their life. They were based o
nature hence o question arose of individual property. Thus it was a comrnun
2ge.

in SlaveryAge
Wrth the agricuiture and cattle breeding there was change in productio These classes are cnare

Karl Marx: Concept of|
Class Struggle

system. Metal implenents came in. Two classes evolved - one owners o classes. These classes are characterised in the first place by an antagonismn

Q. 16.Define Marx's cincept of Class' giving the elements that constitute

class. How classes cmerged and grew in Western Europe?

Ans. Marx has characterised the humanhistory as the struggle of the warring

farm and catle and others working on farm and cattle rearing.Slaves were purchased and sold like cattle. !ndividual property ownersnprevziled. Vast population became slaves and sources of production reinanin the hands of few.
Feudalism

between oppressor and oppressed and in the second place, by a tendency

towards polarisation înto two bloes.

Marx's Concept of Class- Karl Marx does not recognise any factor

xCept the material factor as the basis of class difterentation. According to

m, class in the society is simply 'economic class' which is based on the

Process of production and the distribution of the economic growth in the

Socicty.
Agriculture had its more importance. Feuds became the rulers 9remaining people became serfs and worked on agriculture. Public was toproduction and military work íor the feuds. They becane the confliclparties later on.

According to Marxian concept, so long as there is equitable and just

ribution of the material wealth, there is no class distincthion but once the

Dulion becomes unequal, the classes come into being.
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Class Struggle- lt is a well-known fact that industrialisation,
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5According to him in the primitive society, there was no such inequali

and difference in distribution but as its difference emerged, classes came in

being. In his Das Capital, he has remarked:
"Society divides itselfinto classes, the privileged and the dispossessed

the exploiters and the exploitant, the rulers and the ruled."

All thesocieties having been divided into classes, modern capitalist socien

classes.
According to Karl Marx, capitalism is based on 'capital' through whichthe capitalists purcnase the labour of the workers on a lesser wage or price

uranisation and development of the means of transport are responsible torthehe development or capitalism yielding to the divisíon of the society into various

does not differ from those that preceded it. The exploiting class of moden and save the remaining price by way of profit and thereby increase their
society is known as bourgeoise. The other class is that of proletariat which

constitute the vast majority of the population.
Elements of Class- Economic factor is the most important factor orexploitation ot the workers. In the process

ofcreation of monopoly, smaller

the class differentation. Some ofthe interpreters ofKartManx and later social capitalists get tinished and the capital is concentrated in a few hands. On

thinkers have given out other elements also of the class differentation, bu capítalism, particularly amongst the capitalists, the principle ofthe survival of
basically it is the economic factor that leads to class differentiation.

Class is determined by the nature ofthe benefits that one derives from

the process of production. In a feudal society, the landlord earns out of the conscious ofthe ills ofcapitalism. This political consiousness leads to conflict.
labour ofagricultural labourer or the farmer and in a capitalistic society, the

capitalist Ilives on the labour of the workers.
That is why, Karl Max has said that almost all the revolutions in the

capital.
In the process of increasing the capital, the capitalists carry on the

the fittest works very hard.
One healthy feature of this institution is that the labourers become

On the day of decisíve conflict, every man will be obliged to join either the
capitalist or the proletarians.

Classes are the creation of capitalist society and in such a society, class
history were the result of the desire of the exploiled and downtrodden people struggle is inevitable. Ina capitalistsociety,the capitalists or bourgeoise indulge
to change the condítions.

Origin and Development of Classes in Western Europe-The concept generally concentrated at certain places.
of class struggle particularly the Marxian concept is the gift of the study of

theEuropean countries. Karl Marx made a serious study of, the events in the workers to come together. This coming together and organisationmakes them
vanous countries of the Western Europe and on the basis of his study, he. conscious ofthe political force.Sincethey are exploited, they are not able to

in exploitation of labour. They increase the means of production which are

This concentration at places in the means of production, enables the

came out with certain conclusions. live decently. On the other hand, when they find that the capitalists live lavishly

hese theornes and factors may be applied to several other revolutions. ontheirown level they become conscious of the weaknesses of capitalist
According to Karl Marx, the primitive society was a society of primitive society.communism where the means of production was the property of the society On the other hand, due to concentration ofeconomic power, the capitalist

owe rowthofthe society the means ofproduction became the propertyassacauiresgreaterforce and also assumed the polical powerIna caprtalist
of certain classes and individuals, various classes grew.

Feudalism came into being as a result of aprivileged few over the entire class indulges in exploitation of proletariat or the
the

labourer
two classes-exploiter

through the State.
andlanded property and conversion of the farmers and workers into serfs andslaves. When argiculturewas replaced by industry, capitalism came into beingThe capitalism gave birth to many and other industrially developeocountries of Westem Europe. These classes in Western Europe, emerged an0grew as a result of the industrial revolution.

Origin and Role of Revolution- According to Karl Marx, all revolutionsare the resuit of a class struggle. Revolutions have given birth to differentypesofclass differentiation and this class differentiation which accentuatedifference in the form ofclass struggle, has given birth to various typesrevolutions.

All these acts ensure the opposition between the two classes-exploiter and

the exploited. Accordingto Marx:

They openly declare that their ends can be attained only by the forcible

overthrow of all existing social condítions, the proletarians have nothing to

lose but their chains. They have worked to it."

According to Marx, when the class struggle is accentuated, the

proletarians.bring about the end of exploiters and establish thecontrolover

the means of production of the State. This is the state of 'Dictatorship of the

roletariat'. This state of the dictatorship of the proletariat is again transitory

Pnase which leads to the abolition ofall classes and to establishment ofclassless

OCiety. Marx has explained this in 'Communist Manifesto' in the followingThat is why, Karl Marx hassaid that almost all the revolutions are tnresults of he collective actions of the oppressed people. He has himselfsaiaJust as we cannot judge an individual on the basis ofhis own, none ohimself, so such a revolutionary period, cannot be judged from its ow"consciousness." The historyofall hitherto existing society is the history ofclassstruggle.

man and slave patrician and plebian, lord and sert, guild-master andWords
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Evaluation of the Theory of Class Struggle- Karl Marx's theory otclass struggle has been criticised on the following grounds(1) It lacks Inevitability and Continuity- According to some of thethinkers, it is onlya temporary phase which erupts off and on. It is not acontinuous and universal phase. Human life and society is based more oncooperation than on struggle.
(2) Economic Base-Those who criticise this theory say that Karl Marx'stheory of class struggle is based on economic factors. But in reality there arevarious struggles which take place on the basis of religion, race, nationalism.etc. According to these critics these do not develop on economic base althoughaccording to Marxian theory, all these institutions have an economic baseG) Importance ofCo-existence-Ina scciety, there are not only warringgroups. Sometimes co-existence has to be reverted to even by.the warringgroups. According to these critics, even Soviet Union has accepted the theoryof co-existence in the international and political fields.
No doubt, co-existence is resorted amongst those believing in differentpolitical ideologies but this is not the ultimate object. It is only a temporaryphase. Ultimately,.a new society has to be established and borm and newsociety has to be born out of the institution of class struggle.
(4) Bourgeoise and Proletariat do not have an Exact Connotation-According to these critics, the terms Bourgeoise and Proletariat do not present

exact connotation. But it is not so. Every term inorder to assume particular
connotation or meaning, has to evolve and get a particular type of sanction.

Now these two terms have clear cut and categorical meaning and to
criticise the theory of class struggle on the basis of clarity of the meaning of
the two, is not at all correct.

Joumey Tman, oppessor and oppressed, stood in constant opposition to on

unotner, carried on an uninterrupted, now hidden, now open Iight, a fighttha

each ume ended either in a revolutionary reconsitution of sociely at large ori

the common ruin of the contending clasSCs
The modern bourgeoise society that has sprouted irom the ruins or

Teudal society, has not done away with class antagonism. It has but establishe

new classes, new conditions of oppression, new forms of struggle in placeo

the old ones....our epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoise, possesSes, howeve
this distinctive feature; it has simplified the class antagonism.

Society as a whole is more and more splitting up into two great hostile

camps, into two great classes directly facing each other-Bourgeoise and

Proletariat."
Nature of Class Struggle- Capitalism, according to Karl Marx, is

progressive in nature as compared to feudalism or feudal order ofthe society
In this order, no doubt the labour is purchased at a lesser price and the surplus
of money is converted into capital.

It leads to class struggle. With the growth of capitalism, the factories
the places of the production and the means of production grow in capacity
power and number. Capitalist because of great production, sometime creates
economic crises and slump leading to fall in price in commodities which
results in the cut of the wages of the workers.

This cut wouldhit at their power ofpurchasing. This situation leads to
unemployment also. This inherent crisis leads to the misery of the working
classes. Once they are not prepared to tolerate this misery, a new face ofthe
struggle would begin. In this process, generally the middle class which is
called 'Petty Bourgeoise' is annihilated and merged into the working class

This situation leads to overthrow of the entire system and ultimately
expropriation of the expropriators. It is at this stage that the dictatorship Oto his philosophy of social transformation based on class struggle.the proletariats is established.

The dictatorship of the proletariate ultimately leads to the establishment
ofaclassless society. According to Karl Marx, in the society there is no needfor a State and so State shall wither away. In a classless society the mora
shall be pretty high, needs of the society shall be fulfilled and a new way olife shall be started.

6) Attempt to give Concrete Shape to Action- The theory of ciass
struggle of Karl Marx is a categorical attempt to give a practirsl base tc ti
theory about the class struggle. Karl Marx was the first to give scientific Ees

KarlMarx heraldeda newconsensus in society and really brought justice
to the downtrodden people. All this could happen only on the basie of class
struggle and therefore to say that this is not viable, is not correr.
Q. 17.Explain Karl Marx's concept of Class-Struggle.

OR
This cannot happen accordingto Karl Marx ín one country. It has to bean international affair. This shall be higher phase of the communist socieyabout which Karl Marx has himself remarked:
After the enslaving subordination of individuals under division of labou,|and therewith also the antithesis between mental and physical labour, navanished, after labourhas become not merely a means to live but has beconitselfthe primary necessity of life, after the productive forces have alsincreased with the all-round development ofthe individual, and all the springofcooperativewealth flow more abundantly-only then can the narrow horiLof bourgeoise' right |

from each according to his ability, to each according to his needs."

Examine the Marxist theory of Class-Struggle.
Ans. Physical division causes class fo:mation. Physical characteristics,
intellectual specialities, religion, caste or sect are noi the basis for class

formation. He takes economic classes which develop due, to production
process. At the beginning every individual wa satistied by the gifts of nature,

nence no problem arose. Hence production was responsible for divicion of

SOciety into different economic groups.

Thus there is a group of exploiters, rich and mster of al, means of

production while politically they were the rulers. The othe: « lass was xyioited,

or and governed under Feudalism there were traders and sgricultur ists,

Odern capitalism has given capitalists and labour class.Sully left behind and society inscribe on its bann
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Durchase labour atcheap

small capitaltalistsjoin the labourers due to defeat inbusiness. According to
Mars has mentioned three classes- labourcrs, capilalisls and

landouners repectively with powcrs on labour, capital and land while incomc

depcnded on salary or wages, profit and rcnt respectively

Now industrialization and division of labour has givcn ditlcrences in

industrial and busincss labour and agricultural labour. But Marx does nol scc

am ditferences as labour is labour and capital or land arc standing 1or capitalism.

Elements necessary forclass
Social classes stand on thc footing

Engels- Society, as a whole is more splittinginto
Marx and

to two greattile camps, into iWO great classes directly facing each other, Bourgeoise
ho
and Proletariat,"

Capitalism establishes new markets and develops transport means. This1eads to mutual coming together of labourers of distant places and organizehemselves. Themore production leads to economic crises, Marx and Engleswrite"What the bourgeoise therefore produce above all, are its own grave
diggers. Its tall and the victory of the proletariat are equally inevitable."Capitalists crush the labourers through state authority. They functionthrough money. Men have no value. Exploitation is carried on through religion,
politics and national development. While the labourers are exploited by reducing
the price establishing new markets while labourers recourse to armed
revolutionary conflict. As passive conflict can never gain success, the proletariat
can change the socíal order through force.

Class struggle principle of Marx and Engels has international importance.
As we see capitalism has spread the world over and there is unrest throughout
the world and government change very often.

Revolutionofproletariat signifies the up rooting ofthe whole administrative
set up and establish the classless society giving the dictatorship under the
proletariat. Communist manifesto gives in the end their objectives in the
following words:

They openly declare that their ends can be attained only by the

disai
of economic dilfcrences. But Maclver.

and Page point out that class is not only

based on cconomic differences but also

on social status. Robert Bicrstedt
describes seven factors to class-
assigning:

(0) Property, wealth, capital and

income.

(2) Family or kinship group.
(3) Place of residence.
(4) Period of residence.
(6) Occupation. Essay Letters ferrat aT Hfea

H1 30 fi d erIraTE 3idit id(6) Education
(7) Religon.

Evolution of Classes in Europe
niially means of production were not under any authority hence noforcible overthrow of all existing social conditions, the proletarians have

classification existed., Itwas the aboriginal communalage. People used to nothing to lose but their chains. They have a world to win."
lead their life in forests by feeding on fruits and roots. Gradually faming and Hence Marx and Engles theory of Class Struggle is similar to theory of
catle rearng usherecd andcanged thelivingmaterials. The fights among evolution which depends on the struggle for existence and theory ofselection..
groups led to murder of the captives but slowly they were engaged for wercan have the following points from the class strugge ueuagnculture and cattle rearng as slaves. Hence usliered the age of slavery.Jltimately feudalism appeared. The means of production and land wasunder feudal lords and landless farmers were used to work: Thus cvolvcd ChangesS.two clasSes. This was prevailing in Europe till 19th century.

(1) Class-struggle is the basic rule of human history which evolves

(2)Class struggle is concerned with production process. New processes
ller firns appearcd r tookatun fromland to commerce and take the place of existing ones and so new classes displace the old ones.smaller firms appeared. Labourers were seris of feudalism. Moncy can Hence there is revoluion.nzea and capitalism was with the moncycd pcople and not land. ThusHence nere is reVoulabourersused to get wages for work: Industrial revolution founded largescale productions.

Class-Struggle
(3) Physical invention change the production process, and substitute

new classes. Exploited are also awakened toward changes in social order

gradually. Revolution is not sudden but is the result ofproc

(4) Ruling class, religion, tradition. plhilosophy, thought and educationThecommunist manifesto has given the following words of Marx andEngcls Hitherto cv¢ry fom ofsocictyhasbecn based ontheantagonis owith propaganda atempe*asses of Exploiters and With propaganda attempt to keep authornty leady. 7hese all are related to

Pecific production. The ruling classes own.teptances ol religion and moralityE oited were visible.
I he means ofproductionand opposition of production relationships ake the social torim.S both its utter imit of conflict. According ot Marx, class struggle isrin society. Tillclasses exist, the conilicts will go on.iass-Struggle

strializalion, urbanization and transport facilitics gavc rise toMonopolics ánd largcscale productions arç visiblc. Capital.leads

(5) Expioited or proletariat class tends to become more poor but well

n1zed and powerful hence will revolt andhad to establish classless society

prooting the capitalist class.

Orga
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Marx has established the theory of class-conflict and motivated to make

t ertecuve through working. Philosophy was equipped with science. 1he

exploited class was motivated to become rich from poverty, ruler from the

ruled and powerful from powerless. We can witness today his propaganda

and rule fruitful in the worid's large areas with communistic thoughts.

Thetheory can be criticized on the following grounds:
(Oclass conflict is visible through all ages and every society but it is

Sudden and temporary. Human society progresess through cooperation and

i.ot conflic
2)He Sases his to econ

great conflicts through religion, genus and national basis which had no

explanation on economic grounds.
()There is no clear meaning to his bourgeoise and proletariat clas.
(4) Societry consists of not only opposition class but there may not be

any conflict among then. The society is seen în USSR as a dream in truth
rcceptsthe theory of co-existence.

Industrialization has changed the relations among feuds and famerswithcapitalists and labourers. Change brings aposition whenproducion forcesand production relations clash mutually. Use of machines devalves labourpower and hence they resist. There is subdual of the labourers by the ruleExploited are in large numbers and they like to change the whole system sothat they may eam their livelihood properly and new system usbers inThus economic determinism is clarified. As Marx puts: "In acquiringnew productive forces men change their mode of production and in changingtheir mode of production, in changing the way of eaming their iving, theychange all their social relations. The hand mill gives you society with thefeudal lord, the steam mill society with the industrial capitalist"Hence productionmethod and economic relation determines every orderof society.
Social change

Materialistic expanatíon of history, economic determinism and class-conflict all these three concepts determine for his social change theory whichcan be expressed in the following way:
Changes based on Production method brings social change as per ManProduction method gives two aspects-production forces and productionrelations: Production forces include machines, instruments, labour andefficiency of labour. The development goes on continuously in productionmethods and social orders. There is change in production forces like machinesand labour. Thus these form the superstructure and these infiuence in nin themoral, religious, poitical, legal relationships. These are knounas substrucaure.

Spontaneous change
Social change results from the current social order. Old order shows thesign of new order. New generation adopts to the uent production method

An Evaluation

mic views for all clas-struggles. But we find

10 Karl Marx:Social Change

Q. 18.Explain:*The mode of production in material life determines
the general character of thesocial, political and spiritual processes
of life"- Karl Marx

OR
Analyze critically the Marxian theory of social change

Ans. Max has provided the detenmined explanation for all changes in human
society. These changes are due to economic factors, which are most powerful,and exploitaion leads to oppOsition and conilict. Every new experimeat inbasic and detisive. He takes modeofproduction as basic factor which changeseconomic relations and later on leads to change in all social orders, thoughtsand views. Marxsays: "The mode of production in material life determinesthe general character of the social, political and spiritual processes of liieThus change in economic order leads to changes in political, intellectuareligious ad cultural development
Economic determinism of Marx

Human beings do meterial production to fulfil their material needstwhichthey develop productive forces. The people engaged in socialproductestablish certain relations. These are not voluntary relations but dueproduction system. This creates economic structure which deterhineslegal and pclitcal structures. This gi*s rise to scial consciousness. 1nMax takes only economic structure as variable factor ofsocialchange.relationships assign different elemens ícund in social order. The changeproducion system changes productivi relations.

production method is due to social change which comes in itself through theexploitation.
Revolution for Change

Marx considers that social evolution is possible only through revolution
as exploiters never agree by understanding hence it needs use of force to
throw away the curTent sceial.orders. Labourers get very litle part in the
production. Most part is taken away by capitalists. A time comes when labourers
are unable to get the needful livelhood. Labourers and poor persons multiply
in numbers and rich people remain few in number. Hence people become
class-conscious and organize for existence. If exploitatian is less, revolutions
will be less. This is possible only when there is a class-less society which is
only possible under socialist order.

Change needs definite conditions
Necessay conditions are required before change for changing. Under

capitalism the conditions like poverty, exploitaion, moral degradation, increase
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o1 Suppression, vast number of labour class, disciplinc, strict organization,

and consciousness devclop, centralization of means of production and

SoCialization of labour are scen in currency. These mean sevolution. As Marx

Says The knell of capitalist private property sounds. The expropriators are

expropriated."
Evaluation of social change theory of Marx

0) Economic factor is not dctemmining but other factors also cxist.

(i) Social phenomena result of several factors.

11) Economic intcrert is not motivating to human action.

(Iv) Religion has great importance in change according to Max Wcber.

(v) Sexual need is also influcncing clement like other material necds.

(vi) Lack of practicality.
(vii) Non-scientific nature.
(vii) Capital order possible on different technological strata.

(ix) Mcaning not clear by economic factor.

As Pitrim Sorokin says: "It becomes a kindofbag filledwith geographic
conditions, techniques and following by science and by the whole complex
machinery of trade, commerce and distribution which involves judicial and
political institutions and what not"

()Revolurtion is main means ofchange. As Tarde said Since the beginning
of the history classes and armies could have struggled with one another
endiesst 2nd yet, they could not have created either geometry, mechanics or
chemistr, without which ii would be impossible fur man to subdue nature
and make progress in industry and military art."

Pitrim Sorokin also criticized, To hope for an explanation of tke most
complex dynamics of social life and history through only one factor amounts
to nohing bun idiocy."
Q.19. Compare and contrast Social Change Theory of Veblen and Marx
Ans. Firsuy there is change in the technique of working by which physical
circarnstanceschange. According to physical environment human habits changeand in tun habits change and iniiuence our thoughts. Change in thoughi5ocizl aiure cages. In real:ty variation in environnent is nain reasoforthis ctange. Vebien has put forth: "As man acts, so he expericnces anthinks
Evaluation of Veblen's Theory of Social Change

Though Vebien's theory of social change is based on work and its relatedthouhts 2nd it eems a universal truti but few shortcomings can be cited a3given here on:
() Man is not a toy of habits. People of same technological strutahavgreat varialions in thoughts.
Gi) Social conditions are quite sirnple but in reality these condtionsarmostly complicated.

conseq
change the habits and thoughts.

In the adjoining table given below we will see how both, Marx andVeblen differ.

Hence Vcblen's principle of social change states that social change is
equent to and is see when physical environment vary and these in turm

Comparison of Soclal Change (MarxandVeblen)
Marx's Principle

Veblen's Principle
() Ideal of establishment of

classless society.
(ii) Attempt done to explain

history.
(ii) Technology as indirect

factor for social change.
(iv) Emphasis on physical

No ideal.

Analysis of current problems.

Technology as direct factor
for social change.
Emphasis on physical
environment.needs.

(v) Two opposing forces clash. No imagination of clash.

Classical & ModernTraditions:
Pareto: Logical & Non-Logical Action

Q 20.Examine Pareto's concept of Logical and Non-Logical action and
explain how residues and derivatives lead to non-logical actions?

Ans. Pareto's sociology deals with mostly two forms of human activities
which can be called irelevant and relevant. Among these he has dealt with
irrelevant activities. Hence it is necessary to understand his concepts before
going forth to these activities.

Ends and means
As per Pareto every individual or social action depends on two bases or

assumptions.
(i) Ends and (ii) Means.
Human being has some end to an act and to attain it he applies certain

incans. We may follow the improper or proper endsand means. Some actions

are proper and proved by experience hence establish consonance berween

ends and means while few actions are just the qite opposite and had no

justification for ends and means. Hence logic and experience determines the

Cnds and means to be justitied with actions.

ObJective and subjective aspects
Every action includes two aspects. One means what the tking is actually

and the other as to what implies the theughts of other i.e. sbjective and

subjective.
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ThoughtObjective aspect
O0jective aspect of action is real, reasonable, proved by interence and

pertaining to the thing. It does not include the individual ideas. Hence Talcou

Parsons says The predicted effect of the employment ol proposed imeans

on the basis of the best available knowledge is apparently what Pareto.nmeans

by the objective end of action."
Subjective aspect

It includes an actor's view based on imagination, selfishness or withoui

any experimental basis. According to Talcott Parsons: The subjective cnd is

quite clearly that anticipated (concrete).state affairs, which the actor himself

Subjectively desires and supposes to be the objective of his action. As per

Vilfredo Pareto
Every social phenomena may be considered under two aspects as it is

in reality and as it presents itself to the mind of this or that human being. The
first aspect we shall call objective, the second subjective." The subjective
phenomena do not come under the purview of scientific studies.
Logical and Non-logicalAction

Human actions have been divided under two parts of logical and non-
logicalactions.
Logicalactions

According to Pareto they are as given here under:
We apply the term logical actions to actions that logically conjoin means

to ends not only from the standpoint-of the performing them, but from the
standpoint of other persons who have a more extensive knowledge."
Non-lc gical Actions

These actions cannot be proved by means of perception, experiment
and examination. One cannot establish relationship between ends and means
by non-logical actions. In the words of M.W. Vine : Logical actions are
acts which have a real aim, non-logical actions are acts not determined by a
real aim burt simply by some impilse inaccssible to any further explanation
Problems relating to actions

There arethe following three pboblems which are posed for logical and
non-logical actions.

() Difficulty in finding logical means of action as the ends of action canbe social or individual. Individual ends knowledg is only with the actor. Hencelack of knowledge of ends poses a difficult position to understand means alogical or non-logical.
(ii) If the ends are not woridly but ultraworldly, it will be difficult todecide it there is logical relation between ends and means or not as. ultra-wordly ends itself is based itself on imagination and tradition.(iii) It is not necessary that action is useful to all members of the group.Some actions are benefcial to whole group but some actions benefit the fewof the group and others are at loss. Hence it is difficult to assign an action 15proper or improper. Hence Pereto recalls that at all places and era non-logicalactions were more important than logical actions.

Every individual or society attempts to prove his non-logical actions as

61)
rough various evidences and devises. He takes recout

logical thro
methods and systems. Pareto narrates all those theories and methods which
explain the non-logical action. These are as follows:(i) Those theories which are devoid of objective realities which are notto be cared. These are based on predecisions. These are the ways to abuseand cheat others by a person.

(ii) Those theories or methods which 'are taken to be more or lessobjective reality.
(a)Accepted direct and fully truth form-imaginary partly-humanizationof god or abstract truth-related to legend and logical findings- sentimentalfacts are taken to be real Assigning of truth by the union of theory andsentiments.

ourse to several

(b) Accepted as truth indirectly and partly, based on incompleteperception. Legendery stories are accepted as historical facts and fromhistoricism enter the imaginary fact.
(C) llogical actions theory is taken as only token.
Pareto includes in illogical actions Taboos current in society. Peopleprove it by all reasonings. They are not logical as they are social sanctions.
Religion also comes under illogical activites. According to M. Handman :
For Pareto, the whole phenomena of social life becomes a series of

equations in which ineluctable sentiments mask their inescapable push by a
series of accidental manifestations frantically trying to conform their non-
logical character to an equally ineluctable necessity to appear logical to
themselves as well as others."

llogical acts havebeen several but important. Pereto divides human
actions in two broad divisions-One are more static while the others are

changing, The static functions are based on residues and changing functions
are derivations.

Residues are those incentives which control and conduct human
behaviour. Derivations are those functions by which men attempts to prove
properiety of their actioins, i.e. they adopt logical means to prove them. These
are not based on experience, Experiment or test but are useful to society to

'keep unity.
Pareto has discovered the non-fogical functions in the description of

Social facts and explanations of different theories. Man functions first and

lhen thinks to prove it proper late on though logic which are non-logical

reasoning. Hence since beingning man tries to prove hís non-logical functions

to be true. As Handman puts it: "The history of mankind is therefore, a

Succession of efforts to ppear logical."

Pareto has given great importance to non-logical acts hence he has

ritiized all other ancient thinkers except Plato on the basis that they had not

en any theory to understsid non-logical acts. Hesaysthat these cannot be

uded under scientific studies though useful and important 2s science
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includes logical and that which can be proved by cxpericnce. Hcnce sociological

studies include only logical acts and limited to the acts which can be

experimented and tested.
Appraisal

For Pareto, the main characteristic of an action was its relation to

logic. Thus every function is bascd on logic. But it may not have been proved

by experiment. Actor find ways and means of his own to prove its rightness

and at times it can be experimented.

ca.al 1o differences in human qualities. Some people and groups have
edominance ol tne restdues ofcombination while othersmay have residues

e3)
Dersistaence ot aggregate. These residueschangequalities and so human
eings are classilied into two groups-Speculators

andrentiers. Economically,
cneculators are those whose income changes through time and chances an
rentiers are those whose income remains constant.Speculators are opportunists and they use the different qualitiescomtinations according to time and occasion. They are inventors, planners,and Leginners for new work. They are reformers and sentimental also. Theyarc clever and try to befool people through their tricks. They are corruptThe/ are not conventional people but are elastic. They encourage change.. While rentiers have the predominance of the sense of stability. They areconservatives. They oppose changes and like to steadfast the present position.Though they are dutybound. but are broad minded. They are resolute. Thusevery society has these two forms. On the basis of government they differ

re

1 Pareto: Theory of Circulation of
Elites

Q.21. Explain: The theory of the elite is that in every society there are

people who possess in a marked degree of the qualities of

inteligence, character, skill, capacity, of whatever kind that there

are two classes of elite, that the two groups are disjunctive at any

given time and that there is an up and down circulation of the

elite E.S. Bogardus. Discuss.

also.
Rentiers have faith in force and religion. Expenses are minimum and are

backward economically. The examples can be cited as absolute government
of Egypt and Roman government of the Augustus's period.

The government of speculators establish on intelligence and cleverness.
They instigate the sentiments and gain people to their side fulfil their selsish
ends. They use various devices and control people.

According 1o Heinz Mans:

For Paretó, society is divided once and for all into two classes, the
daring speculators who are prepared to take risks, and those who sit back and
refuse to do so."

Social Stratification
Unlike the two kinds of members in a society every society has two

groups, who difer in physical, mental 2ad moral qualities mutually. These
two classes are (i) Elite (ii)non-el"

Elites are those who has auihority with them. The members have high

intellect, efticiency, capability and good character. But they are less in number

as compared to non-elites who have no such qualities.

According to Talcott Parsons:

"For this purpose, however, he goes no further than to divide it into two

classes, the elite and the non-elite. The elite are simply those who greatly

excel the mass in any particular respect-they always constiute a relatively

OR
All of the devices of an aristocracy to maintain its position including
the elevation of dangerous leaders from the lower to the' upper
classes, the use of bribery, corruption, imprisonment and

extermination will not prevail in the long run."- Don Martindale.
Explain.

Ans. Human difference and due to circulation of elites, Pareto has given the
concept theory ofsocial change. This social change theory is the final result
of circulation of elites. Hence Pareto gives three forms in his thoughts- )
Social heterogeneity (i) circulation of elite and (ii) cyclical form of social
change
Social heterogeneity

His sociology can be said to be science of balancing of social order. The
diversity and differences in people and groups of a society leads to assign and
balance the form of social order. All members have no similar qualities. cvery
man is differently visible from his physique, mind and morality. This diversity
creates diversity in the groups formed by them. The diversity among groups
and classes true to show social inequality.

Pareto points out that human history shows social stratification on the
basis of social inequality. Equality, independence, democracy and sei small minority."govermment concepts are only derivations. They are away from reality, non-
logical means to fulfil ones selfishness.
Human differentlatlon

According to Pareto
These residues are not similar in all people and societies. Differences in residue artists etc.

Poreto points out two sub-classes in elites. One sub-class goverms or

influences directly or ini'rectly the administration and are known as governing

clte. The other sub-clas: include non-goverming people but have high status

Gue to o:her qualities. : hese include business leaders, scientists, professors,dues form the basis for all human behaviours.
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(6Thereticnlly Pareto's clites are sinmilar to Marsian Bourgeoise and non-eltes ate akin to Proleturiat,

Clrculntion of Elltos and Indla
u ndia Parcto'a theory nbout Cireulation ot lites seens to be corrcct.ritlsters ruled lndia by their eleverness and diplomaey. Thcy cnusled the

ecdom struggle but thoy had to leave the country due to their diplomacy or

64 Foundatlons of Soclologloal Though
)

aniassing the essential qualities on-clites reach the elite class and vice vers0,

The Elites and thelr Circulation

The social organizatian of Pareto is open-class sy'sten where fn alter

Poople from elite class being natbbed of their speeial qualities cono to

ot-elte class and so is the case with non-clitcs acquiring the qualitics reach

clites cax History never gives the closed class. Every socicty Is Scen whh

clites coming down by losing the qualities as they are in power, fo non-olitos

cass as they berome corrupt and people send high quality men to nl the elites

non-violence.

ater on politicinns led common people to instigate for nationality or
socinlisny or pcuce or probable war and fulfilled their selfish motives and
retaincd pOwer. But u time comcs that they are driven out of power and other
trom non-clites take thcir position.

As Parctosays: "Today winning is in the saddle, but that does not nnean
that force will not be in the saddle tomorrow, be it only for a bricf rlde."
Criticism

from non-clites.
Eltes always attempt that non-elites do not penctrate, thicir classes and

for this purpose they adopt improper means like bribecy, jail or deterrent

punishment but due to the untair means they adopt. 1hey fall from aristocracy

to non-clites class and those gaining higher status among the non-clites establisth

a new aristacracy group. This system goes on. Hence Pareto calls it: "History

is graveyard of aristocracies." Pareto calls the process of filling the vacuum

by non-elites as circulation of elites.

Aarding to Boganius.
The theory of theelite is that in every society there are the people who

possess in a marked degree the qualities of intelligence, character, skill, capacity

of whatever kind, that there are tuvo classes ofelite, that the two groups ar political, economic and moral ficlds. This theory of Pareto is univer l.

disjunctive at any given time, and that there is an up and down circulation of

the elite."

Every socicty in the world is divided into two groups. These brclong to
trec-class, und due to cleverness, ability non-clites reach the elites class. The
fall from qualities takes their power and authority and they use the cunningness
to save their position but finally the non-clites take their position. Thus
cireulation otf elites process is sccn continuously and both classes of leaders

take the authority in their hands by tum. 7his system of change is seen in

13 Talcott Parson's Theory of
Social ActioniSocial change

Society has a continuous change due to circulation of elites and this i
seen in cyclical change which shows that today's elite will be non-elite
tomortow and yesterday's ruled people ae today's ruler class. This orde: Q.22. Critlcally cvaluate Parson's theory of Social Action.

goes on for ever. Speculators conducted by residues of combination havo
clastic nature and they have been rulers in every society. They try to keep
autharity in their hands by their intellect and cunningness but due to lack of
their elite qualities they lose their hold soon.

While rentiers do not like this as they have faith in stability, ideal and

conventions. Their strength inceraseswithnumbers. Theyareknownas lions
of the

sociely.Acconding toParsons,societyis an onanat t
while Pareto calls speculators as foxes. When government byspeculators cmbnces the entire social ficld of main'. He has himseir detine t n tace

become cosrupt, renüers rebel and foxes are driven out ofpower. They come following ternis
to non-elites group while rentiers become the elite group and thus the order
changes again and again.

Acconlng to Don Martindale:
"All of the devices of an aristocrucy to maintain its position inicluding

OR
Discuss and evaluate Parsons' thcory of Social Action. Also bring

out clearly his concept of society.

Ans. Social Action and Society

The Theory of Social Action of 1alcott Parsons is basod on his concept

*The socicn' may be defined as the total compler ef relationstins in

Sofar us theygrowoutofaction in ternisofmeansandnthatonshir, intrinsi*

Or symbolic."
Socicty, accorling to l'arsons, is but an clement in the complcte whole

the clevation of dangerous leaders from the lower
i
to the upper classes, the ofhuman social life, which is also attcted by the factus and heradity and

rbey comution, imprisonment and extermination willnot prevail inenviroiment as well as by the element political
eultunScient

of
ic

ideas
Knowledge

and i

ad

the long un.' cchniques, religious, nmetaphysical and political systenm of ideas and torms

Thischange is seen in economic and spiritual field besides politicalc'rcles..and artistic expresstoThere is also crisis nd changes take place.
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ACCording to Parsons, the society is the complex Whole ol the social

Teiationship. It covers almost all the types ofrelations ot inan ivith man. That

is why, Parsons has himself stated further:
Socicty cannot evist apart from thesc things, they play apart in all i

concret manifestation. but they are not socicty which comprises only the

complex of social relationship as such."

Thcory off Social Action-Parsons' Theory of Social Action is the result

of the development ofhis thoughts. Since 1936, he has been trying to develop

his theory about social action. !a the year l1937, his work 'Structure of Social

Action' was published.
In this book. he h:s tried to analyse the nature and implication of social

action. Later on he developed it. In the year 1951, his anotl:er book 1Je

Social System' saw light of the day. In this book also he has tried to stud aind

analyse the theory of social actior..
Definition ofSocial Acion-According to Parsons, the theory of action

is 2 conceptual scheme for the analysis of the behaviour of living organisms.

It conceives this behaviour as oriented to the attainment of ends and situations
by means of the normatively regulated expenditure of energy. Besides, it is

normatively reguiated. When behaviour is analysed in such a fashion, thenit
iscalled action. According to Parsons:

"Action (Social action) is a process ir the actor-situation system
which has motivational significance to the individual actor or in the
case of collectivity, its component individual."

On the basis of this definitian, it may be said that the processes of action

are relzted to and iníluenced by *The attainment of the gratification or the individuals. Its conceptual unit is role. According to Parsons-
avoidanceof deprivations of the corelative actor, whatever they concretely
be in the light of the relative përsonal structures that there may be."

Allsocial actions proceed formmechanism which is theirultimate source. are motivated in terms of tendeneyto be Optimisationofgraifhcation and
It does not mean that these actions are solely connected with orgnism. They
are aoconnectedwith actor's relations with other social situations and culture

Elements of Social Action- Form thedefinitions given above, we can
see that every social action has the following four eements

() Actor- This is the medium of action. in other words, it means that
it is the actor through whom the actions are performed.

(2) The End-Every action is guided by one object or the other. From
sociological point of view no action is without an end or object. The analysis
of every action has herefore to be made in the light of the ends that have
motivated it

(3) Situation- No action is performed in isolation. It is performed under
certainconditions and situalions. These situations and conditions may be divicded
in two theories: irstly those situations that are beyond the control of theactor and secondly, those situations over which the actor has a control. Parsonshas characterised the former as 'Condition of Action', and the later 'Mean

(4) Selection of Alternatve Means- The actor has several ends beforehim. He can use various means for achieving all these objects. The means thathe achieved are not always the same. They are also called alternative means.Every social action is performed under the conditions enumerated above.These conditions have to be fulfilled. It does not mean that without theseconditions, the social action is not possible.
Systems of Social Action- Social actions are guided by the following

hree.systems which may also be called as three aspects of the systems of
socialaction:

(1) Personality system,
(2) Cultural system, and
(3) Social system.

(1) Personality System- This aspect of the system of social action is
responsible for the needs for fulfilment of which the man makes efforts and
performs certain actions. These situations have definite meaning and they it
distinguished by various symbols and symptoms. Parsons has defined the
in t ollowing words:

*Various elements of the situation come to have several meanings for

ego as 'signs' or "symbols, which become relevant to the organisation of his
expectation system."

(2) Cultural System-The cultrual system is constiuted by nomative
patterns: It consists of cultural objects such as laws, ideas and recipes. The

orientation of an actor towards an action is guided by the nomative patterns.

(3). Social System-- Social system is constituted by the actions of

A social system is a plurity of individual actor's interactiag with each

other in situation which has atleast a physical or environmental aspect; actors

whose relations to the situation including each other, is defined and motivated

in terms of system of culturally structured and shaped symbols"

Significant Role of Systems- From the discussions given above, we

come to realise that for social action personal, culhural and social systems are

required. These three systems act as three units of the social action. They

are also interdependcent. According to Parsons without personalities and culture,

there would be no social system and so no around roster of logical possiblities."

Influcnce of Other Social Thinkers on Parsons' Theory of Social

Action-Parsons' theor of' social action seems to have been influen cd by

is predecessors like Pareto, Durkhein, Max Weber, Sigmund Fried, Marshal,

tendersons, Sommart etc. He has himself recognised the debt of Pareto's

ncory of Residues and of Non-logical Actions.

Generalised system of theoretical categories common to the writers

treatcd is taken as a total systein, new developmental theeory and not

ply taken over from the traditions on which they grid." When Parsons

CFS to writers, he meant Marshal, Pareto, Durkhçim, Weber, etc.
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to gel a thing. But he may not like a thing and he refrains to do nay action.This depends more on his personality.
Internal cxpectations of the actor have also importance. Every actor islie limb ol a society and hence mutually related. He lives in social situations.lence his wIshes, expectatjons and motives are influcnced by his socialrelatlons and cultural iclcals after the social actions.

Social Actlons Systom
There are threc aspects of'social actions:
(1) Personality. (2) Culturc. (3) Social System.

Porsonallty
Social actions are the results of the attempts done with the motive of

satislaction ofdesircs, Soci.al etions depends on the structure ofapersonality
of an actor wlhosc desires, wses and expectations are produced according
to personality which produces desires and satisfies them.
Culture

.23. Discuss Talcott Parson's thcory of social netlon. Hlow lir was he

inueneed by other social thinkers?
OR

The society may be defined as the totnl complex of human

relationships in so far as they grow out of actlon in ternms of the

means end relationshlp, intrinslc or symbollc." Elucidate.

Ans. Society includes all social relatlons. The relationships between man

and man are the clements which create society. The socicty has exlecnsive

field that it can well be understood by expluining the social relations inn a

systematic way.
He says- "The soclet' may de defined as the total comyplex of humnan

relationships in so far they gror out of action in terms of the meuns-end
rlationship, intrinsic orsymbolic."

T. according to Parsons society is the sum total ofcocial relations

poducedby human activities which must have relations ofnim and instrumcnt.
Society is further infuenced by inheritance and circumstances. Society is
agan infiucenced by culture. Thus inheritunce and environment change the

social relationship. Different moral adjustmets, knowledge and science,
technology, religion and philosophy allinflucnce thhe fom and adjustmenls of threc kinds:
socicty

Expression of at and its fcrm also influ ence society. As Parsons puts-
"Secie eannot ex stapart from these things, they play a part'n all its concrete
manifestat 13, but they are not society which compries only the complex or Soclal arrangement orsystom
social rclatiol.:ins as such."
Princlple of Social Action

It is the result of hurnan interactions and determinant element also.
Individual acls are under his cultural arrangement. Cultural arrangement is of

(1) System of ideas.
(2) System of expressive symbols.

(3) Systerm of valuc orientations or integrative patterns.

This is the third aspect of social action. Here many actors interact in a

particular situation and in/lucnce mutually. Thus cultural symbols of common

meaning under one system act to satisfy ones own desires by many people.Talcott Parsons is famous for his principle of social action in sociology.
Accordingly, he hinks ssciety as the complex group of social relationships. Soclal system is produced which has the predominance of physical
This complicaison is created and developed due to human actions. Thus, |environment.
social a ttons are the basic clements in the formation of socicty. Thus, Social action theory and other thinkers
Parsons says that any explanation of society is uscless without understanding
the social action.

Talcott Parson's theory of social action is influenced by the pro-thinkers

of the Parsons. Some of them are Pareto, Durkheim, Max Weber, S. Fried. A.

apro
Socia

s5 in
etion
the actor-situation

isdefinedby
system which

inthe
has

following way-"Action Marshall, J. Henderson, W. Sommart,
W. Kohler. From Pareto he has derived

the residues and non-logical actions. The social life has excess of non-logical

actions also and these are motivated by residues and illustory readings.

Durkheinm's contribution on non-natural normative element of social
he individual actor or in the case ofcollecctivity, its component individuals". actions nlso and these are motivated oy ativThus, there are three bases of social action

(1) Actor. (2) Situation. (3) Motive.
There is an Actor to perfpm a work, may be a single person or somne

prople. The form and nzture of action depends on the situation and it must
have vne motive. Situation can not produce an action without motive which

notivates person to action. Thus every action has the desire to achicve ding. Thesc desires may be anything.
Wishes arc different açsording to the personalityofthe individual. Desiret limited tn gain but it may keep aloof. Thus desire shows his wllingness

uctions nceds morc caution. Durkheim puts that society is responsible to

Produce social events or actions. Parson has included this fact in his theory.

Max Weber has emphasized over the theory of action influenced by

PuOJective meaning and other persons.

Pnrsons quotes further- *"The generalized systcms of theoretical

hBories common to the writer here treated is, taken as a total system, a

Dndevelopnent of theory and is not simply tuken over from the Iraditions

on which they built.
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He has derived the following clements from Alfred Marshal, Pareto,

Durkheim and Max Weber:
Heredity and environment are the last conditions of action.

(2) Means and ends.
(3) Ultimate values.
(4) Zeal or effort. This factor relates the idealistic and situational elements

ofanaction.

PatternVarlables
significance and Concept

Duc to dilemma of orientation, actor comes across the aims and means
uhich are present and atract him to them. The actor's choice depends on

mutualsubstitu">s which are kaown by pattern variables as told by Parsons.rhus these are such substitute which do not contradict social patterms ar.4

Thu
actor selects one of them without any hitch.Variables and theirpairs

These are related to two contradictory positions. They exhibit the mentalinclination of actor. Parsons has given them in the form of pairs of five.(a) Affectivity vs. Affective neutrality.
(b) Sub-orientation vs. Collectivity orientation.
(c) Universalism vs. Particularism.
(d) Inability vs. Performance.
(e) Speciality vs. Diffusion.
These five kinds react activity system at every system and subsystem.These depict alternative needs in personality syster, alt

in cultural system and in social system different kinds of role expectations.

1 Parson's Pattern Variables

Q.24. Describe briefly Parsons's Pattern Variables. Apply them to

describe the present day Indian Society.

OR

What do_ou know about the pairs of variables as put by Parsons?

OR

What do you know about affectivity and affective neutrality?

OR
ative value patterns

How will you differentiate between universalism and Affectivity vs. Affective Neutrality
These are related to internal motives or satisfaction of needs of actor.particuarism?

mpulses must te satisfied besides keeping discipline and control in society.

Account for the pairing of pattern variable under suborientation feelingand internal notivesgive affectivity and control neutralizes affectíe
eutrality. Thus actor has to choose between affectivity and affective neutraly
h this choice there is dilemima that he has to incline towards internal mo e

OR

and collectivity.
OR

What is the idea behind quality of work and performance variable NUSTacion and discipline. He is in confusion to satisfy his internal motivesior

in social system?
ocialdiscipline. This pattern-variable is seen in the following way on the
ifferent aspect of action's state:

(a) Personality System. Affectivity motivates astor to fulfil his impulses
minediately while affective neutrality's pattern variable motivates the person

restrain hisimpulses to discipline and control.

(b) Cultural Syst m. This enforces the actor to take care of the

OR

What do you understand from speciality and diffusion variable?

What is its place in standard variables? Explain.

Pattern VariablesAns.
Parsons explains three main elements for creaton of social action which bllective behaviour patte rn after thinking over the values and decide sc that

are actor, situation ofaction and orientation ofactor to situations. The orientation straint is taken to fulfil the desires.

of actor to situations include motives which are related to actor's needs. These

may have internal or circumstantial instant needs or valuable needed.

Actor is related to these needs and values as the situation of action needs. related to those alternate roles for which he lhas to think. over for the social

Actor is inclined to situation due to selection af his aims and means. There are lerest and controls and disciplines himsel.

various aims and means. He has to select among these aims and means. Hence

(c) Social System. Affectivity expresses such expected role which are

Pinlled by a person deliberately and without restraining. Affective neutrality

In India society can be said to share pattem-variables for idealsofmariage

he is inclned towards the bases of aims and means, as it is not a simple job. htc and liabilities of maritals or to decide the future or to conro one

Th nature of these aims and means are contradic:ory or the altenative hduct. Thus a Hindu youth restrains his passions of sex Derore mattage

choice of an actor are conflicting. Hence actor is in confusion and since this-orlentation vs. Collectiviy

stage is called by Parsons as dilemma of orientation.
perso while engaged in work inclines tords such activities to fulfil hihis pattern variable is related todiler :fprivate vs.collective interest.
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73(a) Personality System. Those necds of actor motivated by the choiccOn the basis oimerils are qualitatiwe and ascription. Those ned demand piorityto activity and utility, thcy achieve it.(b) Cultural System. Those cultural patterns emphasizc on thc qualiticsof good are ascriptions and those cultural patterns maintain priority to utilityand periorniance they arc achicved.
(c) Social System. Those roles ascribed on the basis of qualitics arcascriptions and those roles bascd on performance are achieveiments.In lndian context, smoking and non-vegetarian arc belicvcd to be injuriousbul today in the socicty, they are practically morc uscful. This takcn usclul toestablish social contact, modernization, fulfilment of work and Iriendship.Hcnce there is qucstion of' sclection among altcmatives.

Speciality vs. Diffusion Variable
Several pattem variables are in use in sclcction by the importancc oft

goods. A good can be important to fulfil a problem for any restrictcd arca.
Goods can be mportant extensivcly. Those goods laving restricted importanceor cxpansive importance put dlemma before a pcrson.

(a) Personality System. Such needs are the alternatives to spccialityy
which motivates for selection on the basis of its spccial importancc. While
diffusion variables are those needs which motivate to sclect on the basis of
diffused values.

(b) Cultural System. Those cultural-patterns motivate restricted and
special inmportance of goods are known as speciality pattern variable while
those patterns awakened to dilfused importance are called diffusion variables.

(c) Social System. lo fulil social roles pcrson gives importance to
specialaspect ofgoods wluch arc speciality variables but for roles of dilfuscd
aspect are known as diffusion patterm variables.

In the ndian context we can take dresses. If we take extensively to
pant-shirt instead of Dhoti-kurta, it is a problem to accept one or discard onc.
The same thing is about language selcction-one limited to an area and other
spread the nation wide..Hindi is more spread than English, But on worldnwidc

scale it is English. Such questions arise in selection.
Evaluatioon.

Parsons lhas uscd the pattern variable concept to cxplain action syslc

nder social and indnidual variables. This is based on evaluation. Out of fivc

pattem vairables in the tirst thrcc, actor selects by his ovn intemal scnses,

innpulses or value and,remaining ivo are based on nature and importance of

altennative goods.

Selt:sh ends and at times yields to collective interest abandoning selfishness.

hrough the different aspects of action-system, these alternatives are expressed

as:

(a) Personality System. Several needs of actor are based on selfishness

which are sub-oriented. While to fulfil few needs he cares for social interest

He is conscious of others respect, such are the needs called collectivity.

oriented pattern-variables.
(6) Cultural System. Collective alternatives are those cultural patterns

which motivate human beings to forgo selfish ends.

c) Social System. Sub-orientation alternatives satisfy individual interests

while coiiective interests are social expectations which contribute to social

interests. These pay attention to social interests abandoning the sub-orientation.

In the Indian context we can take joint family system and its ideals|
whereby individual is interested to the family interests, its protection and

fulfilment, good feeling for individuals and the sense of abandonment. The

caste system is also another example where interests of castes are paid more

heed than the individual ends. The religion is also an ideal example wherein

several religious leaders have given up their lies for religion.

Universalism vs. Particularism
Every actor has his own acceptances. Every society has a common

value system. There are sperial cases. When a person has dilemma to make|
icebetween transcendenee and immanence, Universalism and particularism

a different alterna:ive normative pátterns. These alternatives are relatedto
ian sense and passtons:

() Personslity System. Those human needs produced bythe influence
of universal ideals are known as universal variables while those which are

based on special values and ideals are called particular pattern variables.
b) Cultural System. These patterns which help the actor to optimize

with the universal ideals are known as universal pattern variables. These activities
accepted by culture are known as particular ideals or particular pattemvariables

(c) Social System. Universal altematives are those which have preference
of roles and acts on the basis of universal value system while others which
are fuifilled consequent to particular values come under particular alternatives

We can take an example of the sati rites among Hindus and the Purdan
System which were though objectionable in the society.
Quality vs. Performance Variables

Individual is not related only to actions and alternative roles or needs an Conplete and Latest Book

values besides thest are other things whose nature and importance influenc
the choice of actor viewed with nature goods hav qualities and use. Tnchoice of a good may be done on the basis of quality or. use or actividepends on the actor. Person thus tends to select from the different pattevariables related to quality and performances:

with Latest Data, Facts, Maps &Current Affairs
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OOgical ThoughtFOL 75R.K. Merton :Theory of Function
and Middle RangeTheories

It is wrong tosay that social units are necessary to maintain soCia15 cture. This i

5uTherefore, Merton's ideas are based upon the postulates of functionalnits, dysfunctional activities, universal functionalism, alternative functionsefC. He rejects the idea that functionalism is ideological. He develops the concept
af function as observed consequences. Dysfunctions manifest functions and
latent functions. Latent functions are neither recognised nor intended. They
cannot be known in terms of motive, situation and consequences since the
results are positive.

Distinguishing between the types of functions Merton wrote, "Functions
are those observed consequences which make for the adaptation or adjustment
of a given system, and dysfunctions, those observed consequences which
lessen the adaptation or adjustment of the system..

Manifest functions are those objective consequences contributing to the
adjustment or adaptation of the system which are intended and recognized by
participants in the system; Latent functions correlatively, being those which

are neither intended nor recognized." The importance of the distinction

between manifest and latent function is as follows:

is not applicable to all the social units.

Q.25. Explain the structural functionalism of R.K. Merton.

Structural Functionalism of Robert K. MertonAns.
Robert K. Merton derives his functional analysis from Radcliffe Brown,

Malinowski and Clyde Kluckhohn. He has used the term function in the fol-

lowing five different meanings:
i. Function in popular festivals or congregations.
2. Function as system.
3. Function as the activities of he individuals in a social status.

4. Mathematical function.
5. Function as biological or social procedures required to maitain the

sOcial system.
Of the above mentioned meaning of the term function, Merton has

accepted the last meaning. According to him, "Functional analysis is at once
the most promising and possibly the least codified of contemporary approaches
to problems ofsociologicalinterpretation. Having developed on many intellectual
fronts at the same time, it has grown in shreds and patches rather than in
depth. The accomplishments of functional analysis are sufficient to suggest
that its larger promise will ultimately be fulfilled...".

Function has been often used as an alternative to terms such as purpose,
motive, primary concern and aim etc. However, according to Merton, the
term function should not be taken in the sense of subjective feeling since
social funetions have observable objective consequences. Merton has accepted
h term function only in the following two meanings;

1. Function as an organic type of system.
2. Function as the consequences of any design, aim, purpose within an

organic type of system.
Merton points out that functionalist scholar believe that, "Standardized

social activities or cultural items are functional for the entire social or cultural
system, second, that all such social and cultural items fulfil sociological
functions and third, that these items are consequently indispensable."

In other words, functionalist theories are based upon three postulates,
firstly, all social units act as positive functions in a social structure, secondly,
these units function for the total system and thirdly, social structure is based
upon these functions. Therefore, the activities of a unit are necessary tomaintain a social structure. Rejecting this view Merton points out that theunits perform not only functions but also dysfunctions, which lead todisorganisation of social structure.

1. It clarifies the analysis of seemingly irrational social patterms. The

concept of latent functions extends the observers attention beyond the question

of whether or not the behaviour attains its avowed purpose.

2. It directs our attention to the theoretically fruitful fields of enquiry. It

can take sociological investigator to a range of significant social variables

which are otherwise easily overloaded.

3. It has made significant increments in sociological knowledge. It has

proved that social life is not as simple as it seems.

4:It precludes the substitution of naive moral judgements for sociological

analysis.
5. It has a structural importance too. The social function ofan organisation

helps to determine the structure just as the structure helps to determine the

effectiveness with which the functions are fulfilled.

Q.26. What is a Middle Range theory in Sociology? Discuss its

characteristics.
What is a Middle Range theory

In his book Social Theory and Social Structure Robert K. Merton has

developed a middle range theory as hehimselfsays,*"Throughout this book,

the term sociological theory refers to logically interconnected sets of

Dropositions from which empirical uniformities can be derived.

nroughout we focus on what I have called theories of the middle range:

eories that lie between the minor but ncessary working hypotheses that

Olve in abundance during day to day research and the all inclusive systematic

prts to develop a unified theory that will explain all the observed uniformities

OClal behaviour, social organization and social change"

Ans.

7
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theory. Inspite

Ote Merton again, Furthermore each theory is more than a mereempiricaweneralization-an isolated proposition summarizing observed uniformities ofrelationship between two or more variables.
7. Between sociological theory and historicism- In this examinationof the theory of role-sets Merton points out that it is not concerned withproviding concrete historical descriptions ofparticular social systems. On theother hand, it is developed in terms of the elements of social structufe.Classifying this characteristic of the middle range theories Merton writes,"Thus, midale-range theory enables us to transcend the mock problem of atheoretical conflict between the nomothetic and the idiothetic, generalizing

sociologieal theory and historicism"'
Q.27. Distinguish between Total Systems of Theory and Middle Range

Theories.

ite ofbeing more empirical it is made of a set of assumptCharacteristics of Middle Range Theory nptions. To
Explaining middle range theories further, Mertonpoints Out their luollowing

characteristics:. Intermediate- As is clear by the adjective middle, these theories are

1ntermediate to general theories of social systems which are t00 remote from

particular class of social behaviour.
2. Guide to empirical enquiry- According to Merton, Middle range

theory is principally used in sociology to guide empirical inquiry". Since middle

range theories are not concerned with the total socíal systems, these are

particularly used in case.of empirical inquiry in smaller ranges.
3. Abstractions-close to observed data- The empirical nature of middle

range theories does not mean that they use no abstractions. Distinguishing
between the abstractions of other theories and those of, the middle range,
Merton points out, "Middle range theory involves abstractions, of course,
but they are close enough to observed data to be incorporated in propositions
that permit empirical testing".

4. Deal with delimitd aspects of social phenomena-As has been
already pointed out, being in between the macro and the micro approaches,
middle range theories deal with delimited aspects of. social phenomena.
Examples of such social phenomenon are reference groups, social mobility,
role conflict and formation ofsocial norms etc.

5. Simple seminal ideas- According to Merton, the middle range.
theories have characteristically simple seminal ideas such as Gilbert on
magnetism, Boyle on atmospheric pressure or Darwin on the fornmation of
coral atolls. As Merton puts it, "In much the same fashion, the theory of
reference groups and relative deprivation starts with the simple idea, initiated
by James Baldwin, and Mead and developed by'Hyman and Stouffer, that
people take the standards of significant others as a basis for selfappraisal and

Ans. Total Systems of Theory v/s. Middle Range Theories
Merton has distinguished middle range theories from total systems of

theory. Some soiciologists try to develop a general and very wide social theory
concerning the total system and including social behaviour, organisation, change
etc. These sociologists expect that in their theories the research workers will

have so many problems for experimental study.
Criticising this approach Merton points out that sociology was born in

an intellectual atmosphere when wide systems of philosophy were prevalent

everywhere. In eighteenth and ninteenth century in Germany Immanual Kant,

Sciclling and Hegel developed separate total systems in which the matter, the

Nature and human world were explained.

These were total systems which served as models forthe early sociology.

Therefore Comte and Spencer developed Macro theories on the pattern of

these philosophical models. Other sociologists by developing wider ranging

phiisophies. They aimed at creating total systems ofsociology. Merton points

out that whenever a sociologist tries to corprehend total social system or all

the aspects of a social system the use of his theory is almost finished.

Therefore, in order to be of any value sociologists should have a more

limited approach in social theory. Therefore in 1946 TH. Marshall put in a

plea forsociological stepping stones in the middle distance', in his inaugural

address at the London School of Economics. Therefore Merton has rejected

the total systems theories on the following grounds:

1. The first misinterpretation assumes that systems of thought can be

effectively developed before a great mass of basic observations has been

accumulated.
2. The second misconception about the physical sciences rest on a

staken assumption of historical
contemporaneity-that all cultural products

Sting at the same moment of history have the same dégree of maturity. In

to perceive differences here would be to a*hieve a $ense of proportion.

evaluation".
Another example of such studjes is the study of role sets. The role set

differs from what sociologists have described as muitiple roles. They are
frequently consistent with a variety ofsocalled systems of sociological theory.

6. Characteristics of Sociological Theory- Finally, middle range theories
exhibit all the characteristics of a sociological theory.: It starts with specific
hypothesis. To quote Merton, "The initial idea thus suggests specific
hypotheses which are tested by seeing whether the inferences from them are
empirically confirmed. The idea itself is tested for its fnuitfulness by notingthe range of theoretical problems and hypotheses that allow one to identifynew characteristics of atmospheric pressure".

Thus though the middle range theories are not logically derived from aSingle all embracing theory of social systems it exhibits all the characters öf a
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As Merton points sut, "To concentrate entirely on special theori

to risk emerging with specific hypotheses that account for limited aspects of
SOcial behaviour, orgnization and change but that remain mutua!ly 'zconsistent.Thu' the only rational alternative to total systemms theory and special
theories is the middle range theories.

In the words of Merton. "Sociological theory if it is to advancesignificantly, must proceed on these interconnected planes:(1) by developing special theories from which to derive hypotheses thatcan be emp iricaily investigated and
(2) by evolving not suddenly revealing,

conceptual scheme that is adequate to consolidate groups of special theories"...
Thus sociologists should desist from playing charisma. They shouldremember the limitations of sociology against the physical sciences. Theyshouls also remember the distinctions in the physical and social sciences.According to Merton,*"We sociologists can look instead toward progressivelycomprehensive sociological theory which, instead of proceeding from thehead of one man, gradually consolidates of the middle range, so that these

become special cases of more general formulations"
Q.28. Critically evaluate the responses to Middle Range Theories.

3. Third, sociologists sometimcs misread the actual state of physicál

ScienceS. is
Thus total systems of sociology developed duc to the utilitarian pressure

that any science should be able to explain almost all the phenomena falling

within its scope.
According to Merton, "This coniction erroncously assumes that a

science must be adequate to meet all demands, intelligent or stupid, made of
it. This conviction is implicitly based on the sacrilegious and masochistic
assumption that one must be omniscient and omnicompetent to admit to less

than total knowledge is to admit to total ignorance".
It is wrong on the part of people to demand explanations of all the

phenomenon falling within the scope of a science.
It is characteristic of a science to be too much enthusiastic and making

extravagant claims in its earlier stages. In the words ofMerton, The misplaced
masochism of the social scientist and the inadvertent sadism of the public
both result from the failure to remember that socia science, is continually
developing and that there is no providential dispensation providing that at any
given moment it will be adequate to the entire array of problems of confronting

progresively more general

men".
Middle range theories adopt a developmental orientation in which

there is gradually progresstowardsmoreand more knowledge. As Merton
points out about his work, *"This book's orientation towards the relationship
of current sociology and practical problems of society is much the same as
its orientation towards the relationship of sociology and general sociological
theory. It is a developmental orientation, rather than one that relies on the
sudden mutations of onesociologist that suddenly bring solutions to the major
social problems or to a single encompassing theory.

Though this orientation makes n0 marvellously dramatic claims, it offers
a reasonably rellistic assessment of the current condition of sociology and the
ways in which ît actually develops".

Pointing out the dangers involved in totai systems ofatheory, Merton
writes,"To concentrate entirely on a master conceptual scheme for deriving
all subsidiary theorie is to risk producing twentieth century soçiological
equivalents of the large philosophical systems of the past, with all their varied
suggestiveness, and their scieniific sterlity. The sociological theorist who is
exclusively committed to the exploration of a total system with its utmost
abstractions runs the risk that, as with modern decor, the furniture of hismind wil be bare and uncomfortable".

Specific sociological hypotheses derived from a master conceptualscheme are sr2ttered and unimpressive. This however, does not mean thatsociology should consist of special theories applicable to limited conceptualranges.

Ans. Polarized Responses to Middla Range Theories
During the period of the birth of tke midále range theory there were two

extremes of sociologists making total system theories and the sociologists
engaged intheoretically oriented empirical resear h. Between these two opposite

poles the middle response of middle range theores is more acceptable since,

t sees the development of more comprehensive theory as coming about
tbroughconsolidations of middle range theories rather than as emerging. all at

once, from the work of individual theorists on the grand scale".
However, middle range theories have been criticised as 'mere eclectics".

They have been levelled as "renigates" who nave abandoned the doctrinal
truths They have been called middle of the roaders or fense sitters who

escape their task due to timidity or expediency.

Assent to Middle Range Theory

However, assent to the policy of the Middle range theory is available not

only in contemporary sociology but also in ancient thought. Welcoming the

middleioms in science Bacon wrote,
,But the middle are the true and solid

and-living axioms, on which depend the affairs and fortunes of men: and

above them, last of all, those which are indeed the most general; such I mean

as are not abstract but of which those intermediate axioms are really limitations".

Bacon cities Plato in his favour when Plato said in his Theaetetus, "That

Particulars are infinite and the higher generalities give no sufficient direction;

that the pith ofall sciencae, which maketh to the artsman differ from the
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Inexpert, is in the middle propositions wvhich in cvery particular knowledge

are taken from tradition and experience".
Supporting Bacon as his predecessor, John Stuart Mill wrote, "Becon

has judiciously observed that the axiomata media or every science principally

Constitute its value. Drawing upon Bacon to make a case for limited theories

in political science George Connwall Lewis write, "... we are enabled to

orm limited theories to predict general tendencies. and prevailing lawsS of

causation, which might not be true, for the most part, ifextended to all mankind,

but which have a presumptive truth if confined to certain nations..t is

possible to enlarge the region of speculative politics, consistently with the

true expression facts, by narrowing the range of observation, and by conlining

ourselves to a limited class of communities.
3y the adoption of this method, we are enabled to increase the number

of true political theorems which can be gathered from the facts, and , the

same time, to give them more fulness, life, and substance nstead of being

mere and hollow generalities, they resemble the Media Axiomata of Bacon,

which are generalized expressions of fact, but, nevertheless, are suffciently

near to practice to serve as guides in the business of life".

Ater those early days, similar, though not identical, formulations were signs a signifcant place to middle range theory. In his most recent bok. he

advanced by Karl Mannheim, in his concept of principia media"; by Adolt jeriodically assesses current theoretical developments in terms of heir ca sacity

Lowed. in his thesis that "sociological middle principles" connect the economic o account for "middle range uniformities". For example, he reviews an array

with the social process; and by Morris Ginsberg, in his examination oi Milns pf statistical inquiries in sociology and finds them defective because they do

treatment of middle principles in social science

This resonance of middle range thoery occurs among sociologists witn alid for all times and for different societies".

a variety oi general theoretical orientations, providing that they have a colncern
with the empirical relevance of theory. So. Arthur K. Davis, oriented toward he jungle, and its endless facts make litle sense in their how and why. With

Manxist thecry, suggests that the case for "theories of the middle range" in few main rules to guide us, we can orient ourselves in the unmapped darkness

contrast to Parson's more comprehensive approach, was well conceived.ADFhejungle.Such is the cognitive role ofthese limited, approximate, prevalent

middle range focus empirical analysis in a limited conceptual setting appears

to assure more securely the necessary continuous contact with empirical

variables.
A decade ago, Peter H. Rossi, a man deeply engaged in empirical resesrch

and an observer oi the recent history of sociology, noted the comnlex iddle range theories in (ontemporary Sociology R.K. Merton summarises

consequences of an explicit formulation ofthe case for theories ofthe miiddlehe attributes of this approach aslollows

range:
The conception oftheoriesof the middle rarge achieved wide populority

both among sociologists primarily oriented to research and among thoseesgalon.
concerned with theory". Durkheim's monograph, Suicide, is perhaps the

81Most important, both Zetterberg and Malewski transcend the polarizingdency to.regard middle range theory as an array ofunconnected special
keorics. This same orientation is manifested by Berger, Zelditch, Andcrson

land their collaborators, who regard theories of the middle range as applicableito all situations exhibiting the use of a variety ofsuch theories. A cumulativecet of such theories has emerged in investigation ofbureaucracies; notably bySelznick, Gouldner, Blau, Lipset Trow and Coleman Crozier, Khan and Katz,and a long list of other investigators.
Raymond Mack has developed a middle range theoryofthe occupational$uh system; Pellegrin. a theory of mobility inot topmost positions in groups;Junkichibe, an intermediate theory based on both micro and macro sociologicalHata that relates patterns of deviant behaviour to the structure ofcommunities;

lyman, a consolidation of empirical uniformiies in pubiic opinion into a
composite theory and Hillery, a consolidation of demographic uniformities.
According to Merton, "It is symbolic that Sorokin, though personally
committed to developing sociological theory on the grand scalc, repeatedly'

ot give us general or "middle-range' uniformities, causal laws, or Jmulas

Toquote Sorokin, "Without these generalizations, we are entirely lost in

nules and uniformities.

Conclusion
Summarising his fir dings concerning the rise, criticism anc support of

I. Middle-range theories consists of limited sets of assumptions from

y hich specific hypotheses are logically derived and confimed by empirical

classical instance of the use and development of middle range theory. Perhapstworks of theory, as illustrated by theories oflevel of aspiration, reference

the most thoroughgoing and detailed analyses of the logical structare ofmiddle froup, and opportunity strue

range theory have been developed by Hans.L.zeterberg in his monograpl social behaviour and socialstruclure:f social confict, forexample,las

2. These theories do not remain separate but are consolidated into wide.

on Theory and Verhalten in Sociologyand by Andro iewski in his
Verhalten0cial behaviourand social structure, so that they transcend sheer description

3. These theories are sufliciently abstract to deal with differing spheres

applied to ethnic and racial conflict, class conflict, and intemational

onflict.

Cnpirical generalization. The theory of social conflict, for example, has

and Interaction.
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Gandhiji was instigated through Ruskin and thereupon he thought orreciprocal importance ofindividualand society. He says:(1) The benefit of individual is found in the benefit ofal.(2)The job ofa barberand pleader has equal importance as everyone nasright to earn livelihood by his own work.(3)The true and best life is the life of farmers, labourers and crafstsmen.

.Ihis type of theory cuts accross the distinction between mic

sOCiological problems as evidenced in small group rescarch, and macro

SoCiological problems, as cvidenced in comparative studies ol social mobil

and formal orga. Total sociological systems of thcory such as Marx's historiea

materialism, Parson's theory ofsocial systems and Sorokin's integral socioloe

represent general theoretical orientations rather than the rigorous and tiph

Knit systems envisaged in the search for a "urified theory" in physics.

6. As a result, many theories of the midille-range are consonant witha

variety of systems of sociological thought.
7: Theories of the middle-range are typically in direct line of continuity

with the work ofclassical theoretical formulations. We are all residuary legatees

of Durkheim and Weber, whose works furnish ideas to be followed up

exemplif tactics of theorizing, provide models for the exercise of taste in the

selection of problems, and instruct us in raising theoretical questions tha

develop out of thein3.
8. The middle-range orientation involves the specification of ignorance!

Rather than pretend to knowledge where it is in fact absent, it expresly

recognizes what must still be learned in order to lay the foundation for stl

more knowledge. It does not aseune itself to be equal to the task of providing

theoretical solutions to all the urgent practical problems ofthe day but addresse

tseif 1o those problems that might now be cla. ified in the light of availabf

knowledge.

ro

tion, and the interdependence of social institutions.

The Individual's Role
Ideal society is formed by those who are bound by the affinity of loveand brotherhood mutually and lead an ideal moral life. Such society has no

political or economic exploitation. Every individual will work. But Gandhiji
accepts that human mind is the store of desires. Wishes must be fulfilled.
Food is necessary but eating more is deleterious. Hence to be entangled in
luxuries is deleterious to society and individual both.

Gandhiji has motivated individual to Yoga. Yoga means the living between
lack and excess i.e. use anything in life being neuural. The Sarvodaya society
is the system formed by people abiding with restraint and self-control. The

natural values of individuals should develop themselves. Hence Gandhiji

favoured the need of metaphysics for individuals.

Gandhiji has recognized individual metaphysically. The development

and fall of society rests with the development and fall of individual.

Besides these ideals Gandhiji stressed upon fearlessness, politeness and

forbearance. For all these things Gandhiji has been called individualist. He has

emphasized on individual liberty. Under Sarvodaya the rights of states havee

been quite limited.

As per Gandhiji, the individual should not obey such laws which are

against his inner self. This is against democracy, where laws are formed on

majority basis. He does not favour the laws legislated by majority. Individual

should obey the just laws. He says that government is bom due to weakness

of individuals.
Though Gandhiji has put several thoughts on freedom of individual but

he was not individualist. Man is essentially a social being and he accepts this.

Man has progressed with the society. He puts forth "Unrestrained individualism

is the law living in forests." He tavoured the positive form of freedom and he

had faith that individual progress is possible only under social system.

Alongwith the individual rights one must coordinate collective interest.

He has not paid much attention to the states. He expected from society that

people should get such means to develop himselfmorally and socially.

Pioneers of SocialThought In India:
16) Mahatma Gandhi: Concept of Satya

Ahimsa, Satyagraha & Trusteeship

Q. 29.Write a note on Gandhi's Concept of Satya.
Ans. Please refer to the topic of Satyagraha.
Q. 30.Explain: "Ahimsa is truth".

OR
*Ahimsa is not merely a negative state of harmlessness but i

a positive state oflove, doing good to the evil-docr."
Ans. Concept of Non-Violence

Many people live in society. Their interests may not contradict, such

SOcial system should be expected. Todays artificial social formmation is aot

required as it is the result ofcompetition.Gandhiji mentions the society-where,

there will be no opposition mutualy. Caste
difterentiation, majority andminority

will not be recognized. Its basis will be sacritice ofevery individual and rights.

The Structure of Society

Gandhi's social system was based on Sarvodeya i.e., progress al
He does not take the progress of only majority. Sarvodaya means eve yon
should progress equally. Individual is recognized as an unit. Individual'spro
is the progress of society. IndivIdual is the primary constituent of the so
It is useless to think of social progress without individual progress. Ifindiv
is not good, the socicty cannot be a good one.
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selfand by this we establish unity with84 85our1Foundations of Sociological Thought

withothercooperators. He
aid herc- In its positive form, ahimsa means the largest love, the greatesthe basiC element will be public faith and not party saith and cult laith.

Cooperation of party is felt by winning all elections. They will not attenpt to

gain power by force or greed. The autocracy like God is not lavoured by him.

ear based controversy will not be counted as organization depicling social
similarily.

Gandhiji's social organization will not have any exploitation or injustice.

People will have natural identity. Everybody will have right to development.

Land will belong to the society. People will arrange themselves. Human conflict

IS not compulsory. Social progress is possible in people's unity. He thinks

nature as mother and man as child and hence no conflict can arise. To population

control Gandhiji thinks artificial means improper. He asks to follow
Brahmacharya.

He wants to increase brave people in society. For the development of
society knowledge and science both are required. The science can be well
utilized whensociety has the knowledge of self. The earth can become heaven
by the combination of science and non-violence. For the development of
society machines have importance but they are means but notcause. Machines
should be in human hands but the people should not be under the machine's

hascharity."
Social change and Non-Violencee

As per Gandhiji, "Change is a condition of progress." This explainsthe concept of change and social system. He himselfcalls him selfrevolutionist.There is no doubt that day-to-day new experiments to bringbasic and practicalattempt to change social lifoand individual life may be calculated as revolution,whole life of Gandhiji can be said a revolutionary experiment. Whatever meaningthe world takes by revolution, it is the bloody form of social change.The Marxian thought of revolution has its first principle as destruction,of capitalists, bloodshed and destruction. But Gandhian concept has basicand strange meaning, nature and method of revolution.He has said about theweaknesses of violent revolution.
*The social justice even to the least and the lowest is impossible forattainment by force."
Hence Gandhiji takes social change as condition of progress for everyone.During the process of change they do not accept loss or pain to anyone.

Change should move with calm and sweet speed, and not in the atmosphere
of fear and disorder.

He accepts change through revolution. His revolution is based on non-
violence. Revolution is not done by the objective to carmge of social order by
taking power but change in social relations can transfer the authority peacefully.
Through constructive programme, creating the sense of love and goodwill,
social relations are changed in such a way that ruler and exploited become

control.
Social Structure and Ahimsa

Gandhiji considered Ahimsa to be tested for social system which is not
practicable and it seems unnatural in this scientific age, even then the sense of
Ahimsa slhould be understood under particular reference.

About Ahimsa Gandhiji spoke- "Ahimsa is not merely a negative
state ofharmlessness but it is a positive state of love, of doing good events to neutraltauthoriy bychangeof heart andengage intheir duties.

the evil-doer."
Again he has said-"Ahimsa is truth and truth can only be positive."
Gandhiji has blended truth and non-violence intimately.

Characteristics of Non-Violence

Ancient and current demerits are eradicated orderly and serially and new
thoughtsand acceptances are established. Use of force or violence has no
place in this social change and hence t principle is known as scientific
non-violentism.

(1) Non violence is positive
It is natural in man. It is notto be forced. Gandhiji has said about this

"Man as animal is violent, but as spirit, he is non-violent. The moment, he
awakes to the spirit within, he cannot remain violent."
(2) Non-violence is for strong persons

Non-violence is an omament to strong and brave. This does not mean
that one should bow down belore a wrong-doer. A person is non-violent
who has conquered fear. A timid and afraid person if says that he has faith in
non-violence, is wrong
(3) Non-violence is gospel of action.

Gandhian non-violence has no inaction. It is a message of action.
Satyagraha is dynamic and non-violencg Is element of Satyagraha, hencenon-violence is active. If we have toexamineone's faith, there will be action.
(4) Internal elevation by non-violence

Non-violence does not make us able to win over an enemy but it educates

Scientific non-violentism principe of social change is based on
ation, dynamism and continuity. Evely acceptance of Gandhiji's is the
birth of fundamental ideals of Hindu religis i. Non-violence has a first place in

Hindu religion is a first essential element of his revolution. Gandhiji started

with integrated form of human life.

All aspects ofsociol, economic, political and moral are mutually related

intimately hence he has not aimed for onlyrolitical revolution. He takes real

revolution should be integrated whole in'every aspect ofsocial life. Hence

Gandhiji held revolution as change in copditions of individual and society

Which is without conflict, non-violent abidng by moral values and it is overall

natural change.
Gandhiji has not emphasized physical force but spiritual force. In

S opiniion process of social evolution is the conflict between sin and cha

sOOd and bad. Goodness and badness are abstract group hence physical or
y
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imself. No ill-will ould beformed.

al Thought)(Foundations of Soclological Thought -marerial torce has more importancc. The story of social evolution is between

Truth and falsehood, violence and non-violence, selfishness and semiessness.

Every man has two kinds of forces or two kinds of greea.

An aspect of individual is coupled with facilities, luxury, accumu:stion,

enjoyment and achievement of taste. But an aspect is there which desires

rut 1, seltlessness and beauty. Love is full of compassion and peace.

He expresses his faith in the original force of non-violence: "I am

Sure out of this orgy of violence, the people will learn the lesson of non-

violence.

Non-Violence
rest path to reach truth is love.Non-violence

is second element of Satyagraha. It means to keep
ce of love to all. Non-violence

is love also towards haters. Non-violence
not negative behaviOur but a positive behaviour. To keep aloof from bad is

anforming to non-violence. Non-violence
is that means in Satyagraha by

hich one attains the objective of truth.In reality truth and non-violence are such interrelated that they can not
separated. Gandhiji said, ""Truth is the end, love a means thereto." In otherIn the process of revolutionary change Gandhiji emphasizes on thejords the attainment of truth iis that much hard as the practical use of non-imilarity of aim and means. He takes ends as predetermined. Ends need the

means of identical nature. To achieve good thing, use of good means are

Sential. He criticized the Marxian revolution in thefollowing words: Your

(1arx) reasoning is the same as saying that we can get a, rose through
planting a noxious weed"

Gandhiji did not accept reasoning as basis of progress and development.

The inner self of an individual should have this feeling that he is developing,

society is progressing. Internal pleasure isthen only possible. He points out
ke results of revolution in following words"You must not merely satisfy
ason, you must move the heart also."

Reaily Gandhiji kas used an important weapon for revolution. To bring
the uesired change, the force based on spirit is called Satyagraha to which
Gandhiji abided forTevolution. To struggle with a physically powerful force
in authority he invented the weapon of Satyagraha.

Hence Gandhian social change or revolution is based on love, non-
violence, truth and sacrifice. Hence he organized such revolutionary people n-violence.and true behaviour.
who abiding truth, non-violence and moral principles bearing self-torture and laracteristics of a Satyagrahi.
purifying be able to change the authority. This change is not to be brought by
bloodshed but practically it is an ideal system which can be imaginca Du phasized. Accordingly a Satyagrahi must have good conduct and morallylishing it is hard.
Q.31. Discuss the meaning and form of Satyagraha' as enunciated Dy als fully. These ten moral ideals are given below

iolence. Hence for revolution adoptingthe path of Satyagraha must obey the
uth and non-violence.
elf-Torture

Love is besot with thorns. Satyagraha is based on love. Hence it includesin and self-torture. The testof love is done by sacrifice and penance. Penanceeans one should be always ready to suffer pain and must satisfy himselfith self-torture. Satyagraha is the bringing on right path one who followsong path by self-torture. But it should not be understood that Satyagrahaa weapon of a timid person.
The person ready for self-torture does not fear death. He fearlesslyves further. The non-violent behaviour gives strength to conduct. Theocedure of Satyagraha is forcing others who contradict by sacrificing foorye by bearing torture. Gandhiji said Love never claims, it ever gives. Loveer suffers, never resents, never revenges itself. "Hence Satyagraha is thbegious way,which needs God' help which can bé attained by self-torture,

#To motivate the people to tread on the path of truth Gandhiji has

perior and strong. Hence he is a true Satyagrahi who follows the ten moral
Mahatma Gendhi Explain the main points ofthe Code of Conduct Non-violence
for a Batyagrahi. A man must follow non-violence. Socially non-violence means the

erstanding of others pleasure and pain as one's awn. Economically non-
Ans. Satyagraha and its Meaning

The revolution accerted by Gandhiji to achieve the objective is his real ence is applied to co-production und equel distribution which means doweapon Satyagraha' which means to abide by truth. Abiding has to gear ask others for more work and not to-extract more from others. In short.pain In short the followingelements or characteristics are found in Satyagraha.
It can be explained thus:

r souls should not be pained and it is non-violence.
Truth

Individual should take a vow for hoiouring social vaues. Fast should be
e ceruth in the Satyagraha. One who offers Satygrahaved for mental purification if there is any defect. Truth is God. Hence

nust have full faith that he is fighting for truth. Truth is the formofGod. It is should be diverted towards truth. The following of truth is an attempt to
gue t all places and all circumstances. Iruth does not include violence as noucan claim that his fact is correct fully. According to Gandhiji Social actio

om with others in social life.

Dada Dharmadhikari has said about Gandhijï's thoughts: Whilewe follow
shold b¢ based on trutn. Speaking truth means not hicding any thing int10in the forn of social values then real truth tor us iS tnar ounci and dci
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men and men is not religion. Individualnay belong to any religon. All relig.ons are equal. Thi «ili eradicate the
probler of changing of religion. Accordingly the Satyegraha is a scienceof revo.ution.
Q.32. Write a short explanatory note on Gandhiji ideas on Trusteeship.

89
IS one. My unity with others is the basis of morality. My unity With otlhers js

The basis of my good conduct. Basis of good conduct, basis of norality. basis

of socialization of a man is the grand unity with otners.

(3) Non-stealing
Person

should honour tvery man, who

clps others and does not obstruct him. Non-stealing consists

not stealing alone but no desiring for other's things. Non-stealing is a vocation

and also a tendency. It is a faith and not conduct only with occupation and

conduct's equality except things carned from own labour, desiring not other

things is non-stealing. Self-satisfaction is the emblem of achieving non-

stealing. Hence individual shóuld have self-satisfaction.

(4) Brahmacharya
This is needed for the citizenship of man and woman. It has values for

both man and woman. Family must have the sense of mother 1or woman's

position so that tendency of sacrifice develops. Woman should not have faith

in individual but in facts. This is the basis of co-life of Brahmacharya.

(5) Aparigraha
Gandhian philosophy has given importance to principle ofco-production

and equal distribution. Not storing more than one's need is aparigraha.)

While not accepting of right over the needful goods is Indian tradition. Body

is not also ours. The tusteesship principle of Gandhiji is the social form of

aparigraha.
(6) Physical labour

Gandhiji gave more importance to labour. Those rich should also work.

The labour has no class diferentiation. The diffèrence between work and

ORElucidate Gandhiji's concept of Trusteeship.
Ans. Need ForTrusteeship

Gandhiji reorganized society on the basis of truth, non-violence andlove. He opposed communistic system because of violence. In anycircumstances Gandhiji was against the use of force. He did never thought ofadopting violence to achieve his objectives. Observing the conflict betweencapital and labour he did not imagine about class conflict.
He had faith in human soul unity. He thought that landlords and

capitalists can have the change of heart. Farmers and labourers do not need
use of force for fighting own rights as he did not accept the compulsion of
class-conflict.

Gandhiji has faith that landlords and industrialists having monopoly over
land or industries can be forced to treat justly to farmers and labourers through
non-violence.

The present problems in economic field has the main cause in
accumulation of wealth and extra riches ia one hand. Without eradicating the
capitalist to make best use ofcapital and the earning ofcapital by main means
the labour class be satisfied, Gandhiji formulated the rule of trusteeship.

Gandhiji is of the opinion that till farmers and labourers do not know
their strength then landlords and capitalists take away their rights. If farmers
declare that they will not work till their basic needs are not fulfilled, landlord

be compelled thus. The same fact is applicable to labour class. While
Marx instigates the proletariat to destroy. the capitalists and their belongings,

Gandhiji advises them to non-violent non-cooperation.
To solve this problem Gandhiji considers to give responsibility and special

offices to capitalists. Gandhiji asks the capitalist class to act as guardians of
the society and labourers by whose labour they produce and earm more wealth.

This trusteeship or guardianship will have the benefít in this that they will not

take themselves as owners but trustees of that capital, means and the labourers

and function so as to their every interest and needs. They will make the best

use of capital as they are respons-5le to upkeep of i:e capital themselves.

Trusteeship and its Meaning

Trusteeship means to give some thing under the trust of some one.

Gandhism meant by trusteeship the keeping of extra wealth under some

one's trust. This includes equality. Gandhiji means that a lawyer and a sweeper

should get equal amount. But he doubts on such possibilities. His principle of

trusteeshir includes that wlatever is saved after fulfilling the proper needs

should be xept as trustee in the ands of the rich class. They should take them

rest is the reason of opposition. Establishment of peace and extradition of

opposition it is necessary that every individual must do physical labour.

(7) Tastelessness
Physical labour is done but for its sake, nothing is desired and this is

1astelessness. Feed and then eat. No right on one's own production excep

society is tastelessness sociologically. Tastelessness is to be pleased by others

happiness. Whatever is received is distributedfirsttoothers and if remainde

is aken by self it is tastelessness which should exist in men.
(8) Swadeshi

Individual should vow to be self-supporting. Goods self-produced a

used and it is self-supporing The goods achieved is used onthe basis o
mutual cooperation but it should contribute one's own. Production shouldb

for one-another.
(9) No untouchability

Untouchability progressing on the basis of high and low has no place

Sarvodaya social system. Untouchability can be eradicated by change
circumstances of birth. Everybody should think others equal. Hence marrias
within caste should be prohibited. Everybody should have the sense
touchability.
(10) Religious equality

Different facts should be eradicated. Religion differentiating betw
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Gandhiji is against nationalization of property. He favours fully individualeeedom.Only inextraordinarycircumstances nationalization canbe accepted.dence he puts- Capital as uch is not an evil, its wrong use that is

selves as the servant of the socicty, should cam for the society and spend for
the welfare of the society.

If individual comprising socicty, cams for the social welfare, there wil
be no probiem of class-struggle.

Gandhiji accepts that rich class may carn honcstly crores but the objective
should bethat the camed incomc is handed over to socicty's necds.This is the
basic sense of the principlc of trusteeship that whatever wealth is with the
capitafist i is as a trust of society hence capitalist should use it not for onc's
own profit or luxun. He is a trustec and not owner.
Trusteeship and its Nature

fcn
evil."
Critical Evaluation

Capitalists cannot change their sentiments by making them trustees. Nocapitalist has used his wealth for others by volítion and individual rights are
not forsaken. This principle accepts the individual ownership. It accepts the
inlireet cxistence of classes. Competition will grow due to earming profit as
capitalists have rights over the means of production.

1he principle is told as alternative to capitalist and socialism but it includes
both. Tlhere is no less exploitation ofcapitalists as the position of labour class
is worst in those firms following trusteeship. The absolute authorities as trustee
do more exploitation than capitalists.

Gandtugi speaks of individuals unsuccess. Hc speaks that intellectuals
hould earm more. To say equal carning is to block the most able individual's
blocking the efficiency hence it is not proper.

Bur the more carned income of his should be used for social benefit. As
hppens in joim family system that income of all camers gather in one hand
and all get to their needs. In the same way more moncy left than the needed
will be safe for the common use. Maharishi Arvind : History & Culture,

Nationalism& Unity of Mankind
Gamdhi did not favour the eradication of kings and landlords by social

revoiution. He thought that whatever property has come to anyone irom
inheriterce or business, he should think it not one's own but of the nation.
They shouid iead their tiving like a common citizen..

As labourers have right to their labour, the same kind of right must go to
the owner over his capitai but has iess right Such trustees are rar:ly seen.
But if principie is corect, i1 is secondary that what number follow or will
follow t

Gandhiji replies to those who take the principle of trusteeship as imaginary
that it is imaginary till we see ît in words or principle. This principle cannot be
practically explained fully developed like a as per him but if it is applied in
practice it will be a success. This principle will be most useful and peaceful
way ofestzblishingequzlity in the world.

if tt state anempts to eradicate the capitalism by force, it will be a prey
to violence, 2nd *ili not be abe to esiablish any society based on non-violence.
f once appicá the stzte will take 10 il moe often 10 pu! Cown their opponents.

Gardniji has advised the state to the use of violence to somme extent. Ifafier the non-cooperation ol iabourers, trustee or capitalist does iot actaccordingjy, the use of violence by state should be donc to ocupy the property.But stat should no! have centralization of force.
He thirsks that private ownership and capitalists violence is not so mucl1oleras than the violence of the stale. 13ut how the noney accumulated by thetrusiee cn be used. Should it be distriguted to poor, IHe may spend in meyls.It should be used for public weifare which includes the followlngs1 Public shouid be given work by using il in industries and business,This is social utility.
(2) Money may be ued for state works as digging of wells, tanks and

Q.33. Write a note on Maharishi Arvind's ideas on History & Culture
Ans. SiAurobindo, as a political philosopher, acceptedspiriual determinism

in history. He saw a spirit behind the external historical currents and forces.

According to him, history. on the external surface is "a confused torrent of

events and personalities or a kaleidosocpe of changing instiutions." But the

constant change that is characteristic of the historical reality does not yield its

real internal meaning. The spiritual dialectic of history has to be grasped. In

its real sense, history is the revelation and manifestation of the spirit. "The

history of the cycles of man is a progress towards the unveiling of the Godhead

in the soul and life of humanity; each high event and stage ol it is a divine

manifestation."
The task of a philosophy of history is not merely to discover the general

pattem of social and political causation causation but to find out atit yrasp the

creative meaning and immanent soul of history. History is being pupetually

created on several planes ofexistence. In the higher planes oftpicatexitence.

we have history but not evolutionary progrssion.

inter-linked chain of facts, events and phenomena, leadirg to the nealirzatun on

some definite goals, is a charicteristic of our termestrial manifevtation alw.

Aurobindo accepted the reality of a Universal Omnipnewit Being or

Existence "which fulfils itseltin the world and the individua and the group

with an inpartial regard for all as cqual powers of its self-manitetation.

listory is the fultiment ofthe Divine spirit. Politics can be conceived as

lultilnent of the spirlt on the historical plane. The movement of' Swaraj can

OC thus regarded as the fulfilment of God by the füliiment of the people

listop in the sense ofa

ening schools.
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hu inism or narrow revivalism. In fact, as we have seen he looked uponIndia's emancipation as onlyan essential vantage point from which she couldulfil her destiny as spiritual guide ofhumanity at large. His nationalism thusdevelops logically into an internationalism that has its goal the elevated idea cfhuman unity."
According to his philosophy nationalism depends on awakening the spiritof the nation as a whole irrespective ofcaste,creed, or religion.Nationalism cannot afford to omit any section of the society. It is acoinposite whole. Aurobindo clearly distinguished in his own way between

nationalism and patriotism. His concpt of nationalism has been characterised
as iew nationalism. He therefore, started from within rather than from without.
A ccording to his philosophy as long as the principles of nationalism and
patriotism continue to be the same, one could not expect a considerable change
in the life of Indian masses.

Sir Aurobindo's notion ofthe fulfilment ofGod through the constellation

of groups, associations and collectivities sound a new note in Indian social

thought. It indicates the influenceof Hegel'spolitical philnsophy on Aurobindo.

: It is quite difficult to trace the ròots of the conception of divine fulfilmem

through human groups and societies in the Gita or the old scriptures or

Hinduism. The transcendental Purushottama ofthe Gita is an eternally perfect

self-suficient Being and is in no need of fulfilment.

Q.34. Write in brief on Maharishi Arvind's ideas about Nationalism.

Ans. His ideas about nation. Shri Aurobindo defined nation in very clear

terms. He says, "For what is a nation, what is our Mother India; it is not a

piece of earth, not a figure of speech, not a fiction of mind. It is a mighty

Shakti composed of all the Shakties of all the millions of units that make up

the nation, just as Bn.anani Mahisha Mardani sprang into being from the Shakti

of all the millions of gods assembled and in one mass of force and welded into

unity. The shakti we call in India Bhawani Bharti, is the living unity of shakties

of 300 million people."
He said that hail to the mother, love to the country for her greatness,

glory and happiess. We owe much to our past and can take pride in our

glorious past cultural heritage, one should be ready to make every sacrifice so

that Mother india prospers and develops and occupies her most honoured and

dignified place in the family of nations.

For him, India was living spiritual and not mere physical or geographical

entity. For him, the aim of India was higher, nobler and supreme. We, in

India, demand freedom not because of our own self but because Mother

India has the nobler task of spreading spiritualism throughout the world and:
that task could not be accomplished unless India was free from the bondagenansion and

ofthe Britishers who were trying to establish their supremacy over the Indians.
For accomplishingthattask each and every child of India will have to ourselves in our individual life, in the family, in community,in the nation, in

make sacrifices gladly and willingly. He, therefore, suggested his countrymen hamanity" as advocated by Aurobindo, has been primarily a concept

to be ready for making each and every sacrifice so that the Mother was
relieved from the bondages of slavery.

His ideas about nationalism. His ideas about nation and nationalism
are very close to each other. He has defined nationalism by saying that
*Nationalism is not a mere political programme, the nationalism is a religion not to the Sachidananda ofthe danta
that has come from God; nationalism is a creed which you shal! have to live.

According to him.. nationalism wa much deeper than patriotism.
It was also not only revivalism or mere Chauvinismi but something beyona
that. Dr. Karan Singh has said, It must be added, however, that to his great
credit Shri Aurobird^ never allowed his nationalism t degenerate into mere

Whole concept of nationalism required a change. Nation will have to
stand on its feet and to start from within rather than depending upon others.
No outside help could relieve us from our miseries except our own
determination and will power. He asked once, "... we are going to sacrifice
our national destiny to the whims and interests of the foreigners or are we
going to take ourselves seriously and struggle for the right to live that we may
fulfil in this world our Heavenly appointed mission." And his replywas that
we will have to struggle for our own existence and-for the betterment of the

whole world.
Fulfilment of God through group and associational life is definitely a

western concept. Some of the passages of the Mahabharata and the Puranas

aswell as the parables of the Bodhiativa in the jatakas do imply the progressive

expansion and
humanitarian service, but the notion of the fulfilment of God by "Fulflling

velopment of a man's being through social, altruistic and

popularized in German idealistic and romantic thought and brought to England

by the Hegelian idealists. Fulfilment implies want, desire and need, but the

l'ranscendental Being does not experience.vant.

The notion of fulfilment may be applied to the pure being of Hegel,but

Aurobindo, for constructing his philosophy ofpolitical history, accepted

jne principle ofspiritual determinism in history. According to him, behind the

PDivine Being may be seen. History is thernenifestation and progressiv

reveation of Brahman, the Absolute. Aooindo illustrated his theory

ne dynamic activity of Kali, the directing force ofthe Spirit, with specialeat Shri Aurobirdo never allowed hie na ,nowever, that to his.oreat Pparently meaningless and ofte contradictory events of history the working
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that all is the Brahman.Thus, Aurobindo's saying that God is both the worker
and the wCk in Bengal nationalism as well as Indian nationalism, has its rootsin the ancient Hindu metaphysics. The only difference is thathe incorporatedso ne illustrations from the history of Europe to substantiate his viewpoint.Q.35. Write a Briefnote on Aurobindo's Creed ofNationalisn and HumanUnity.
Ans. Aurobindo's creed ofnationalism was ofa cosmopolitan character. Heconsidered nationalism a necessary stage in the social and political evolutionof man to'wards human unity.

Aurcbindo wrote: ".. In the conditions of the world at present. eventaking irto consideration its most desparaging features and dangerouspossibilities, there is nothing that needs alter the view we have taken of thenecessity and inevitability of some kind of world union; the drive of Natureand the compulson of circumstances and the present and future need ofmankind make it inevitab!e. The general conclusions we have arrived at will
stand and the consideration of the modalities and possible forms or lines of
alternative or successive development it may take.

The ultimate result must be the formation of a world state and the most
desirable form of it would be federation of free nationalities in which all

referene to two historical movements the French Revolution and Indian National

Movement.
The Frecnh Revolution occurred due to the will of God. As long as the

leaders of the revolution-Mirabeau, Danton, Robespicrre and Napoleon

manisfested in their action the will of kali (or Zeit-Geist), she allowed them to

work. When they wanted to assert their cgoism and vital ambition, she hurled

them off the stage. Aurobindo considered the action of the Frencli Revolution

to be the death dance of kali. ""Death to all those who oppose God's evolution."

Aurobindo applied his theory ofdivine determinism in history also to the

Indian National Movement. The partition of Bengal provided an opportunity

for the development of an exalted nationalism in India. "Nationalism is

immortal; nationalism cannot die, because it is no human thing: it is God

who is working in Bengal. God cannot be killed, God cannot be sent to

jail"
Aurobindo considered God or Atman to be the leader of the movement,

and hence in his speeches, he advocated a return to the spirit and the realization

of its plans and dictates. If the voice of the spirit could be listened to and

apprehended, there could always be found people who would act according

to the commands ofa God-inspired leader.

Being a mystic who read the will of God in hitory, Aurobindo interpreted

all the principal events in the course of the Bengal nationalist movementas

well as the movement of Indian nationalism as designed and willed by God.

He considered the historic breach in the two sections of the Congress at Surat

in 1907 also to be a part of the Divine Will in action.

Tilak's deportation to Mandalay in Burma was also the will of God."Itis
He, not any other, who has taken them and His ways are not the ways. nol

Tilak or Ashwini kumar Datta, however great they might, be, but God Himsel,

His Will had to be accepted.
This theoryof divine determinism in history and the notion ofthe ultimate

leadership of political movements by God is a cardinal belief of the Hindu

philosophical mind. In the Mahabharata and the Puranas, there are stories
illustrating providential interventions in the course of history. In the Gita, it5

stated that wherever there is anything great and colossal in human and cosmi

history, that is to be considered as a manifestation of the Divine Spirit.
The Veadas also cantain a classic story of the fight between Indra an

Vritra, where the king of gods is solicited to kill a great destructive demol

This kind of supreme theological determinism applied to history we do no

find in medieval scholasticism or German idcalism.
It is a kind of majestic faith deriving particularly from the Gita'sideao

God being behind historical movement and guiding men's motives andaction

according to His predelermined plans and the Sankhya idea that man do

not really do anything, nature being the real agent.

subjection or forced inequality and subordination of one to another would
have disappeared and, though some might preserve a greater natural influence,

all would have an equal status.

A confederacy would give the greatest freedom to the nations constituting
the world state, but this gives too much room for fissiparous or centrifugal
tendencies to operate; a federal order would then be the most aesirable.

All else would be determined by the course of events and by general
agreement or the shape given by the ideas and necessities that may grow up in

the future. A world union of this kind would have the greatest chances of
long survival or permanent existence."

Spiritual Man; The ldeal Of Human Unity
While building the main body of his political philosophy, Sri Aurobindo

started with the conception of a spiritual man. The individual, according to

him, is nota mere physical conglomeration and complex of material inconscient

force, but is a spiritual soul, a being and self-expression of the universal and

Transcendental reality. The individual is a divine sould and the attainment of

spiritual freedom and immortality is hjs aim.

Looked at from the metaphysical standpoint, his temporary or cven

llusory existence, charactcrized by the inevitability of physical extirction,

represents only the apparent view of lhis being.
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the realization of a gnostic consciousness which would imply he governance

and determination of his life by a unified self awareness and all awareness,

and this means that he has to obtain and abide in a cosmic and even a supra

cosmic consciousness.

human societies."
A region according to him is, " "an economic framework and a culturalorder." It Is an ecological aggregate of persons." It is characteristic naturaltype and pattern of living.
Therefore, according to Mukerjee, *"The fundamental unit of study forsociology is the region." In regional approach social science finds a commonwhich keep the different soial sciences in water tight comprtments crumble

Tetrue individual is "a conscicus powerof being ofthe Eternal, always

existing by unity, always capable of mutuality. It is that being which by self

knowledge enjoys liberation and immortality."

If individual according to Aurobindo, is a soul incarnated for a divine

fulfilment up.i earth, the collectivity also is a 'soul' form of the Infinite, a

collective soul myriadly embodied upon earth for a divine fulfilment.' The

sOciety or the nation or other cooperative organic collectivities are sub souls

necessary for the complex manifestation of the divine.

Each society develops a sub-soul or group soul, character, type of mind

and evolves its own governing and ordering ideas and tendei.ies that shape

its life and institutions.
Aurobindo thought that since both the individual and the society were

manifestations of the Divive Reality, there should not be any antagonism in

their aims and practice. Any exaggerated notion of a self assertive, vital,

egoistic, self-fulfilling individual is as on sided as the equally exaggerated

conception of the all encompassing totalitarian claims of the social collectivity

and the social self. A balance not a mechanical arrangement but a harmonious

synthesis has to be arrived at, and the ideal law of social development,

according to Aurobindo, is the rule of perfect individulity ana perfect

reciprocity- "self-realization is the sense, secret or covert, of the individual

and of social development.

down."
There are different sources at work in a region. Social eçonomy is, "asynoptic study of the balance ofplant, animal and human communities, whichare systems of correlated working parts in the organisation of the region."

Human communities are an integral part of the organisation of plants, animals
and human in region.

Thus social ecology has to perform three taskS- one is "to trace the
adaptations of interacting human beings and of interrelated human institutions
of the region, including in the latter term not merely soil, climate and land
form, but also plant and animal communities." A second task is to investigate
the spatial.and food relations in which human beings and activities are
organized in a natural area in terms of the ensemble of ecological forces."

The third task is "to measurethebalance and mutual pressures of human
beings along withother living and non-livingcommunities in the region and
discover whether these prove favourable or unfavourable for man's dominance
and permanence." Therefore, man should control Nature but not disturb her
balance and rhythm.

Thus, Mukerjee developsappliedecology as well as synecology. Applied,
ecology.maintains that human development should be, "in harmony with the j

ecologicbalanceofpopulation and resources as well asofvegetation and aninpal
life"Synecology is concerned with ecologyworkingincooperationwithhu.man

geography, human biology, economics, social psychology and technolugy.

Radha Kamal Mukerjee:|
Sociology of Values

Values and Symbols

13 Mukerjee's theory of social values evolves fron the conceptof
multlimenstonal environment. This multidimensionai environment is. "the

ecoloical area, in the instütution, in thhe class, in the state, in the comnunion

of people and at the saine tiine întemalizes the region, the institution, the

class, the state and community." It inay be pointed out here that Mukcrjec

posits the common man as the universal man.

According to him Indian niysticism helps in the understanding of social

values. He rejects the escapist theory about mysticism.

According to him mysticism helps in the evolution of, *"an ethical

neutrality." It provides a searching self analysis, a strenuous and patientsel

Oiscipline and an ultimate selftranscendent."The universal man is, the true,

etenal cxpression for human freedom and cquality, for jusice and goodness

nall human relations and institnions, and for sharing, service and solidarity

O all groups and classes."

Q.36. Critically discuss Radha Kamal Mükerjee' concept of Sociology

of Values.
Ans. Mukerjee's theory ofsocialvalue is very much influenced by his studies

of regionalism and ecology. He accepts the cortcept of naturalism. According

to him Park, Mackenzie, Burgess and othe:3, do not give adequate
corsideration to the unity of reason built up by social habits, traditions and

value."
He accepizOdums' emphasis on social and psychological factors in folk

regionalism. Thus Mukerjee was infuenced by the ideas of Odum, Lewis
Mumford and Park. He conceived u the region "as an intricatc network ci

interrelations" and as eyhibiting a complex paitern of uigtations between
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According to Mukerjee a gradation of values may be found in four

basic areas ofsocial integration
(1) In the crowd, there may be an outburst by brute force of morafeelings that aim to correct some act adjudged to be wrong.(2) In economic-interestgroup,certain elemental values may be expressed,such as reciprocity, integrity, consideration, fairmess. They may be individualassertion and reciprocal service or impersonal conflict and retaliation.(3) In 'society" of *

community," equity and justice find expression.(4) In communality, the chief values are spontaneous love, socialresponsibility, solidarity, and cooperativeness. It is values such as these whichcan alone supply the sure moral foundation of world reconstruction of thefuture. On this high value level, life is shared. The human person ascendsfrom the superficial, egoístic, and evanescent self to the deep, altruistic anduniversal self."
According to Mukerjee human relationships do not consist only of

values but also disvalues. One may. find lapses, denials and perversions of
values in sóciety accompanied by a sense of guilt, shame or loss of self
status. These disvalues have their origin in the lack ofcoherenceor dissociation
between the biological, the social and the ideal phases of human satisfaction.

These disvalues must be treated by reintegration of deviant individuals
and groups in society. Thismay be done by working on the total social situation
and on the social adaptability of persons and groups

Therefore according to Mukerjee, "between mysticism and society there

is a reciprocity which may have an end." True mysticism according to him,

discovers a configuration of the selfexpanding its circumference indefinitely,

establishing itself as the centre of the world of values." Thus Mukerjee's

social thought is a combination of Eastern and Westernm thought, ecology and

mysticism.
Man develops values and symbols out of his multidimensional

environment. Values and symbols are thus synthetic products of human

mind.
According to Mukerjee values and symbols. "enhance, elevate and refine

social relations and processes and bind men together in an ever expanding,

eer deepening participation and communication."
Values are defined as ""socially approved desires and goals that are

unternalized through the process of conditioning, learning or socialisation and

that become subjective preferences, standards and aspirations," and society

is an organization and accumulation of values." There is a hierarchy of

values ranging from "immediate, specific and instrumental to ideal,

universal, and intrinsic values."
Values are absolute. They are an embodiment of the universal human

craving for order and harmony. by them man actualises his desires and goals.

Values can be inferred from the manner in which a man spends his time,

income and energies. In society, the patterns of social life, relations and

institutions emerge from the hierarchy of normal values.

Thus all human relations and hunan behaviour involves values. They

play an important role in the integration and fulfilment of man's basic impulses

and desires. Thus values are.made up of both individual and social responses.dealldeals however, do not give harmony and-coherencc. Tese may be

and attitudes. They build up society, integrate social siructure.
Mukerjee's theory of social values is based. upon his ideas

concerning regionalism and ecology. According on him by their nature all society present."

valuesplay an important part in fulfilmentof man's basic impulses and desires

They integrate social relations.

Values, Goals,Norms
According to Mukerjeegoals arise out ofman's basic needs. They reduce

tensions. However, gradually they becomecompetitive. The best goal is the

secured by norms. Defining norms. Mukerjee said, ""Norms incarmate man's
strivings and aspirations for self-realization and growth that his life and his

These norms become values by intemalisation In oriental culture norms

and values constitute both man's "deepest self and the essence of an eternal,

Values have "condensed epitomised expression,"namely, svmbols. A Spirirual, teleological order of the cosmos."

Personality and Values
symbol may be defined as "a vehicle of communication and regulationo
human relations, a pregnant, epitomised expression of meanings and values

shared in human life."

Human relations are largely symbolic; man competes andstruggle wit

(his).fellowmen even for sex, food, and living space symbolically. Symbos
not only bring one nearer than values to the experiences of individuals, but a

There is a reciprocal relationship between values and personality. They

change and govern each other. A person may leads

values. Therefore, man is superior to society and Nature. He passes from one

level of behaviour to another.

iety towards higher

These changes occur in three dimensions (1) Improvement of social

vehicles of communication, stratification and control are also more
amenable relations, (2) Enrichment of values () Enrichment of personality. According

to scientific, objective analysis." Symbols make a part of the values ofl
visible by pattermising and stereotyping these, "and hence make it possible 10

man to understand and experience these values."

to Mukerjee the first dimension is bio-social, the second is that of psychic

Integration in society and the third is the spiritual dimension.

There are no social relations that are not moral and no spiritual relations

nat are not reverent. The moral progress of man builds up and communiates
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Iself in reverence. Thus reverence integrates man, society and cosmos. In

order to persist, a society must fulfill the supreme valucs of personality. The

highest search of personality is for highest beauty. goodness and love.

By these spinitual values, according to Mukerjee, an cnduring world

order calls for an appreciation of the continuity between personality and

universe, between the social order and the cosmic order. In no other way is

it possible to unite mankind and save beauty, goodncss and love.

sociology itself.
Sociology. according to Mukerjee is "an aspect of the general theory orsOcicty which is connected whith the social relationships of comunicationand status within the framework of institutions." It deals with the fundamentalcomplementary status relationships between persons.The function of sociology is "to cultivate a dispassionate, objectiveattitude" towards values without viewing present values as sacrosanct, andto seek to explore and analyze emerging values and validate all values, newand old, with reference to the social situation, need and experience.A General Theory of Society

Mukerjce develops a general theory of society on the basis of social

value systems by an integration of sqcial sicences. Society, according to him,

can be understood only by studying the habits, values and symbols ofsociety
as a totality. He defines society as, "the sum of the structures and functions
through which man orients himself to the tkree dimensions or levels of his
enviroament, ecologic, psychological and telic-morals"

In so doing he "fulfils his basic requirements of sustenance, status and

value-fuifilment" according to the three moral levels of prudence, loyalty and
reverence.Culture is defined by Mukerjee as"the aggregate of beliefs, values
andbehaviours of the members of a society and the aggregate of symbols
which express and commnicate such beliefs, values, behaviours.

Society, according to Mukerjee, means, "an essentially self-directed and
active organization that heads towards increasec heterogeneity, wholeness
and macroscnpic orderliness," it învolves the uniqueness of each person's
feelings, emotions and learned trends."

It is this uniqueness of eachpersonality "that continually renews culture
and chagas is course." Social sructure and functions- comprise an
expading universe of symbols, and ethos." Social evolution moves from the
immediate, specific and instrumental to ideal, universal and instrinsic values."Circumseribed. narrowly by the class system and satus power structure."

in order to maintain its identity and self sufficiency, society prevents
and regulates conflicts of groups and individuals. It uses laws so that values
nay be :oiected, shared, scaled and ordered. The chief means of control is

personai interiorization of values through experience.Mukerjee repudiates a provide an indispensableplace forbothempiricalandscientific viewpoints op

closed system of society. He rejects naturalistic philosophy. He is against
diaiectical materialism. Mukerjee repudiates a closed system of society.

He eiects naiuralistic philosophy. He is aginast dialectical materialism.biological and moral man and society and between the philosophy ofscience

2e essence o1 Mukerjeesgeneral theory of society is, *The identification of and the science of values." It will utilize art, it is the great binder.

the way to individual perfection with the general progress of society and
numanity in terms of values and ideals exercised in rational direction and Social sciences for study, rescarch and application. It synthesi sociology

control.

Value of Social Philosophy
The master science alone may answer the great unanswered questicnsofmankind. A scientific humanism is not enough. A unity ofthe social sciencesis required to fully integrate personality and provide the basis for universalsOciety.
The master science will include "the sociology of knowledg

sociology of values, the sociology of symbols, the sociology of arts, and thesociology of religon." It will be global in ts outlook. It will tackle the
problems ofworld community. it will respect "the common values of mankind,
even when revealed in diverse schemes of life in different countries and epochs,
it will include a philosophy that will examine and reconstruct the presuppositions
underlying the various social sciences *"in the context of changing social-
environme

e

tal relations and values. It will sustain self correcting methods." It
will tackle the problems ofhow "to obtain solidarity, security, freedom. poise
and sharing."

It will clarify relations between the social and ethical spheres of human
relationsIt will define the processes by which the ideal values of aparticular
Culture are reshaped or destroyed by technology and "diffused widely or

It will recognise that "God dwells in the heart of every finite creature
and leads mankind steadily and steadfastly to universal freedom and perfection."
It will accept the idea that religion is faith in the "permanenceofvalues. Itwill

the other hand, and the philosophical and artistic on the otherhand.
Social philosophy, according to Mukerjee, may "bridge thegulfbetveen

Thus Mukerjee's thought is universal, human and cosmis. It unites

and philosophy. It considers each individual and each human society as a unit

in the world comnunity.
According to its values occupy supreme place in the human universe.

he human universe again, is an aspect of the cosmic purposeful universe.

Master Sclence of Society
The master science of society, according to ^ukerjec, includes.

*"The human ecological theory, the sociological ther
values and symbols, with each standing on its own footi

and lending to the others. Together they form

and the thcory o

th cach borrowing
may be called a
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All these are subjects of study of the master science. The master science of

society includes all social sciences, philosophy and religion.

Q37. Discuss briefly the contribution made by Dr. Radha Kamal

Mukerji to Indian Sociology.

Ans. Dr. Radha Kamal Mukerji and Indian Sociology-Dr. Radha Kamal

Mukerji is recognised as one ofthe fathers of the Indian sociology. He because

cf his situation, did contribute to the origin and growh of the modem Indian

sociolog, iiut his thinking and approach are, as Dr. R.N. Saxena has remarked,

not responsible for the present trend of Indian sociology.

His approach was interdisciplinary and he has tried to show that

economic laws, based on physical and psychological theories are helpful in

institutional structure. In this field, he has been very much influenced by the

Institutional Economists and Sociologists of America.

According to Heinz Mans, Dr. Mukerji attached himselfto the American

School of Institutionalist (Veblen and Common) and emphasised the central

role played by traditions and values, laying increasing emphasis on the

importance of myth, language, ritual, art and symbolism.

Institutional Theory of Economics and Sociology- His approach to

present sociology is founded on the principles enunciated by him in his book,

Institutional Theory of Economics'. Through this book, he has reflected

thoughts of Veblen, Common, Mitchenn etc. to Indian Social Thought. He

tried to give a new trend to the theories and the lawš attributed by this school.

He has said that the development of man or individual is very- much

influenced by the interests and the inter-related process ofthe group. In his

book Dynamics of Morals' he has claritie his approach further. Dr. Mukerji

has divided group under the following he

(1) Crowd.
(2) Interest group.
According Dr. Radna Kamal Mukerji, the standards of organisation vnnt ot inaependence has in some ways quickened the prccess of

and structure,the evaluation standards, means ofcontrol, objectives and values

of these groups differ from one another. All this shows that Dr. Radha Kamal

Mukerji was only a torch-bearer in the field of sociology. His thinking i5 Westernization on a short-term as well as long-term basis offers a fertl fiel

only a landmark in the field and guides other socioloists. Shri A.K. Saran or analysis and speculation.

Westernization
.38. Write an essay on Sanskritization.

ORDefine Sanskritization and discuss its main characteristies.
ORDescribe the main models of Sanskritization.
OR

Critically evaluate the theory of Sanskritization.
OR

Write an essay on Sanskritization? iLiscuss ii as a process o
social change.

OR
Write a note on the process of Sanskritization.

Ans. Sanskritization
The subject of social change in modern India is vast and complex. an

an adequate understanding of it will require the understanding ofsvchdiverse
fields as economic, social and cultural history, law, politics, education, religion,
demography and sociology. It will have to take account of regional, linguisic,
and other difference.

Of the two processes to which the concepts refer, Sanskritiztion seerns
to have occured throughout Indian history and still continues to occu.
Westernization, on the otherhand refers to changes introduced to Indian Sriety
during British rule and which continues in some case with added momentum
in indeperdentindia.

Westernization, unlike Sanskrization is not confined o any particr'ar
section of the Indian population, and its importance, both in the nuat: of
people it effects and the ways in which it affects them is steadily increasing.(3) Community, and

(4) The Communality.

Westernization and it is not unlikely that independence was a necessar

precondition of such acceleration.
The complex and intricate interrelation between Sanskritization ari

in his work 'Recent Trends in Sociology has correctly pointed out:

The basis of Dr. Mukerji's synthesis of traditional and modem thougnt forward they aroused a certain amount of interset among sociologists and

are concepts of rebels, hierarchy and theory of symbolism; also the methods nthropologists workingi

of re-interpretation and adaptation. The concept and the methods are traditional. widespread culture and social process among Hindus in different parts i
In both Economics and Sociology, he had made a big effort 1o meet the ndia. It is also reported to be occuring among some trihai groups such as e
challenge of the west."

When the concepts of Sanskritization and Westernization were irst put

the India field. Sanskritization vwas found to be 2

Shils and Üi2ons.

10
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one or two models ofSanskritization
bestablished that, Sanskritization

was not only Brahminization,
but it could be

based on other castes, like Kshatriya, Vaishya or Shudra.Influences on Sanskritlzation

Definitions and Meaning of Sanskritization. has also drawn attention to theSanskritization asa process underlying social change in India was firs
of all introduced by M.N. Srinivas in his famous book Religion and Society
Among the Coorgs'"

M.N. Srinivas defined Sanskritization in following terms:
Sanskritization is the process by which a "low" Hindu caste, or tribal or

othergroup. change it customs, rituals, idcology and way of life in the direction

ofa high. and frequently, "twice-born" caste Generally such changes are
followed by a claim to a higher position in the caste lierarchy than that
traditionally conceded to the claimant caste by the local community. The claim
is usually made over a period of time, in fact, a generation or two, before the
arrival" is "conceded"

that there exists notifnot four.Thus investigation

From this point of view, Sanskritization is only a type of illustration of
how the 'reference group process' operates. However, the dominant caste
factor influenced the process ofSanskritization to a great extent, because, the
mediation of the various models ofSanskritization through the local dominant
caste stresses the importance ofthe latter in the processofcultural transmission.Thus if the locally dominant caste is Brahmin or Lingayat it will tend to
transmit a Brahminical model of Sanskritízation, whereas if it is Rajput orBania it will transmit Kshatriya or Vaishya models. Of course, each locallydomimant.caste has its own conception ofBrahmin, Kshatriya, or Vaishyamodels.
Transmission

Thus threugh this process low caste people attain a higher position in
the caste hierarchy due to changes in their customs and rituals. As Srinivas
comments, "A low caste was able, in a generation or two, to rise to a higher
position in the hierarchy by adopting vegetarianism and teetotalism, and by
Sanskriktizing its ritual and patten.
Mobility and Direction:

However, the movements from a lower caste position to higher caste
may be owing to other factors than Sanskritization.

.Howerver, the mobility associated with Sanskritization results only in

posititional changes in the system and does not lead to any structural change.
That is, a caste moves up, above its neighbours,and another comes down,
but all this takes place in an essentially stable hierarchical order. The system
itself does not change.

Sanskritization is nof confined to Hindu caste only, but it takes place
among tribal and semi-tribal communities as well. For example tribals like

Bhils of western India.

If all goes to prove that the dominant caste transmits the model ofSanskritization for the region which others have to follow. M.N. Srinivas,suggests the way to challenge the dominant caste factors. he writes,"the best way of staking a claim to a higher position is to adopt the customsand way of life of a higher caste.. Though over a long period of timne,Brahmanical rites and customs spread among the lower Castes, in the shortrun the locally dominant caste was imitated by the rest even if it was notBrahmin.
But, the dominant castes have kept a sound vigil on the infiltration to

their caste fold. There are several incidents of torturing and even killing the
lower castes, who tried to upgrade by adopting on or the other rituals of the
upper caste.
Examples of opposition to Sanskritization

William Rowe mentions that when, in 1936, the Nadiyas ("low' caste of
salt-makers now employed in digging wells, tanks and roads and in making
tiles and bricks) ofSenapur-village in Easterm Uttar Pradesh donned en masse
the sacred thread. "The afronted Kshatriyas and others beat the Nadiyas,

tore off the sacred threads and imposed a collective fine on the caste. Some

years later the Nadiyas again began to wear the sacred threads but were

unopposed. Their first attempt had been a direct, public challenge, but on the

second occasion the Nadiyas n çd the sacred thread quietly and on an

individual basis.

But the dominant higher castes have tried their best to check such

processes of upgrading. Governnent has been awakened of the incidents

where varied checks were employed by the dominant higher castes. When

the Ahirs of North India decided to call themselves Kshatriya and donned the

sacred thread their action roused the wrath of the dominant higher castes.

Models of Sanskritization:
In his book on Coorg Religion, M.N. Srinivas emphasized the

Sanskritization of Brahmins only but later has accepted that there existed

other models of Sanskrítization. D.F. Pocock has pointed to the existence ol
a Kshatriya model in addition to a Brahmanical model. To quote D.E. Pocock:

Just as the Kshatriya or King stands with the Brahmin as superiorthe

Vaishya and Shudra varna, so we may also speak of the kingly model in Hinduj

society, though dependent in certain respects upon the Brahmanis. At any

given time or place the kingly model is represented by the dominant political

power in any area, and is mediated by the local dominant non-Brahmins caste

or castes of that area. Thus in sccular matters,the Moghuls and the British a
various times have provided a standard by which secular prestige is gauzed

Besides, the kingly model, other models of Sanskritižation are mediated
by locally dominant castes"
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107In North Bihar, for instance, the higher caste Rajputs and Bhumihar

Brahmins tried to prevent the Ahirs from assuming the symbols of twice
bom status, this resulted in violcnce and resort to the law couris.

Hutton has described a similar conflict between the Kallar, a dominant

caste in Ramnad District in the extreme South of India, and Harijans.
Similariy, in the early twenticth ccntury, the Kallars tricd to check the

process of Sanskritization.
To quote M.N. Srinivas. "In December 1930 the Kallar in Ramnad

propounded eight prohibitions the disregard of which led to the use of violence

by the Kallar against the cxterior Harijans castes, whose huts werc fired,

whose granaries and property were destroyed and whose live stock was looted.

The eight prohibitions were as follows:
(1) that the Adi-Dravidas shall not wear ornaments of gold and silver
(2) that the males should not be allowed to wear their clothes above the

.

hips;
(3) that their males should not wear coats or shirts or baniyans;
(4) no Adi-Dravidas shall be allowed to have his hair cropped.

(5) that the Adi-Dravidas should not use other than earthenware vessels
in their houses;

(6) their women shall not be allowed to cover the upper portion of their
bodies by clothes or ravukais (blouses) or thavanis (upper clothes worn like

Logas);
(7) their women shall not be allowed to use flowers or saffrom paste;
(8) the men shail not use umbrellas for protection against sun and rain

nor shall they wear sandle.
Factors Contributing to the process of Sanskritization. Many factors

have contributed to the process of Sanskritization in India. M.N. Srinivas
has observed,

Centre of pilgrimage and monasteries were also sources of
Sanskritization. Each pilgrimage centre had its own hinterland,themost famous Q.39. Write an essay on Westernization in India.
of them attracting pilgrims from all over India. While the smallest relied on a
few neighbouring vilages. Even when a pilgrim centre had an all India following
it probably attracted more pilgrims from one or a few areas than uniformly
from every part of ndia.

In the case of centres drawing from a small region however, there were
perhaps more pilgrims from parnicular castes or villages than from other.
Inspite of such limiting factors, a pilgrim centre as well as monastery managed
to influence the way of life of every one in its hinterland. When a section ofa
dominant caste came under the influence of a centre or monastry,
Sanskritization spread vertically to non-dominant castes in the area and
horization to members living elsvhere. Such spreading has been grcatly
facilitated in recent years by a var:ety of forces technolcgical, institutional,

and ideological.

Soclo-Cultural ChangesThe process of Sanskritization has been to bring a change in the life of
dominant class, Sanskritization has been a major proces ofcultural change inIndian history, and it has occurred in every part of the Indian subcontinent.The process has bcen universal.

But caste system, being a closed system does not permit any intrusion,and only changes that can be achieved is the slight upward movement in thescale of jatis within the given varna.
Varna hierarchy is clear and immutable' and thus the process ofSanskritization can only reinforce and consolidate the "immutable Varnahierarchy" but can neither dislodge it or modify it. Srinivas has noted thatThe ordering of the different varna is clearly intended to support the theoryof Brahminical supremacy". Thus the upgradation through Sanskritization islimited because the caste is hereditary and endogamous group still occupiesthe same positions and status in the varma hierarchy.
Thus, Sanskritization cannot introduce structural change in the Hindu

society and it cannot help asa means to bring a social change in India.Tosum
up-

(1) Sanskritization is the process, first used by M.N. Srinivas (1952),
by which a low Hindu caste or tribal or other group, changes its customs.
ritual and ideology, in the way of litn the direction high, and frequently,
"twice-born" caste

(2) Sanskritization has been restricted by the resistance by the dominant
highercastes.

(3) Besides Brahminism, there are other models of Sanskritization asS

Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra models.
Jati, being a closed system, has limited the scope of Sanskritization as a

process of social cahnge. Sanskritization, as M.N. Srinivas asserts has
been unable to bring structural change in the Hindu society.

OR

What changes have been brought in Indian society by

Westernization.
OR

Discuss the soical impact of Westernization on contemporary
ORIndian society.

Define Vesternization giving its main characteristics. How

westernization' is different from Shanskritization?
OR

Discuss the impact of Wesiernization e.. Indian life.

OR

What is the role of W:sternization in the process of social change

InIndu." OR
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Foundations of Sociological ThoughtDiscuss the process of. Westernizatión as a tool of bringing social

change in India.
DIRcess the relationship between Westernization and

Sanskritization as the two processes of social change in India.

Ans. Westernization- British rule produced radical and lasting changes in

Indian Society and culture. British brought with them new technology. insti-

tutions, knowledge, beliefs and values. The new technology, and the revolu-

tion in communication which was brought about enabled the British to inte-

grate the country as never before in its history. The establishment of British

rule put an end once and for all to local wars which were endemic in pre-

British India and which were a most important source of social mobility for

individuals as well as groups.
During the nineteenth century the British slowly laid the foundations of

a modern state by surveying land, setting the revenue, creating a modern

bureaucracy, army and police, instituting law courts, modifying the law,

developing communications, railways, post and telegraph, roads and canals

establishing schools and colleges, and so on.
The British also brought with them the printing press, and the profound

and many-sided changes this brought about in Indian life and thought deserve

a volume in itself. One obvious result.was that books and jounals along with

schools, made possible the transmission of modern as well as traditional

knowledeg which'could no-longer be the privilege of a few. Hereditary groups

while the newspapers made people in different parts of the far-flung country

realize they had common bonds, and that events happening in the world outside

influenced their lives
Westernization differs from Industrialization and Urbanization.

109)OR the most important one though since,I947 the Americanand Russian modelshavebecome increasingly relevant.
Meaning ofWesternizatlon

Westernization is notjustasimple proçessofchange.Modern technologym West and its various implications are easily seen working through theprocess. As M. N. Srinivas puts it,
Westernization is an inclusive. complex and many layered concept. Itovers a wide range from Westerm technoloEY at one end to the experimentalmethod ofmodern scCience and modem historiography at the other. Its incrediblemnlexity is seen in the fact that different aspects ofWesternizatiotnsometimescombine to strengthen a paricular process, Sometimes work at cross purposes,

and are occasionally mutually discrete."

Examples
One of the greatest contributions of Westernization was the change that

it reinforced in the eating patterns of Indians and various norms connected

Industrialisation was a result of Industrial Revolution, but there were many

cities in the west, untouched bythis revolution. While the Industrial Revolution

resulted in an increase in the.rate of urbanization and highly urbanised areas

are generally highly industrialised areas, urbanization is not a simple function

of industrialization.
M.N. Srinivas has noted that, "While the most. Westernized groups

are generally found in the big cities, a caution must be uttered against equalling

Westernization with urbanization. Even ina country such as India, it is possible

to come across groups inhabiting rural areas which are more westernized in

their style of life than many urban groups.
Westernization does not imply unif

cultural patterns are enjoined within it.

While there aré certain common elements in Westernization, each

European country, along with the United States, Canada, Australia and New

Zealand, represents a particular variant of a common culture and significant

differences exist between one country and another. In the analysis of social

and cultural change it. Inda the British mode! of Westenization is obviously

with it.
Traditionaly Indians ate their meals sitting on the floor. The food was

served either on leaves or on metal (brass, bronze, or silver) plates. Among
the upper castes, and especially among. Brahmins, eating was a religious act.
The food had to be cooked while the women were in a ritually pure state.

The men and children ate first, adult men being in a ritually pure state
while eating. This rant removing their shirts and changingIntoasilk dhoti

(silk is rituallysuperior to cotton) andupper cloth. At the end of the meal the
dining leaves became impurc and were thrown out. The places where the
leaves had rested were purified with a solution of cow-dung.

Bu' sith the effect of the force of Westen culture, very.much adopted
by the elite section of the community, it can be easily noticed that, in the

larger towns and cities, the educated and Wastermized groups increasingly

prefer to eat at tables.
he inost obvious feature of the changes is the new technology-chairs

and tables stainless steel utensils, spoons-but it also has other implications.

It means á degree of secularization, and the deliberate adopting ofa style

ot use different from the traditional, because it is prestigious or convenient or

Doth. The point to stress is that the new mode of eating contributes to an

ncrease in secularization, as the table is not like to be purified with cowdung

Souion after meals, and the ritual acts traditionally performed before and

after meals tend to be dropped.
iOwever, Westermization of one area does not affect the li'ving conditions

Oune other areas. Unless ar until enough environmental opportunities are

ea, it cannot spell its effects. In other instances, unlike the one above,

zalion in one area or level ofbehaviour does not result in Westemization

n another related area or level. The two remairi disCIee

and universal culture. But diverse
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1Relatlon Between SanskritizatiorandW ster eConsequences ofWesternizatlion:Soclal Change

Westernization, in itself emits many inter-contradictory forces'which

instead of consolidating rathercounteract one another. As Shri M. N. Srinivas ome sccial thange in India:

Sanskritization and Westernization were used as two piocesses bringing
() Sanskritization implies the imposition of certain taboos like takingmeat, and consuming alconol, but westermization promoted meat eating aswell as alcohol consumption.
(2) In the similar way, the processes ofSanskritizationand Wes :emization,differ with respect to he provisions of marriage and divorce..
For instance, Among the lower castes there is no taboo againstwidowhood, divorce and remariage, nor does custom enjoin on the wife iulookupon her husband as a deity: These customs are in line with Westenizaticnbut were all tabooed by the Brahmins. The conflict between these groupsbetween these two sets of processes has been removed after independence

by the promotion of quality of sexes and legislation providing for divorce and

has noted.
There are instances, moreover, where Westemization has given birth to

forces which are mutually at cross puposes. This is perhaps more evident in

its earlier than in later stages, though there is no guarantee that all short-tetm

discormances, will disappear in the long-run.
The introduction of printing, for instance, made possible the transmission

of not only modern knowledge but also knowledge of the traditional epics,

mythology, the lives of saints and other religious literature.

Besids introducing social reforms the process of Westernization has

reflected, rather conflicting trends. For instance, in the political and cultural

field, Westernization has given birth not only to nationalism but also to

revivalism. remarriage.
(3) Sanskritization process promotedsacred outlook, while the secularismwas the ideology under the process of Westernization.
Lower castes, tried their best to upgrade their socia status through

. Sanskriitization, but they realised later on that mere Sanskr:tization couldnothelp them and thus they felt inclined to adopt westernculture. As M.N. Srinivas
has put it.

They thus became more determined to obtainwestern education and thefruits that only it could yield. High cast dominance in education and in thenew occupation thus provided the cause for the Backward Classes Movement.
It is no accident that the Movement was the strongest in peninsular Indians
where only one caste (in the.varna sense), the Brahmins, enjoyed a
preponderance in higher education, the professions, and government
employment.

Thus Western education through English was preferred by the lower
caste to Sanskritization as the means to enablhem to move up in status in
he society.

The revivalist movement that is very closely associated with the struggle

for independence, had produced dazzling effects.
Revivalist movements have used Western types of Schools and Colleges,

and books pamphlets and journals to propogate their ideas.

Links and the Process
However, much depends uponthe link between the Western motivating

force and the response of Indian people towards it. Intheabsenceofa proper
link between the two ends, ie. transmiting end of western stimulus and

recuring end of Indian response. But, when the links between the westem
stimulus and the Indian response are few, there is no doubt as to the
identification of the process. But doubts may arise when the linke are
numberous or not visible on the surface.

Thus, it is easy to perceive increased literacy as the result of printing
and the development oftowns, but it is defiicult to preceive the connection
betweenWesternization and Backward Classes Muvement of the Arya Samdji.

or linguistic consciousness in the twentieth century. I will be increasingly
necessary to qualify *Westernization" by the prefix "Primary" "Secondary"
or Tertiary'. In Primary Westernization ualike Secondary anf Tertiary, the
linkage is simple and direct,

Westernization andSoclal Changes in !ndia: Effect
However, Westernization process was able to change the social institutions

in India. As the end of nineteenth centuryand the beginning of the twentieth
centurywas marked by the introduction of so maryreformslikè fight against
Sati Pratha, child marriages, widow temarriages etc. the nationalist movement
was dominanted by the leaders coming from the westernisd elite section of
Indian community. Many issues raised by these liberals' and extremists like

Tilak, became the basic issues of the War of Indepndence and later found
their place in the Constitution ofIndia in 1950.

Conclusin Westernization is not industrialization and urbanization.
Westernization is a process which implies t.e change in living. mannersof the
People after adopting westen style. Westernization is not uniform all over the
countries and westerm cou.tries diff:r in their culture. Westernization is not

timple process of chnge. One of the significant changesintroducedby

erization was the ch&:ges intruucsd ia the eating pattern of the Indian

EOpie. Westernization gave origia to so many contradictory forces that

unteract oneanother. Westemization and Sanskritization as the two processes
of social change wideiy ifer from one ancaher.
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1. . Critically examine the Economic, Social and Political effects ofthe Industrial
Revolution.

2. Critically examine Comte's Law of ThreeStages.
Ans. SeeQ: No. 5, Page No. 16]

Ans. See Q. No.7, Page No. 25]Critically examine Comte's Positivistic approach to the study of society.
[Ans.See Q. No. 9, Page No.31

Explain Durkheim's concept ofanomie and critically evaluate his theory of
[Ans. See Q. No.10, Page No. 34]Explain Durkheims views on Suicide. [Ans. See Q. No. 11, Page No. 391

Explain: "Ideal types are hypothetically concrete individuals (personalities,
sOCial situations, changes, revolutions, institutions, classes and' so on,
constructed out of their relevant components by the research for the purpose

4.
Suicide.

5.
6.

of instituting precise comparisons-Don Martindale
Ans. See Q. No. 12, PageNo. 42Elucidate Max Weber's concept of SocialAction.
Ans. See Q. No. 13, Page No. 44]

8. Critically èxamine the essential features of KarlMarx's Historical Materialism.
[Ans. See Q. No. 15, Page No. 47]

Examine Pareto's concept of Logical and Non-Logical action and explain9
how residues and derivatives lead to non-logical actions?

[Ans. See Q.No. 20, Page No: 59]
10. Explain: Thetheory oftheelite is that in every society there are people who

pOssess in a marked degree of the qualities ofintelligence character, skill,
capacity, of whatever kind that there are two classes of elite, that the two
groups are disjunctive at any given timeand that there is an up and down
circulation oftheelite- E.S. Bogardus. Discuss.

Ans. See Q. No. 21, Page No. 621
. 11. Critically evaluate Parson's theory ofSocial Action.

[Ans. See Q. No.22, Page No.65
Describe briefly Parsons's Pattern Variables.Apply them io describe the

Ans. SeeQ. No.24, Page No.701
12.

present
Explain the Structural functionalism of R.K. Merton.

ay Indian iety.
13.

Ans. See Q. No. 25, Page No. 4]
What is a Middle Range theory in Sociology? Discuss its characteristics

[Ans. See Q.No. 26, Page No. 75
Discuss the meaning and form of Satyagraha'as enunciated by Mahatma
Gandhi. Explain the main points of the Code of Conduct for a Satyagrahi.

[Ans. See Q. No.31, Page N. B6 ]

14.

15.

16. Write a short explanatory note on Gandhiji ideas on Trusteeship

Ans. See Q. No. 32, Page No. 89
Write a note on Maharishi Arvind's ideas on History & Culture..

Ans. SeeQ. No. 33, PageNo. 91 |
18. Write a Briefnote on Aurobindo's Creed of Nationalisn and Human Unity

[Ans. See Q. No. 35, Page No. 95|1
19.Critically discuss Radha Kamal Mukerjee'conceptof Sociology of Values.

Ans. See Q. No.36, Page No. 96
Write an essay on Sanskritization. JAns. See Q. No.38, Page No. 103

(OR) Write an essay on Westermization in India.[Ans. See Q. No. 39, Page 107

..

20.

1D


